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Abstract 
 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common fatal genetic disorder that afflicts young 

Canadians.  The major cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with CF is chronic pulmonary 

infection with the opportunistic Gram-negative pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa.  Once 

established, P. aeruginosa lung infections cannot be cleared despite sustained and aggressive 

antimicrobial therapy.  Treatment failure of P. aeruginosa lung infections is caused by a 

combination of antibiotic resistance and tolerance mechanisms.  Antibiotic resistance is mainly 

mediated by multidrug efflux pumps such as MexAB-OprM.  Antibiotic tolerance has been 

attributed to biofilms and to nutrient starvation.  In this thesis, I present an analysis of three 

transcriptional regulators (PA3225, RpoS, and RpoN) and their contributions to resistance and 

tolerance in P. aeruginosa.  PA3225 is a transcriptional regulator that I initially identified as a 

candidate regulator of a type VI secretion system (T6SS) that had been previously implicated in 

biofilm tolerance.  While a ΔPA3225 deletion mutant did not, unfortunately, have dysregulated 

expression of the T6SS, I fortuitously discovered that the mutant displayed increased resistance to 

various antibiotics from different functional classes.  I linked the increased antibiotic resistance of 

ΔPA3225 to upregulation of MexAB-OprM and provided evidence that PA3225 may be a direct 

repressor of mexAB-oprM.  Next, I sought to identify a transcriptional regulator of ndvB, which is 

another gene that plays a role in biofilm tolerance.  I found that the stationary phase sigma factor, 

RpoS, was essential for expression of ndvB in stationary phase and biofilm cells.  Moreover, RpoS 

was important for tolerance of stationary phase cells to tobramycin (TOB), an aminoglycoside 

antibiotic that is used to treat CF patients.  In recent years, several groups have sought to identify 

novel treatments to combat antibiotic tolerance in P. aeruginosa.  A popular strategy is metabolic 
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potentiation, which involves co-administration of an antibiotic with a metabolite to reverse 

tolerance due to nutrient starvation.  For example, one group found that fumarate (FUM) combined 

with TOB (TOB+FUM) was highly effective at killing tolerant P. aeruginosa.  FUM uptake 

depends on C4-dicarboyxlate transporters, which are transcriptionally regulated by the alternative 

sigma factor, RpoN.  Importantly, rpoN loss-of-function mutations are a recognised mechanism of 

pathoadaptation in CF clinical isolates.  I demonstrated that TOB+FUM was unable to kill ΔrpoN 

stationary phase and biofilm cells due to loss of FUM uptake and that rpoN alleles from CF clinical 

isolates were unable to complement the ΔrpoN mutant.  These findings could have important 

implications for TOB+FUM as a treatment modality in CF patients with a high burden of rpoN 

mutants.  Overall, my work has provided interesting and, in the case of RpoN, clinically relevant 

insights into the regulatory networks that determine antibiotic susceptibility in P. aeruginosa.               
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Chapter 1: General introduction 
 

1.1 Preface 

Portions of sections 1.4 and 1.5 in this chapter have been previously published in the review article 

below (1) with modifications as necessary.  The relevant sections taken from this review are clearly 

marked in the text. 

Hall CW and Mah T-F.  2017.  Molecular mechanisms of biofilm-based antibiotic 

resistance and tolerance in pathogenic bacteria. FEMS Microbiology Reviews 41(3): 276-

301.  Copyright © Oxford University Press. 

 

Specific author contributions are as follows: 

Clayton W. Hall – developed the review outline and wrote the manuscript.  

Thien-Fah Mah – developed the review outline and edited the final manuscript.      

 

1.2 Pseudomonas aeruginosa: an overview 

 Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a metabolically versatile, Gram-negative bacillus that is a 

member of the γ-proteobacteria class of Bacteria.  P. aeruginosa is naturally present in the soil and 

in aquatic habitats, but it has also been isolated from surfaces in healthcare settings (2).  P. 

aeruginosa does not normally colonise or infect humans with intact immune function (3).  

However, P. aeruginosa is commonly implicated in nosocomial infections and can cause serious 

opportunistic infections in patients who have conditions that impair one or more of the innate 

immune mechanisms that normally keep P. aeruginosa at bay (3).  For instance, the genetic disease 

cystic fibrosis (CF) causes defects in the various bacterial clearance mechanisms of the lung, 

thereby predisposing patients with CF to chronic P. aeruginosa lung infections (4).  An in-depth 

discussion of the pivotal role played by P. aeruginosa in CF is discussed later in this chapter.           
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P. aeruginosa infections are clinically very diverse and can range in severity from self-

limiting (eg. hot tub folliculitis) to life threatening (eg. ventilator-associated pneumonia) as well 

as in acuity from acute (eg. keratitis) to chronic (eg. cystic fibrosis (CF) lung infections) (3).  

Failure of antimicrobial therapy is a major hurdle that clinicians face in treating many P. 

aeruginosa infections (5).  For example, it is essentially impossible to clear chronic P. aeruginosa 

infections from the lungs of patients with CF using standard antimicrobial therapies that are 

currently in use clinically (6, 7).  Recalcitrance to antibiotics has been attributed to both antibiotic 

resistance and antibiotic tolerance (1, 8).  Antibiotic resistance is often associated with the 

expression of multidrug efflux pumps (9, 10) while antibiotic tolerance has been linked to the 

propensity of P. aeruginosa to form biofilms (1, 7, 11, 12).  Biofilms are multicellular communities 

that exist as suspended aggregates or are attached to a biotic or abiotic surface (13).  All of these 

concepts will also be explored in this chapter.     

The ability of P. aeruginosa to exist in such diverse environments, from the soil to the 

lungs of a CF patient, can largely be attributed to the staggering amount of functional diversity 

encoded by the P. aeruginosa genome (14, 15).  The next session explores some key concepts in 

transcriptional regulation that allow P. aeruginosa to adapt its transcriptome to its surroundings. 

 

1.3 Transcriptional regulation of gene expression in P. aeruginosa 

When the P aeruginosa genome sequence was published in 2000, it was the largest 

bacterial genome that had been sequenced at that time (14).  With over 5,500 genes, of which 

approximately 7% are predicted to be part of the core essential genome, the P. aeruginosa genome 

provides the genetic complexity and functional diversity necessary for survival in diverse 

environments and hosts (14–16).  Of course, coordination of the expression of such a large 
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complement of genes is essential.  Expression of genes that are not important for survival under a 

given condition is a waste of precious resources while failure to express a gene important for fitness 

in a particular environment would be disadvantageous.  Regulation of transcriptional initiation 

tends to be the major mechanism by which bacteria modulate gene expression (17).  In support of 

an important role for transcriptional regulation in P. aeruginosa adaptation, approximately 10% of 

P. aeruginosa genes are annotated as being involved in transcriptional regulation (14).  These 

regulatory genes include sigma factors, transcription factors, and two-component systems.  These 

major classes of regulators as well as pertinent examples are presented below.  It should be noted 

that, while not discussed here, small ligands, such as the alarmone (p)ppGpp, and local DNA 

conformation also affect transcriptional initiation.  Moreover, gene expression in prokaryotes is 

not just regulated at the level of transcriptional initiation.  Post-transcriptional, translational, and 

post-translational regulatory mechanisms also help ensure that genes are expressed when they are 

needed and silenced when they are not.    

1.5.1 Sigma factors 

In bacteria, the core RNA polymerase (α2ββ’ω) is able to elongate and terminate RNA 

transcripts; however, the core RNA polymerase is unable to initiate transcription on its own (17–

20).   RNA polymerase relies on dissociable sigma (σ) factor subunits for promoter recognition 

and transcriptional initiation (17–20).  RNA polymerase in complex with a sigma factor is called 

the RNA polymerase holoenzyme.  Each sigma factor has its own promoter specificity, allowing 

for the expression of discrete subsets of genes in a modular fashion (17–19, 21, 22).  Most sigma 

factors belong to the σ70 family, which is made up of four groups based on structural and functional 

relatedness (23).  The uniting features of all σ70 family factors are two highly conserved protein 

domains, regions 2 and 4, that bind, respectively, to the -10 and -35 DNA promoter elements (17–
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19).  Group 1 σ70 factors are essential and regulate the vast majority of genes in the genome (19).  

Due to their importance for the maintenance of basic cellular process, members of this group have 

also been called “housekeeping” sigma factors.  In the case of P. aeruginosa, this role is satisfied 

by the RpoD sigma factor (24).  σ70 factors in groups 2, 3, and 4 are alternative sigma factors.  

Group 2 σ70 factors are structurally very similar to group 1 σ70 factors (17–19).  In contrast to group 

1 σ70 factors, however, members of group 2 regulate responses, such as the general stress response, 

that are not necessarily essential to the cell under normal, exponential growth conditions (17–19).  

In P. aeruginosa, RpoS is the stationary phase sigma factor that regulates the general stress 

response (24).  Group 3 σ70 factors are more divergent than groups 1 and 2 – members of this group 

regulate genes involved in specific functions, such as flagellar biosynthesis (17–19).  For example, 

FliA is the sigma factor in P. aeruginosa that regulates expression of flagellar genes (24).  Finally, 

group 4 σ70 factors are the most structurally and functionally divergent.  Members of this group 

are also called extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors because they respond to signals 

from the environment, and most sigma factors in P. aeruginosa belong to this group (19, 24).  For 

example, the envelope stress sigma factor AlgU, which is involved in expression of the alginate 

exopolysaccharide biosynthetic genes, is an ECF sigma factor (24).  The expression and activity 

of σ70 factors can be regulated at various levels to ensure precise and tunable control over the 

cellular transcriptome.  Sigma factor competition for RNA polymerase, transcriptional control over 

sigma factor-encoding genes, proteolytic degradation of the sigma factor, and sequestration of the 

sigma factor by an anti-sigma factor are all examples of how levels of a particular sigma factor can 

be modulated in the cell (25–28)   

The other class of sigma factors, the σ54 family, is evolutionarily, structurally, and 

mechanistically distinct from σ70 factors (29).  Bacteria normally only have one member of the σ54 
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family – in the case of P. aeruginosa, RpoN is the σ54 factor (24).  Unlike the σ70 factors, which 

recognize -10 and -35 promoter elements, σ54 factors recognize -12 and -24 promoter elements 

(29, 30).  Another critical difference is that the RNA polymerase holoenzyme containing a σ54 

factor cannot spontaneously form an open complex and initiate transcription due to the stability of 

closed complexes formed by this holoenzyme (29, 30).  Transition from the closed to open state 

(isomerization) requires the activity of a bacterial enhancer binding protein (bEBP) (29–31).  

bEBPs have three core domains: a regulatory domain that responds to a given signal (often 

phosphorylation from a signal transduction pathway), an AAA+ ATPase domain that interacts 

directly with the σ54 factor and hydrolyses ATP, and a DNA binding domain that interacts with a 

DNA sequence (specific to a particular bEPB) (29–32).  bEBPs activated by their cognate signal 

assemble into hexameric rings that bind enhancer DNA sequences relatively far upstream of the 

core σ54 promoter elements and interact with σ54 via a DNA looping mechanism (29–32).  Coupling 

of ATP hydrolysis by the bEBP’s AAA+ ATPase domain with holoenzyme conformational 

changes renders isomerization energetically favourable and allows for transcriptional initiation 

(29–32). 

P. aeruginosa has more than twenty sigma factors, and the regulons and DNA binding 

specificities of many of these sigma factors have been elucidated (22).    RpoS and RpoN are sigma 

factors that are relevant to the work discussed in this thesis and are, therefore, discussed in some 

detail below.      

RpoS is the stationary phase sigma factor in P. aeruginosa (33), and its regulon has been 

elucidated by DNA microarray (34), RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) (22), and chromatin 

immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) (22).  Levels of RpoS are high in stationary phase 

cells and in biofilms, which are stationary phase-like due to the high-density and starvation 
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conditions experienced by cells in these multicellular communities (35–38)  RpoS has been 

implicated in quorum sensing regulation (34, 39, 40) as well as in the expression of virulence 

factors (41) and of the PSL exopolysaccharide (42).  RpoS is involved in tolerance to a variety of 

stresses, including carbon source and oxygen limitation, acidic and hyperosmolar growth 

conditions, biocides such as ethanol and hydrogen peroxide, and antibiotics such as 

fluoroquinolones and carbapenems (41, 43–47).  Several mechanisms that regulate RpoS levels in 

P. aeruginosa have been reported (48–57).  The best characterized mechanism is direct 

transcriptional activation of the rpoS gene upon entry into stationary phase by PsrA, a transcription 

factor from the TetR family that responds to long-chain fatty acids (48–53).         

As mentioned previously, RpoN is the only member of the σ54 family sigma factor present 

in the P. aeruginosa genome (24).  RpoN regulates the expression of genes involved in a variety 

of processes, including nitrogen assimilation, carbon source utilization, motility, antibiotic 

tolerance, quorum sensing, biofilm formation, and virulence with the help of approximately 20 

bEBPs (22, 24, 58–65).  For instance, RpoN, along with the bEBP DctD, is important for the 

expression of the C4-dicarboxylate transporters in P. aeruginosa that allow growth on carbon 

sources such as fumarate, succinate, and malate (66).       

While sigma factors give the cell the ability to grossly coordinate the expression of genes 

required for a specific response to an environmental condition (eg. starvation or heat), there are 

more signals that a bacterium needs to respond to than there are sigma factors.  Fine tuning of gene 

expression in response to a very specific signal, such as the presence of a particular amino acid, 

can be achieved by transcription factors that sense the signal and modulate the affinity of the core 

transcriptional machinery for promoters of genes needed to respond to the signal.     
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1.5.2 Transcription factors 

 Trans-acting transcription factors bind to cis DNA sequences and modulate the ability of 

the RNA polymerase holoenzyme to initiate transcription at a promoter (17, 67, 68).  Transcription 

factors generally consist of a DNA binding domain, which is often a helix-turn-helix, and a ligand 

binding domain (17, 67, 68).  Binding of the transcription factor’s ligand to its ligand binding 

domain may increase or decrease the affinity of the transcription factor for its DNA binding site, 

thereby coupling transcriptional regulation to a specific stimulus (17, 67, 68).  Some transcription 

factors are part of extracellular signal transduction pathways called two-component systems (69).  

In these cases, the transcription factors are activated by covalent modification with a phosphoryl 

group (70).  These are described in more detail in the next section. 

 Transcription factors act as activators or repressors of target gene transcription (17, 67, 68).  

Activators increase the affinity of the RNA polymerase holoenzyme for the promoter in question 

via one of three general mechanisms: 1) binding upstream of the core promoter elements and 

contacting the C-terminal domains of the α-subunits, 2) binding at a site that overlaps the -35 

element and contacting the sigma factor, or 3) altering the conformation of DNA at promoters with 

suboptimal spacing between the -10 and -35 elements to allow for RNA polymerase holoenzyme 

binding (17, 67, 68).  In contrast to activators, repressors tend to physically impair the interaction 

of the RNA polymerase holoenzyme with the promoter (17, 67, 68).  For instance, repressors may 

bind to DNA binding sites that overlap the core promoter elements and sterically impede RNA 

polymerase holoenzyme binding (17, 67, 68).  Alternatively, repressors may loop DNA around the 

promoter and render it inaccessible to the transcriptional machinery (17, 67, 68).  Repressors may 

also act on activators and prevent their ability to recruit RNA polymerase holoenzymes to a 

promoter (17, 67, 68).  Additionally, some repressors may not prevent RNA polymerase 
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holoenzyme binding (17, 67, 68).  Instead, these repressors impair isomerization or prevent 

downstream movement of the transcriptional machinery (17, 67, 68).    

 Transcription factors can be grouped into families based on structural and functional 

similarities.  For instance, the most abundant family of transcription factors is the LysR family 

(71).  PA3225, which is the topic of Chapter 2, is a member of this family of transcription factors 

(71).  LysR-type transcriptional regulators consist of a C-terminal ligand binding domain and an 

N-terminal winged helix-turn-helix DNA binding domain (71).  Although prototypical members 

of this family act as activators and autorepressors (negative autoregulation), LysR-type repressors 

are also common and some members of this family have even been shown to act as autoactivators 

(positive autoregulation) (71).  Classically, LysR-type transcription factors tend to bind DNA as 

dimers of dimers, which come together as a tetramer to create a topological bend in the DNA, and 

this bending impacts interactions of the regulator with the RNA polymerase holoenzyme (71). 

 Transcription factors have also been called one-component systems because the domain 

for direct sensing of the environmental stimulus (ie. the ligand binding domain) is on the same 

polypeptide as the response domain (which, in this case, is a DNA binding domain) (72).  Next, 

we will consider two-component systems.         

1.5.3 Two-component systems 

 Two-component systems allow transduction of an extracellular signal to an intracellular 

response and are so named because they generally consist of two players: 1) a sensor kinase and 

2) its cognate response regulator (69).  Generally speaking, sensor kinases are homodimeric, 

integral membrane proteins with a periplasmic sensor (or input) domain and a cytoplasmic kinase 

(or transmitter) domain (70).  The sensor domain senses a particular stimulus (often a chemical 

ligand), which elicits a conformational change that ultimately leads to autophosphorylation of a 
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conserved histidine residue in the transmitter domain (70).  This phosphoryl group is then 

transferred to a conserved aspartate residue in the receiver domain of the cognate response 

regulator, which is the second component of the signal transduction system (70).  Prototypic 

response regulators are soluble cytoplasmic proteins with a receiver domain and an effector 

domain (70).  Phosphorylation of the receiver domain results in a conformational change that 

activates the effector domain (70).  Effector domains can carry out a range of functions, although 

the most common role of response regulators is DNA binding and transcriptional regulation (73).  

More complex signal transduction systems, called phosphorelays also exist (69).  In this case, the 

sensor kinase phosphorylates a receiver with no effector domain (69).  This atypical receiver then 

phosphorylates a histidine phosphotransfer (Hpt) module, and the Hpt proceeds to phosphorylate 

and activate the response regulator (69). 

 P. aeruginosa has a vast array of proteins that participate in two-component systems (14, 

74).  Many P. aeruginosa two-component systems have been implicated in virulence and antibiotic 

resistance (75, 76).  Others are important for sensing the various nutrients that P. aeruginosa can 

use as carbon sources (77).  An example of a P. aeruginosa two-component system that is involved 

in sensing a carbon source and that is relevant to Chapter 4 of this thesis is the DctBD two-

component system (66, 78).  DctB is an integral cytoplasmic membrane sensor kinase that detects 

the presence of C4-dicarboxylates, such as fumarate, malate, and succinate via its periplasmic 

sensor domain (79, 80).  C4-dicarboxylates are preferentially used as carbon sources by P. 

aeruginosa (81).  In the presence of C4-dicarboxylates, DctB autophosphorylates and transfers the 

phosphoryl group to a conserved aspartate residue in the REC receiver domain of its cognate 

response regulator, DctD (79).  In addition to the N-terminal receiver domain, DctD has a σ54-

interaction region in an AAA+ ATPase domain and a Fis-type helix-turn-helix DNA binding 
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domain (79, 82, 83).  Consistent with this domain architecture, phosphorylated DctD acts as a 

bEBP for RpoN-dependent transcriptional activation (see above commentary on RpoN) (79).  

DctD-activated, RpoN-dependent transcription of the C4-dicarobxylate transporters, DctA and 

DctPQM, can then occur, thereby allowing uptake of the C4-dicarboxylates into the cell where 

they are subsequently metabolized (66).  Interestingly, DctA is thought to interact with DctB to 

prevent activation of DctBD signalling in the absence of C4-dicarboxylate signals (79).  It should 

also be appreciated that the DctBD two-component system is not the only mechanism that 

regulates expression of C4-dicarboxylate transporters in P. aeruginosa, which further reinforces 

the importance of nuanced control over gene expression.  The transcriptional repressor DctR and 

the RpoN-regulated carbon catabolite repression system (84) coordinate preferential expression of 

either dctA or dctPQM in the presence of high or low C4-dicarboxylate concentrations, respectively 

(78, 85).  

 

1.4 Antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa  

1.4.1 Defining antibiotic resistance  

This section is taken from (1) with modifications as necessary. 

Antibiotic resistance is a looming global health crisis (86) that is expected to cause more 

deaths than cancer in the world by 2050 according to the Review on Antimicrobial Resistance that 

was commissioned by the Government of the United Kingdom (https://amr-review.org/).  Resistant 

microorganisms can grow in the presence of a bactericidal or bacteriostatic antimicrobial agent at 

a concentration that would normally be inhibitory to growth (87).  Resistance is typically measured 

in planktonic cultures using the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC), which is the lowest 

concentration of antimicrobial agent that will inhibit visible growth of the microorganism (87).  It 

is common practice in the basic science literature to describe a strain with a higher MIC than the 

https://amr-review.org/
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reference strain (typically a wildtype strain) as “more resistant” while a strain with a lower MIC 

than the reference strain is deemed “less resistant”.  Clinically speaking, the usage of the term 

“resistance” is much more restrictive.  A resistant isolate is an isolate with an MIC value that falls 

above the MIC breakpoint for resistance.  MIC breakpoints are tied to pharmacokinetic parameters 

of the antibiotic as well as historical clinical experience, and they are intended to help predict the 

likelihood of a favourable treatment outcome.  Resistance is most often thought of as being 

attributable to mutations or exchange of antibiotic resistance genetic elements (acquired 

resistance), although resistance may also be intrinsic and thus dependent on wild-type genes and 

innate properties of the cell (88–90).  For instance, P. aeruginosa is intrinsically resistant to many 

antibiotics due to the relative impermeability of its outer membrane (9, 91).  In general, antibiotic 

resistance is thought to be a property of planktonic, growing populations under nutrient replete 

conditions since growth is a requirement for resistance (87).   

1.4.2 Antibiotic resistance mechanisms in P. aeruginosa: aminoglycosides as an example 

 Resistance mechanisms have been described as the means by which an antimicrobial agent 

is prevented from interacting with its intended target (92).  Resistance mechanisms may be specific 

to a given antibiotic agent or class while other mechanisms may provide multidrug resistance.  

Generally, resistance mechanisms that prevent an antibiotic’s interaction with its target can include 

1) impaired uptake, 2) increased efflux, 3) target mutation or modification, and 4) antibiotic 

modification or degradation (90, 93).   

For the purposes of discussion, let us consider in this section some of the resistance 

mechanisms employed by P. aeruginosa against aminoglycoside antibiotics (eg. tobramycin, 

gentamicin, amikacin) that are commonly used to treat P. aeruginosa CF lung infections (6, 94, 

95).  To understand resistance mechanisms of a given antibiotic, it is helpful to concurrently 
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understand how the antibiotic reaches and interacts with its target.  Aminoglycosides target the 

ribosome and must therefore enter the cell to reach their intracellular target.  Aminoglycosides, 

which are polycationic molecules, enter Gram-negative bacterial cells by first interacting with the 

negatively charged lipopolysaccharide (LPS) molecules that decorate the outer membrane (95–

97).  This interaction distorts the outer membrane and increases its permeability to the 

aminoglycoside in a process that has been called self-promoted uptake (95–97).  Modifications to 

LPS that reduce its anionic charge have been implicated in aminoglycoside resistance because self-

promoted uptake is presumably impaired (98).  Once in the periplasm, the aminoglycoside must 

traverse the inner membrane via a poorly defined uptake mechanism that requires a threshold 

membrane potential.  Thus, loss-of-function mutations in components of the electron transport 

chain have been show to confer aminoglycoside resistance due to loss of proton motive force and 

aminoglycoside uptake (99–101).   

Once in the cell, the aminoglycoside antibiotic must contend with antibiotic efflux.  In P. 

aeruginosa CF clinical isolates, overexpression of the chromosomally-encoded RND efflux pump 

MexXY-OprM is primarily responsible for aminoglycoside resistance (10).  Loss-of-function 

mutations in mexZ, which encodes the transcriptional repressor of the mexXY operon, are the most 

common causes of MexXY overexpression (10).  ArmZ, which encodes the anti-repressor of MexZ 

and is activated in response to ribosome stalling caused by aminoglycosides, can also promote 

MexXY expression (102–104).  Gain-of-function mutations in the two-component system ParRS 

have also been shown to lead to upregulation of mexXY and aminoglycoside resistance, although 

the mechanism has not yet been elucidated (103, 105).   

Aminoglycosides interact with the 30S ribosomal subunit at the A-site of the 16S rRNA, 

which accepts and proofreads new aminoacyl-tRNAs that are to be added to the elongating 
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polypeptide chain during translation (95–97).  Interaction of aminoglycosides with the ribosome 

leads to protein mistranslation as well as protein synthesis arrest (95–97).  While rare in CF 

isolates, aminoglycoside modifying enzymes encoded on mobile genetic elements can acetylate, 

phosphorylate, or adenylate aminoglycosides, thereby decreasing their affinity for the ribosome 

and impairing their ability to dysregulate translation (9, 106, 107).  Moreover, target site 

modification of the 16S rRNA by 16S rRNA methylases has also been shown to reduce 

aminoglycoside binding and confer resistance (9, 106).  While target site mutations are common 

in resistance to other antibiotics (eg. mutations in DNA gyrase conferring resistance to 

fluoroquinolones), 16S rRNA mutations do not seem to be a form of aminoglycoside resistance in 

P. aeruginosa (suggesting strong selective pressure against 16S rRNA mutations) (108).  

Interestingly, however, mutations in the translational elongation factor encoded by fusA1 confer 

aminoglycoside resistance (109).   

As mentioned briefly above, aminoglycosides cause protein mistranslation (95, 97).  These 

mistranslated peptides fold improperly and can damage the inner membrane, leading to increased 

permeability of the inner membrane, increased influx of aminoglycosides and other molecules into 

the cytoplasm, and, ultimately, death of the cell (95, 97).  It is this property that confers bactericidal 

activity to aminoglycosides, which is unusual among protein synthesis inhibitors as this functional 

class of antibiotics tends to be bacteriostatic (95, 97).  Thus, mechanisms that improve the 

membrane stress response can increase aminoglycoside resistance.  For instance, mutational 

activation of the AmgRS two-component system, which regulates membrane proteases that can 

degrade mistranslated peptides, promotes aminoglycoside resistance in P. aeruginosa while 

deletion of this signaling system promotes susceptibility (91, 110–112).      
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 Overall, it is clear that P. aeruginosa has a number of innate and acquired resistance 

mechanisms to withstand aminoglycoside treatment.  Bear in mind that P. aeruginosa has an 

arsenal of other mechanisms at its disposal that can confer resistance to other types of antibiotics 

such as β-lactams and fluoroquinolones (9).  The MexAB-OprM multidrug efflux pump is one 

such mechanism and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.    

 

1.5 P. aeruginosa biofilms and antibiotic tolerance  

This entire section is taken from (1) with modifications as necessary. 

1.5.1 Defining antibiotic tolerance 

Antibiotic tolerance is the ability of a bacterial population to survive transient exposure to 

a concentration of bactericidal antibiotic that would be otherwise lethal (87, 113, 114).  

Importantly, tolerance is not related to changes in the MIC, and there is no standardised method to 

assess clinical tolerance in spite of the clinical relevance of the tolerance phenomenon.  In basic 

science, the gold standard method to measure tolerance is to assay survival (often via direct 

viability counting methods) as a function of antibiotic concentration or exposure time, although 

other metrics and methods to measure tolerance have also been described. (87)  Tolerance can be 

genotypic (ie. inherited) or phenotypic (ie. dependent on the environmental conditions).  

Phenotypic tolerance is reversible once the environmental condition(s) that induced the tolerant 

phenotype have changed (113).  Antibiotic persistence is a special case of tolerance (114).  While 

tolerance refers to a population as a whole, persistence refers to a sub-population of tolerant 

bacteria, called persister cells, in a population that is otherwise readily killed by the antibiotic 

(114).  In contrast to resistance in exponentially growing planktonic cells, tolerance is generally 

thought to be a property of non-growing, metabolically dormant, nutrient-restricted cells (113).  

Stationary phase planktonic cultures and biofilm cells are examples of bacterial populations that 
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are traditionally described as being antibiotic tolerant.  Mechanisms of tolerance are thought to 

somehow prevent the bactericidal agent from exerting its downstream toxic effects even though 

the agent has bound to its target (92).    

1.5.2 What are biofilms? 

Biofilms are microbial communities that exist as suspended aggregates or that adhere to 

biotic or abiotic surfaces, and the cells within a biofilm are encased in self-produced matrix.  

Biofilms are medically important because they have been implicated in the pathogenesis of 

numerous bacterial infections that are difficult to successfully eradicate with antibiotics (115).  For 

instance, P. aeruginosa biofilms cause chronic lung infections in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients (7, 

116). 

The phenotypic switch from a free-swimming, planktonic lifestyle to a surface-attached 

existence in a biofilm has been traditionally viewed as a highly regulated developmental process 

that depends on numerous environmental (eg. composition of the surface and growth conditions)  

and genetic factors (117–120).  The classic developmental model of biofilm formation maintains 

that motile planktonic cells attach to a surface in response to a variety of environmental signals 

(121).  For example, exposure to subinhibitory concentrations of aminoglycosides is one of the 

many signals that can trigger biofilm formation in P. aeruginosa (122).  Attached cells produce a 

hydrated matrix composed of exopolysaccharides, extracellular DNA (eDNA), proteins, lipids, 

and phage particles (13).  Over time, collections of sessile cells in microcolonies mature into 

macrocolonies.  Cells can escape from mature biofilms to return to the planktonic lifestyle and 

subsequently colonize new surfaces (123). 
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 There are several key characteristics that differentiate biofilm cells from planktonic cells.  

While planktonic cultures are exposed to relatively uniform environmental conditions, cells in a 

biofilm experience a gradient of nutrients and waste products (37).  Subpopulations in biofilms 

are, as a result, physiologically heterogeneous, which makes the study of biofilms challenging 

since many experimental procedures such as susceptibility testing and transcriptomic profiling 

assess the biofilm as a whole instead of distinct biofilm subpopulations; however, recent 

technological advances have begun to allow for the study of subpopulations (124–128).  Another 

important difference between the two lifestyles is that exponentially growing planktonic cells and 

biofilm cells do not share identical transcriptomes or proteomes, thereby giving rise to phenotypic 

differences between the two lifestyles (118, 119, 129–133).    

Perhaps the most salient phenotypic difference between biofilms and planktonic cells is the 

fact that biofilm cells are much less susceptible to antimicrobial agents than their genetically 

identical planktonic counterparts (134, 135).  For instance, P. aeruginosa biofilms growing on 

urinary catheters are approximately 1000-fold more recalcitrant to killing by tobramycin than 

planktonic cells (136).  The decreased susceptibility of biofilms to antibiotics allows biofilm-based 

infections to persist chronically in spite of antibiotic therapy (115).  It is generally accepted that 

the basis for biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance and tolerance is multifactorial (8, 137, 138), and 

mechanisms of resistance and tolerance vary depending on the particular antimicrobial agent, the 

bacterial strain and species, the age and developmental stage of the biofilm, and the biofilm growth 

conditions (139–143).  Individually, no single mechanism can account for the heightened antibiotic 

recalcitrance that is characteristic of biofilms.  In combination, however, these resistance and 

tolerance mechanisms severely limit our ability to effectively treat biofilm-based infections with 

the antimicrobial arsenal that is currently available (144).   Understanding the mechanisms 
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underlying biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance and tolerance will help guide the development of 

treatments that would disrupt these mechanisms and render biofilms more responsive to 

antimicrobial therapy (73, 145, 146).       

1.5.3 A sticking point: biofilm resistance or biofilm tolerance? 

When in a biofilm, pathogenic bacteria likely employ both tolerance and resistance 

mechanisms to withstand antimicrobial challenges.  In most cases, careful experimental work has 

made it possible to categorize, in a straightforward manner, a mechanism as being involved in 

resistance or tolerance.  However, there appears to be some disagreement in the literature as to 

whether some mechanisms confer biofilm resistance or tolerance – while some authors might say 

a particular mechanism confers resistance, others might label it as a tolerance mechanism.  One 

example of this is the ndvB gene product in P. aeruginosa biofilms that is studied by our group.  

We have historically described ndvB as an intrinsic biofilm antibiotic resistance gene (147); on the 

other hand, some authors writing about ndvB have described it as a gene involved in biofilm 

tolerance.  As will be discussed later, killing of ΔndvB biofilms by tobramycin and other antibiotics 

is increased compared to wildtype in the absence of a change in the planktonic MIC (147).  We do 

not dispute that this satisfies the definition of tolerance, so ndvB can correctly be described as a 

gene involved in biofilm tolerance.  However, the ndvB locus can also be thought of as a resistance 

determinant for two reasons.  Firstly, cyclic glucans synthesized by the ndvB gene product 

sequester aminoglycoside antibiotics, thereby preventing them from interacting with the ribosome 

(147, 148).  This mechanism falls in line with the definition of resistance mechanisms described 

by Kim Lewis (92).  Secondly, induced expression of ndvB in wildtype exponential phase 

planktonic cells, which do not normally express ndvB, results in an increase in the MIC for 

tobramycin (147, 149).  Somewhat confusingly, the ndvB gene can, therefore, be correctly thought 
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of as a determinant of both antibiotic tolerance and resistance in P. aeruginosa biofilms.  This 

example illustrates that, while resistance and tolerance are well-defined terms, some mechanisms 

that mediate reduced biofilm susceptibility to antibiotics may not necessarily fit well within these 

definitions.  Using the mechanistic definitions coined by Lewis (92), biofilm resistance 

mechanisms would include, among others, antibiotic efflux pumps, molecules (such as eDNA and 

NdvB-derived periplasmic glucans) that sequester antibiotics, and matrix β-lactamases, while 

tolerance mechanisms would include reduced growth rate, persister cells, and the mechanisms that 

handle antibiotic-induced oxidative stress.               

Indeed, some authors go so far as to say that antibiotic recalcitrance of biofilms is only due 

to tolerance, which is problematic because it negates the contribution of resistance to chronic 

infections even though we know that resistant isolates arise in chronic infectious processes that 

involve biofilms (150).  To acknowledge that biofilms employ a complex mixture of tolerance and 

resistance mechanisms, many authors have used the term “recalcitrance” to refer to the reduced 

susceptibility of biofilm cells to antibiotics while others have used the terms “tolerance” and 

“resistance” interchangeably (8, 92, 137, 138, 151).  Another neutral approach would be to simply 

say that biofilms survive antimicrobial treatment via mechanisms that reduce antibiotic sensitivity 

or susceptibility.  When discussing mechanisms in this thesis, I have made an attempt to use the 

terms “tolerance” and “resistance” in a manner that is consistent with how these mechanisms were 

described in the primary literature by the authors who have characterized them or when usage of 

one of the terms is clearly more accurate than the other term for a given mechanism.   

A comprehensive discussion of many of the biofilm resistance and tolerance mechanisms 

employed by pathogenic bacteria in biofilms can be found in a review that I wrote in 2017 (1).  An 

overview of some of these mechanisms is shown pictorially in a figure taken from that review (Fig 
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1-1).   The sections that follow highlight, in detail, specific mechanisms of biofilm recalcitrance 

that are relevant to my thesis.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1.  Schematic overview of the major antimicrobial resistance and tolerance 

mechanisms employed by bacterial biofilms.   

Biofilm cells (yellow rectangles) are embedded in a mushroom-shaped matrix (shown in green).  

The biofilm is attached to a surface (grey rectangle), which can be biotic or abiotic.  Pictorial 

representations of the resistance mechanisms are numbered as follows: (1) nutrient gradient 

(demonstrated here as a colour-intensity gradient) with less nutrient availability in the core of the 

biofilm, (2) matrix exopolysaccharides, (3) extracellular DNA, (4) stress responses (oxidative 

stress response, stringent response, etc.), (5) discrete genetic determinants that are specifically 

expressed in biofilms and whose gene products act to reduce biofilm susceptibility via diverse 

mechanisms (ndvB, brlR, etc.) (6) multidrug efflux pumps, (7) intercellular interactions (horizontal 

gene transfer, quorum sensing, multispecies communication etc.), and (8) persister cells.  Figure 

taken from reference (1). 
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1.5.4 The role of ndvB in P. aeruginosa biofilm tolerance/resistance 

This section is taken from (1) with modifications as necessary. 

The ndvB locus was first identified as a P. aeruginosa biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance 

gene in a screen for random transposon mutants that had decreased biofilm resistance to 

tobramycin in the absence of both a biofilm formation defect and an altered planktonic 

susceptibility (147).  The screen also identified five other genetic determinants of biofilm-specific 

antibiotic resistance (tssC1, PA0756-0757, PA1875-1877, PA2070, and PA5033) (152–154).  

While the ΔndvB mutant had the same minimal bactericidal concentration as PA14 wildtype for 

all antibiotics tested when growing planktonically, ΔndvB biofilms were 16-fold more susceptible 

to tobramycin and eight-fold more susceptible to both gentamicin and ciprofloxacin than wildtype 

biofilms (147).  It was determined that the ΔndvB mutant had a biofilm-specific phenotype 

because, in wildtype, the ndvB transcript was 20-times more highly expressed in biofilm cells 

compared to exponential phase planktonic cells (147, 149).  However, the mechanism underlying 

preferential expression of ndvB in biofilms was not known until my work in Chapter 3.                       

The membrane-bound NdvB glucosyltransferase is responsible for the production of cyclic 

-(1→3)-glucans that are located in the periplasm and in the extracellular biofilm matrix (147, 

148).  The NdvB-derived cyclic glucans are composed of 12 to 15 glucose units, and nearly 50% 

of the glucose units are substituted at the O-6 position by 1-phosphoglycerol (148).   Thanks to 

their anionic phosphoglycerol moieties, the cyclic glucans can physically interact with cationic 

aminoglycosides such as kanamycin and tobramycin in the periplasm, and this electrostatic 

interaction presumably prevents these antibiotics from breaching the inner membrane and 

accessing their intracellular targets (147, 148).                
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 In some bacterial species that form symbiotic relationships with plants, cyclic glucans 

produced by NdvB homologs are important for intercellular signalling (155).  It is not exactly 

known how this signalling function is achieved; however, cyclic glucans, like cyclodextrins, have 

large internal diameters that can host hydrophobic molecules, so one possibility is that cyclic 

glucans can act as chaperones for intercellular signalling molecules (155).  Therefore, Beaudoin 

et al hypothesized that P. aeruginosa NdvB-derived cyclic glucans may play a role in signalling 

between cells in biofilms, and that this intercellular signalling may lead to a heightened state of 

antibiotic resistance through changes in gene transcription (149).  Differential gene expression 

analysis between wildtype and ndvB biofilms using DNA microarrays revealed that the 

transcription of several genes was affected by the absence of ndvB (149).  Most notably, it was 

discovered that key genes involved in ethanol oxidation were transcriptionally downregulated in 

ndvB biofilms (149).  In fact, the ethanol oxidation genes were more highly expressed in wildtype 

biofilms compared to planktonic cells, and this lifestyle-dependent, preferential gene expression 

pattern required ndvB (149).  Deletion of each of the ethanol oxidation genes resulted in mutants 

that had a minimal bactericidal concentration for tobramycin that was four-times lower than wild-

type when growing as a biofilm, while planktonic susceptibility of the mutants to tobramycin was 

unaffected (149).  The ethanol oxidation pathway therefore represents a novel mechanism of 

biofilm-specific antibiotic recalcitrance that is not yet understood, although it has been proposed 

that the enzymes involved may help reduce intracellular ROS which, as discussed above, is 

hypothesized to be involved in antibiotic-induced cell death (149).  At this time, it is still not known 

how NdvB-derived cyclic glucans cause transcriptional changes in P. aeruginosa biofilms.  A 

schematic showing the roles of NdvB-derived glucans in biofilm resistance through sequestration 

of antibiotics and through ethanol oxidation is shown in Fig 1-2. 
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Clinical reports have shown that NdvB-derived glucans are detectable in the blood of 

patients with P. aeruginosa bacteremia (156, 157), and it is known that cyclic glucans are 

important for biofilm persistence in the slow-killing Caenorhabditis elegans model of biofilm-

based infection (Zhang et al. 2013).  Moving forward, future investigations into how cyclic -

(1→3)-glucans contribute to pathogenesis and affect antibiotic treatment outcomes of biofilm-

based infections in vivo will help us to understand the potential utility of therapeutically targeting 

NdvB in the clinical setting. 
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Figure 1-2.  NdvB-derived cyclic glucans promote biofilm resistance to antibiotics through 

sequestration and signaling.   

The NdvB glucosyltransferase produces periplasmic cyclic -(1→3)-glucans in P. aeruginosa 

biofilm cells.  The cyclic glucans can physically sequester aminoglycoside antibiotics in the 

periplasm, thereby preventing the antibiotics from reaching their intracellular targets and exerting 

their antimicrobial effects.  NdvB-derived glucans also contribute to biofilm-specific antibiotic 

resistance via an uncharacterized signaling pathway that ultimately leads to upregulation of genes 

involved in ethanol oxidation.  It is possible that the cyclic glucans may act as chaperones for an 

uncharacterized signal molecule or the cyclic glucans may act as signals themselves.  The ethanol 

oxidation genes are also important for biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance via an unknown 

mechanism that may involve ROS detoxification.            
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1.5.5 Involvement of tssC1 in P. aeruginosa biofilm resistance 

Type VI secretion systems (T6SS) were discovered relatively recently, and they serve as a 

novel secretory pathway in Gram-negative bacteria that enables delivery of many different effector 

proteins to prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.  Many excellent reviews have been published about 

the structure and functions of T6SS, and the reader is encouraged to consult these review articles 

for a more thorough discussion of T6SS than is presented here (158–161). 

The P. aeruginosa genome contains three different T6SS, called Hcp secretion islands 

(HSI-I, -II, and -III) (158).  Intriguingly, in the original transposon mutant screen for genetic 

determinants of biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance genes conducted by Mah et al (147), the 

tssC1 (hsiC1) gene in the HSI-I locus was identified as a contributor to antibiotic resistance in P. 

aeruginosa biofilms (152).  TssC1 is a core structural component of the HSI-I T6SS apparatus 

(162).  The tssC1 deletion mutant formed biofilms that were indistinguishable from wild-type 

and the tssC1 mutant had no defect in planktonic resistance (152).  However, when grown as a 

biofilm, the tssC1 strain was four-fold less resistant to tobramycin and ciprofloxacin, and two-

fold less resistant to gentamicin compared to wild-type (152).  Consistent with the biofilm-specific 

resistance phenotype of the tssC1 deletion mutant, the wild-type expression level of the tssC1 

gene was about 20-times higher in biofilms than in planktonic cells (152). 

It is not currently known how tssC1 is linked to biofilm-associated antibiotic resistance, 

although it is likely that the HSI-I T6SS apparatus as a whole is important for the resistance 

phenotype given that hcp1, which encodes another structural component of the HSI-I T6SS, was 

also important for biofilm resistance to antibiotics (152).  It is possible that one of the effectors 

delivered via the T6SS apparatus acts on cells within the biofilm to increase antibiotic resistance.  

A comprehensive assessment of the impact of all known HSI-I T6SS effectors on biofilm-specific 
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antibiotic resistance could help to further elucidate the role of this secretion system in antibiotic 

resistance.        

1.5.6 Nutrient starvation as a tolerance mechanism  

Physiological heterogeneity in biofilms is characterized by differences in gene expression, 

metabolic activity, and phenotype, including antimicrobial tolerance, of cells located in different 

geographic areas of a biofilm (37, 124, 125, 163–166).  Heterogeneity arises due to the gradient of 

oxygen and of other nutrients within the biofilm (35, 37).  This gradient is created as the result of 

the fact that cells near the surface of the biofilm use up the available nutritional resources before 

the nutrients can penetrate deeper into the biofilm (37).  For instance, several studies have 

demonstrated that a steep oxygen gradient exists within biofilms of various species such that 

deeper layers of the biofilm are oxygen-deprived (164, 165, 167–170).  Cells within nutrient-poor 

or hypoxic zones have reduced metabolic activity and are in a stationary phase-like state (164, 165, 

169–172) – it is believed that this slow growth rate confers tolerance since most antimicrobials 

target processes that are only essential for fast-growing cells (173–176).  Further support for the 

majority of cells in biofilms being similar to stationary phase planktonic cells can be found in 

comparative transcriptomic studies (128, 130, 132, 177, 178).  Due to their similarities, stationary 

phase cells have often been used in lieu of biofilm cells to study the effects of starvation on 

antibiotic tolerance.  Stress responses to nutrient starvation, such as the RpoS-mediated general 

stress response, the stringent response, and the oxidative stress response have been linked to 

tolerance to some antibiotics in both stationary phase and biofilm cells (43, 44, 179–182).  

Starvation is also physiologically relevant in the human host, where nutrients and oxygen may be 

limiting at sites of chronic infection (12, 172).                
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Stationary phase and biofilm cells have reduced metabolism, leading to decreased electron 

transport chain activity, respiration, and proton motive force (172, 183–185).  Recall that 

aminoglycoside uptake across the cytoplasmic membrane in Gram-negative bacteria is dependent 

on the proton motive force that is generated by electron transport chain activity and respiration 

(95, 97, 186).  Thus, tolerance to aminoglycoside antibiotics in nutrient-restricted biofilm and 

stationary phase cells is thought to be primarily due to proton motive force dissipation and cellular 

membrane depolarization (45, 100, 185, 187).  One logical way to re-sensitise nutrient-restricted, 

antibiotic tolerant cells to aminoglycosides would, therefore, be to supplement these cells with 

nutrients to restart metabolism, regenerate proton motive force, and promote both aminoglycoside 

uptake and downstream killing.  This strategy is called metabolic potentiation of antibiotic 

lethality, and it has been used successfully in a variety of different bacteria with various antibiotics 

(188).  For instance, Meylan and colleagues demonstrated that fumarate, a C4-dicarboxylate, can 

potentiate tobramycin killing of antibiotic tolerant P. aeruginosa by restoring proton motive force 

and tobramycin uptake (185, 189).   

 Overall, it is clear that P. aeruginosa can be recalcitrant to antibiotic treatment through 

both resistance mechanisms and biofilm tolerance/resistance mechanisms.  In CF, both of these 

factors are thought to play a major role in persistence of chronic P. aeruginosa lung infections in 

spite of antimicrobial therapy.  CF will be explored in more detail in the next section.     

 

1.6 Cystic fibrosis 

1.4.1 Overview 

CF is an incurable autosomal recessive genetic disorder, and it is the most common fatal 

genetic disease among Caucasian populations (6, 190).  The disease affects multiple systems in 
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the body and is characterized by many clinical features including, but not limited to, chronic 

sinopulmonary infections, pancreatic insufficiency, nutrient malabsorption, and neonatal bowel 

obstruction (191, 192).  In particular, chronic bacterial lung infections, such as those caused by P. 

aeruginosa, are the most important contributors to morbidity and mortality in CF patients because 

the chronic inflammatory response mounted against the bacteria promotes bronchiectasis and 

eventual respiratory failure (4, 6). Since early detection of CF has been shown to positively impact 

patient outcomes, newborn screening for CF has been implemented across all Canadian provinces 

and involves measurement of immunoreactive trypsinogen as well as genetic screening for 

common mutations (193).  Positive screening tests are followed up with sweat tests and genetic 

testing as necessary to establish a CF diagnosis (193).           

CF is caused by mutations in the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator 

(CFTR) gene on human chromosome 7 (194–198).  CFTR is a chloride and bicarbonate channel 

that is unusual because it is the only known member of the ABC transporter superfamily that acts 

as an ATP-gated ion channel (194, 199, 200).  As an ion channel, CFTR is an important modulator 

of electrolyte balance, luminal surface liquid pH, and fluid homeostasis in organs with CFTR-

expressing epithelial cells (201).  Loss of these critical physiological functions of CFTR lead to 

thick, sticky secretions in the lumens of epithelialised organs and ducts that contribute directly to 

the symptoms and pathophysiology of CF (6).  Consistent with the widespread effects caused by 

loss of the anion channel, CFTR is found on the apical surface of epithelial cells in the airways, 

the pancreas, the sweat glands, the intestine, the kidneys, and the vas deferens (202).   

1.4.2 Epidemiology 

The most recent epidemiological data on CF in Canada can be found in the Canadian Cystic 

Fibrosis Registry (CCFR) 2017 Annual Data Report that is published by Cystic Fibrosis Canada.  
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In 2017, the incidence of CF in Canada was 1 in 3,600 live births, and there were over 4,300 

Canadians (median age 22.8 years) living with CF (CCFR, 2017).  The median age of survival was 

approximately 52 years (CCFR, 2017).  Interestingly, it has been estimated that almost 1 in 25 

Caucasians are heterozygous for disease-causing CFTR mutations, suggesting the possibility of a 

heterozygote advantage.   

1.4.3 Genetics of CF 

 The most common CFTR mutation by far is deletion of a phenylalanine residue at position 

508 (F508del), which leads to improper folding, aberrant processing, and destruction of the protein 

before it is trafficked to the membrane (203–205).  While a very small fraction of F508del-CFTR 

may reach the cellular membrane, the mutant channel has a reduced probability of being in the 

open state (the state that allows for chloride conductance) compared to wildtype CFTR (205, 206).  

There are many other disease-causing CFTR mutations that are much less common and can disrupt 

transcription, normal transcript splicing, translation, membrane trafficking, channel gating, 

chloride conductance, and protein stability in the membrane (207, 208).  Interestingly, several 

genes have also been identified that can modify symptoms and disease severity in patients with 

CFTR defects (209, 210).     

1.4.4 Normal CFTR physiology and transepithelial fluid homeostasis 

 Epithelial cells, such as those found in the lungs, are polarized, which means that they have 

an apical membrane facing a lumen or external surface and a basolateral membrane that is in 

contact with the interstitium.  In a tissue, the lateral surfaces of epithelial cells are tethered together 

by tight junctions, which limit the types of molecules that can diffuse paracellularly between the 

lumen and the bloodstream.  Electrolyte and fluid homeostasis across epithelial tissues is a 

balancing act of absorption and secretion that is driven by the expression and regulated activity of 
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ion channels and pumps.  Absorption refers to movement of water and ions in the basolateral 

direction to the bloodstream while secretion refers to movement of these molecules in the luminal 

direction.   

 Reabsorption of water and salt begin with active transport of sodium ions into the 

bloodstream through the activity of the sodium-potassium pump (Na+/K+-ATPase) found on the 

basolateral membrane of epithelial cells (201, 211).  The activity of this pump creates an 

electrochemical gradient favouring sodium influx into the epithelial cell from the lumen via the 

epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) found on the apical surface of the cell (201, 211).  As sodium 

is reabsorbed, chloride passively follows its electrochemical gradient via the paracellular route 

(201, 211).  The movement of salt in the basolateral direction leads to water reabsorption through 

osmosis (201, 211).      

The process of secreting salt and water into the lumen begins with the activity of the 

basolateral membrane Na+-K+-2Cl- co-transporter (NKCC1), which is a secondary active 

transporter that uses the inwardly directed sodium gradient generated by the Na+/K+-ATPase (see 

above) to actively accumulate chloride in epithelial cells against its electrochemical gradient (201, 

211).  As previously mentioned, CFTR is an apical membrane protein that serves as an ion channel 

for chloride.  CFTR does not conduct chloride in its closed state (201, 211, 212).  Therefore, when 

CFTR is in a closed state, chloride permeability of the apical membrane is low and reabsorption 

of salt and water predominates (201, 211).  Phosphorylation of the regulatory domain of CFTR by 

cAMP-dependent protein kinase A and ATP binding to the nucleotide binding domains lead to 

opening of the gated channel, thereby increasing chloride conductance of the apical membrane 

such that chloride can passively follow its electrochemical gradient into the lumen (201, 211, 213, 

214).  The outward movement of chloride ions into the lumen creates an gradient that favours 
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passive secretion of sodium ions into the lumen via the paracellular route with water following by 

osmosis via aquaporins or via the paracellular route (201, 211).  Importantly, CFTR also regulates 

the function of many other ion channels and pumps as well as aquaporins (201, 215).  For instance, 

active CFTR inhibits the activity of ENaC, which further favours salt and water secretion (216–

218).     

Overall, CFTR activity plays a crucial role in regulating transepithelial fluid homeostasis 

and the volume of the luminal surface liquid.  This basic understanding of CFTR function will 

help us understand how loss of CFTR causes disease in the section that follows.   

1.4.5 CFTR dysfunction leads to impaired bacterial clearance in the lung 

In the setting of CF, quantitative and/or qualitative defects in functional CFTR on the apical 

membrane lead to impaired chloride conductance across the apical membrane of epithelial cells 

(212).  As a result, the balance of transepithelial fluid homeostasis is shifted towards water 

reabsorption, which leads to dehydration of the luminal surface liquid (201, 211).  In the lung, the 

luminal surface liquid, which is called the airway surface liquid, has two main layers.  The layer 

in proximity to the apical surface of the epithelial cells is called the periciliary layer and serves as 

a low-viscosity medium in which the cilia that form the mucociliary elevator can beat and remove 

debris and microorganisms (211).  The mucociliary elevator is an important innate immune 

defense mechanism against bacteria (219).  A sufficient volume of the periciliary layer is important 

to allow for proper movement of the cilia (211, 219).  Overlying the periciliary layer is a 

viscoelastic mucous layer that traps particles (211, 219).  In CF patients, dehydration of the 

periciliary layer results in compression of the cilia by the mucous layer, which becomes inspissated 

(211, 219, 220).  Consequently, the ability of the mucociliary elevator to clear bacteria is 

significantly impaired.  
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Data from a porcine model of CF (221, 222), which has provided invaluable insights into 

CF airway disease (223)s, suggest that increased sodium reabsorption in the setting of impaired 

chloride secretion and the subsequent loss of airway surface liquid volume is not actually the 

primary defect in CF (224, 225).  Instead, it is hypothesized that decreased pH of the airway surface 

liquid drives defective bacterial clearance (226–229).  Although not discussed in detail above, 

CFTR also conducts bicarbonate and, as a result, is important for maintaining the alkaline pH of 

airway surface liquid (200, 230).  It is believed that decreased airway surface liquid pH in CF can 

impair the activity of antimicrobial peptides that normally kill bacteria (228).  Moreover, it has 

also been proposed that failure of mucins to detach from the hypoplastic submucosal glands in 

pigs with CF impairs mucociliary clearance, and this defect in mucous secretion may be related to 

bicarbonate abnormalities (231–235).  Additionally, it has been postulated that innate immune 

cells in CF lungs either have an intrinsic functional deficiency and/or that the CF lung environment 

contributes to impaired immune cell activity (236).  Overall, it is clear that CFTR function is 

critical to normal lung physiology and that multiple deficits in bacterial clearance increase the 

propensity of CF patients to develop chronic bacterial lung infections. 

Whatever the true underlying defect may be in CF airway disease, it is clear that loss of 

CFTR has critical effects on the innate immune mechanisms that result in failure to clear and 

eradicate bacteria that enter the airways.  Consequently, CF has been described by some as a 

primary innate immunodeficiency of the lung (237).  As a result of innate immune failure, chronic 

bacterial infections are established in the CF lung (4, 237).  These  chronic lung infections cannot 

be cleared by the immune system or with antibiotics (4, 6, 237).  The persistence of bacteria in the 

lung creates an exaggerated, but ineffective, immune response that causes substantial lung damage 

(237).  Ultimately, declining lung function, bronchiectasis, and eventual respiratory failure will 
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result in death of the patient unless a lung transplant can be provided.  While lung transplantation 

extends lifespan and improves quality of life, lung transplants do not cure extrapulmonary CF 

disease and transplantation itself is associated with many significant complications (238, 239).       

While it is now appreciated that CF lung infections are polymicrobial (240), it has been 

well-established that the most clinically important cause of chronic CF lung infections is P. 

aeruginosa (4).  The important role of P. aeruginosa in CF lung disease will be discussed next.   

 

1.5 P. aeruginosa in the CF lung 

1.5.1 Importance of P. aeruginosa to CF 

P. aeruginosa causes chronic endobronchial lung infections in approximately 40% of 

Canadian adult CF patients (CCFR, 2017).  Many clinical definitions for chronic P. aeruginosa 

infection exist (241).  For instance, the Leeds criteria define chronic P. aeruginosa infection as 

isolation of the pathogen from more than half of sputum cultures collected from a patient over a 

12 month period (242).  Chronic P. aeruginosa pulmonary infection is a major predictor and cause 

of progressive degeneration in lung function, morbidity, and mortality (243–256).   

1.5.2 Early acquisition and eradication of P. aeruginosa 

In paediatric CF patients, P. aeruginosa is thought to be normally contracted from an 

environmental source (257–261); however, inter-patient transmission of clonal epidemic strains is 

also a recognised route of infection that can be limited with various infection prevention and 

control procedures (262–264).  There is mounting evidence that the primary sites of initial P. 

aeruginosa infection are in the upper airway (eg. the paranasal sinuses), which are then thought to 

serve as persistent reservoirs for intermittent secondary infection of the lower airways (265–271).   
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Given the association of P. aeruginosa with morbidity and mortality in CF patients, 

prolonging the time before a P. aeruginosa chronic infection becomes established in the lung is an 

important cost-effective intervention with significant mortality benefits (241, 272).  When P. 

aeruginosa is first detected in sputum cultures during periodic monitoring, eradication therapy 

with antibiotics such as oral ciprofloxacin, inhaled tobramycin, and/or inhaled colistin is initiated 

and is often highly successful at clearing P. aeruginosa from the lungs during the early years of 

life (241, 272, 273).  Interestingly, there is still no clear evidence for which antibiotic regimens 

should be used as eradication therapy in spite of the clear benefit of eradication therapy to patient 

morbidity and mortality (241).   

1.5.3 Establishment of a chronic infection 

Although eradication therapy is often successful in early life, intermittent P. aeruginosa 

infections become increasingly frequent with advancing age, and a chronic infection is eventually 

established (4).  Interestingly, it is still not clear what factors contribute to eradication therapy 

failure and establishment of a chronic infection, although prolonged cryptic infection, persistence 

of a reservoir in the upper airways, and early adaptation to the host environment have been 

proposed as potential players in this process (274, 275).  Persistent infections cannot be eradicated 

in spite of prolonged antibiotic therapy with antimicrobial agents such as inhaled tobramycin, 

inhaled colistin, aztreonam, and azithromycin even if isolates display in vitro susceptibility to these 

antimicrobial agents (4, 6, 94, 273).  As I described in previous sections, recalcitrance of P. 

aeruginosa to antibiotic treatment is a complex combination of antibiotic resistance and tolerance 

in the CF lung that mainly involves, in the case of aminoglycosides, MexXY upregulation and 

existence of the cells in biofilm communities.  The goal of antibiotic therapy in the setting of 

chronic infection thus shifts from eradication to control of the chronic infection and treatment of 
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pulmonary exacerbations (273, 276).  Pulmonary exacerbations are characterized by an acute 

worsening of pulmonary function that can be resolved with antibiotics and anti-inflammatory 

agents (277–279); however, the mechanisms underlying pulmonary exacerbations remain unclear.         

1.5.4 The P. aeruginosa “biofilm” in CF 

An important factor contributing to persistence of P. aeruginosa in the CF lung is biofilm 

formation (116).  Unlike the surface attached biofilms that are frequently studied in the laboratory 

setting and that may be relevant to some infectious processes, P. aeruginosa biofilms in the CF 

lung are actually suspended cellular aggregates in the thickened mucous of the airways (7, 12, 

280).  Moreover, in contrast to surface-attached biofilms, where biofilm formation is postulated as 

an active, regulated developmental program, formation of aggregates is thought to be a passive 

process on the part of the microbe (281).  It has been proposed that aggregation formation is instead 

driven by thermodynamic interactions between host polymers and bacterial cells to maximise 

system entropy (281).  

Like surface-attached biofilms, suspended aggregates are tolerant to antibiotics (140, 281–

284).  While there is still much to learn about the mechanisms of tolerance in aggregates, 

heterogeneity in nutrient availability within the aggregate and stress responses seem to play 

important roles in mediating antibiotic recalcitrance (140, 172, 281).  While biofilm models used 

in this thesis are surface attached, I acknowledge that mechanisms of biofilm tolerance in surface 

attached biofilms may not be applicable to CF unless they are also validated in aggregates in an 

environment that mimics the CF lung (eg. synthetic CF sputum medium (285)).  The study of these 

aggregates in vivo is also challenging because the only two CF animal models that spontaneously 

develop lung infections like humans are the pig and ferret, which are expensive and cumbersome 

(286).      
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1.5.5 Pathoadaptation to the CF lung environment 

 The prolonged residence of P. aeruginosa within the CF lung provides ample opportunity 

for evolutionary adaptation to the host environment over time to ensure persistence (287).  This 

phenomenon that has been called pathoadaptation (288).  Pathoadaptive mutations that arise in 

CF-adapted P. aeruginosa isolates have been catalogued extensively and promote bacterial fitness 

in various ways (288–295).  Generally, CF-adapted P. aeruginosa isolates display increased 

antibiotic resistance, improved immune evasion, and decreased virulence (288).  Intriguingly, 

many mutations affect transcriptional regulators, further highlighting the importance of 

transcriptional regulation in P. aeruginosa that was emphasized above (288).   

Many mutations increase antibiotic resistance through mutation of transcriptional 

repressors of multidrug efflux pumps.  For instance, the MexZ repressor of the MexXY efflux 

pump is frequently mutated in CF clinical isolates, thereby leading to pan-aminoglycoside 

resistance (103, 288).   

Other mutations decrease immune recognition.  Of exceptional importance to Chapter 4 

of this thesis are the relatively common loss-of-function mutations in rpoN, which encodes the 

alternative sigma factor RpoN (σ54) (288).  One group found that approximately 20% of isolates 

in their study harboured putative RpoN loss-of-function mutations (296).  RpoN is important for 

the expression of pili and flagella, which are pathogen associated molecular patterns that can be 

recognised by immune cells and that contribute to inflammasome activation (297).  Therefore, loss 

of RpoN function is hypothesised to promote immune evasion and persistence in the CF lung.  

Unfortunately, the prevalence of RpoN loss-of-function mutants and the clinical impact of these 

mutants on CF lung disease are not known at this time.      
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Although not particularly relevant to the work presented in this thesis, it would be remiss 

to not briefly discuss the important role of alginate and mucoidy in pathoadaptation.  Mucoid P. 

aeruginosa variants overproduce the exopolysaccharide alginate, and these mutants are associated 

with increased progression of lung disease and worsened patient outcomes (298, 299).  Mucoidy 

promotes immune evasion and may reduce antibiotic effectiveness (300).  Alginate overproduction 

is typically the result of loss-function-mutations in mucA, which encodes the anti-sigma factor of 

the envelope stress sigma factor, AlgU (301).  In the absence of MucA repression, AlgU can 

promote transcription of the alginate biosynthetic genes, thereby leading to alginate 

overproduction and expression of the mucoid phenotype (302, 303).        

Another common mutation is in the global transcriptional regulator, LasR.  In P. 

aeruginosa, LasR is an important regulator of quorum sensing circuits and of the production of 

virulence factors, such as the elastase LasB (304, 305).  Curiously, however, loss of LasR function 

is associated with lung disease progression (306).  Various fitness benefits have been associated 

with lasR mutations, including improved utilization of nutrients available in the CF lung and 

antibiotic resistance (307–309).  Interestingly, it has been recently postulated that lasR mutants are 

pro-inflammatory in the CF lung, which might explain the accelerated lung function decline in 

patients with these variants (310).              

             

1.6 Rationales and hypotheses for this work 

 P. aeruginosa infections, such as those seen in CF patients, are difficult to treat due to a 

combination of antibiotic resistance and tolerance mechanisms (1).  Our lab works on several 

antibiotic resistance genes in biofilms, such as ndvB and tssC1, that are important for biofilm 

recalcitrance to killing (147, 152).  Importantly, these genes are upregulated in biofilms compared 
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to exponential phase cells, which explains their importance for resistance in biofilm cells but not 

in exponential phase cells (147, 152).  Understanding the regulatory networks responsible for 

upregulation of these genes may give insight into how expression of these genes might be 

interrupted therapeutically to render biofilms more susceptible to standard antimicrobial therapies. 

Since transcriptional regulation is a major mechanism of control over gene expression in bacteria 

(17, 67), I hypothesized that one or more transcription factors might be important for expression 

of these biofilm resistance determinants.  In Chapter 2, which was published in reference (311), 

I used a pulldown approach with the tssABC1 promoter region and proteins from P. aeruginosa 

biofilms in an attempt to identify proteins that bound the tssABC1 promoter region and that might 

be candidate regulators of the operon.  While I found that the previously uncharacterised LysR-

type transcriptional regulator PA3225 bound to the tssABC1 promoter, PA3225 did not, 

unfortunately, appear to regulate expression of tssABC1.  Interestingly, however, I did observe that 

deletion of PA3225 led to increased planktonic antibiotic resistance.  This ultimately led to the 

demonstration that PA3225 likely acts as a repressor of the MexAB-OprM efflux pump and of the 

putative PA3228 efflux pump.  In Chapter 3, my goal was to identify regulators of ndvB 

expression that explain why it is upregulated in biofilms compared to exponential phase cells.  This 

time, instead of using a pulldown approach, my colleague, Dr. Aaron J. Hinz, used a transcriptional 

reporter to monitor ndvB expression over time.  The reporter developed by Dr. Hinz led to the 

finding that ndvB is expressed in biofilms as well as in stationary phase cells.  This observation 

led me to hypothesise that the RpoS stationary phase sigma factor was responsible for ndvB 

expression.  Indeed, I discovered that expression of ndvB was, in fact, RpoS-dependent, and these 

findings are published in reference (312). 
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 Chapter 4 is related to Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 in that it deals with transcriptional 

regulation and antibiotic resistance/tolerance.  As previously mentioned, fumarate (a C4-

dicarboxylate) has been shown to potentiate killing of antibiotic tolerant P. aeruginosa stationary 

phase and biofilm cells by tobramycin, an aminoglycoside antibiotic (185, 189).  I hypothesized 

that fumarate uptake was essential for this potentiation effect.  I also mentioned during this chapter 

that expression of transporters required for fumarate uptake are regulated by the RpoN sigma factor 

in P. aeruginosa (66).  Consistent with my hypothesis, I found that a ΔrpoN mutant was completely 

non-susceptible to combination treatment due to a lack of fumarate uptake.  Also recall that RpoN 

loss-of-function mutations are relatively common in P. aeruginosa isolates from CF patients.  

Alleles with RpoN loss-of-function mutations from clinical isolates were unable to complement 

the ΔrpoN mutant for susceptibility to the tobramycin and fumarate combination treatment.  This 

suggests that RpoN loss-of-function mutants might not be susceptible to the treatment, which is 

significant because the combination therapy has been proposed as a potential treatment option for 

CF patients with chronic P. aeruginosa lung infections.  These findings, which are detailed in 

Chapter 4, have been submitted as a research article to Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy 

and are currently undergoing minor revisions.   

 Overall, the three data chapters in my thesis provide three different examples of 

transcriptional regulators that play a role in mediating various mechansims of antibiotic resistance 

and tolerance in the opportunistic pathogen, P. aeruginosa.  While reading these chapters, I hope 

that you, like me, are in awe of the number of tricks P. aeruginosa has up its metaphorical sleeves 

and that you appreciate why P. aeruginosa is an interesting, challenging, and important bacterium 

to study.  Finally, it is my sincere hope that my data chapters, which are in chronological order, 

reflect the immense growth that I feel I have had as a scientist over the past three short years. 
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Chapter 2: PA3225 is a transcriptional repressor of antibiotic 

resistance mechanisms in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
 

2.1 Preface 

This chapter has been previously published as a research article:  

 

Hall CW, Zhang L, and Mah T-F.  2017.  PA3225 is a transcriptional repressor of antibiotic 

resistance mechanisms in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Antimicrobial Agents and 

Chemotherapy 61(8): e02114-16.  Copyright © American Society for Microbiology.  
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2.2 Abstract 

The tssABC1 locus is part of the Hcp secretion island I (HSI-I) type VI secretion system 

(T6SS) in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Previous work implicated the tssC1 gene in P. 

aeruginosa biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance, and tssC1 is preferentially expressed in biofilms 

compared to planktonic cells. Using a DNA-dependent protein pulldown approach, we discovered 

that PA3225, an uncharacterized LysR-type transcriptional regulator, specifically bound to 

the tssABC1 upstream regulatory region. The deletion of PA3225 had minimal effects on tssABC1 

expression with a 2-fold decrease in tssA1 expression levels in planktonic cells compared to the 

wildtype, and no significant change in tssA1 expression observed in biofilms. Intriguingly, further 

investigations revealed that the ΔPA3225 mutant was less susceptible to multiple, structurally 

unrelated antibiotics with various mechanisms of action when grown planktonically. The 

ΔPA3225 mutant was additionally more resistant to ciprofloxacin when grown in a biofilm. The 

decreased antibiotic susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 strain was linked to the transcriptional 

upregulation of the MexAB-OprM efflux pump. By using transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq), 

other PA3225-regulated genes were identified, and the products of these genes, such as the putative 

ABC transporter PA3228, may also contribute to antibiotic resistance. 

 

2.3 Introduction 

In Gram-negative bacteria, type VI secretion systems (T6SSs) represent a novel class of 

secretion systems that are structurally and mechanistically similar to components of the T4 phage 

(reviewed in reference (313)). The opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa possesses 

three characterized T6SSs, known as Hcp secretion island I (HSI-I), HSI-II, and HSI-III (314). 

The HSI-I T6SS secretes several toxins and is involved in interbacterial competition (reviewed in 

reference (315)). The HSI-T6SS locus is made up of several components, including the gene 
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products of the tssABC1 operon (314). Intriguingly, via an unknown mechanism, the tssC1 gene 

is required for biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa: a ΔtssC1 mutant is 4-fold 

more susceptible to tobramycin than the wildtype strain only when grown in a biofilm (152). The 

biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance phenotype of the ΔtssC1 mutant is explained by the fact 

that tssC1 is more highly expressed in wildtype biofilms than in wildtype planktonic cells (152). 

The tssABC1 locus is posttranscriptionally regulated by the actions of RetS (314), an 

orphan sensor kinase that mediates the switch between acute and chronic infections in P. 

aeruginosa (316, 317). RetS forms heterodimers with the GacS sensor kinase, thereby preventing 

the autophosphorylation of the latter kinase (318). GacS dimerized with RetS is therefore unable 

to activate its cognate response regulator, GacA. GacA is a positive regulator of the RsmY and 

RsmZ small RNAs, which sequester the global posttranscriptional regulator RsmA (319). RsmA 

prevents the translation of the HSI-I T6SS genes (320) and likely also affects the stability of 

the tssABC1 cistron given that, in ΔretS planktonic cells, the expression of tssC1 is upregulated 

compared to that in wildtype planktonic cultures (152). Another study also suggested that the 

expression of HSI-I T6SS genes is downregulated by the quorum-sensing regulators LasR and 

PqsR (MvfR), although this is likely an indirect regulatory effect because the binding sites for 

these two regulators have not been found in the HSI-I T6SS gene cluster (321). To date, a direct 

transcriptional regulator of tssABC1 has not been identified. 

Almost 10% of the P. aeruginosa genome is devoted to encoding transcription factors and 

two-component response systems (14), thus highlighting the importance of regulating gene 

expression at the transcriptional level in P. aeruginosa. Given the dependence of P. aeruginosa on 

transcriptional regulators to respond and adapt to the environment, we hypothesized that the 
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expression of the tssABC1 operon may, in addition to the RetS- and quorum sensing-dependent 

regulatory networks, be directly regulated by one or more transcription factors. 

In the present study, we report the identification of PA3225, a LysR-type transcriptional 

regulator, which interacted with the tssABC1 upstream regulatory region but played a negligible 

role in activating tssABC1 expression. Interestingly, over the course of our work with the ΔPA3225 

mutant, we observed that the deletion of PA3225 led to decreased susceptibility to multiple 

antibiotics of different classes. PA3225 was subsequently found to promote antibiotic 

susceptibility by additionally acting as a transcriptional repressor of the MexAB-OprM efflux 

pump as well as of the putative antibiotic resistance determinants encoded by PA1210, PA2864, 

and PA3228. 

 

2.4 Materials and methods 

2.4.1 Bacterial strains, media, plasmids, and oligonucleotides 

Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 2-1. The wildtype P. 

aeruginosa strain used in this work was UCBPP-PA14 (PA14). For simplicity, all PA14 genes in 

this paper are referred to by the gene names of their PAO1 orthologs (14, 322). The unmarked 

deletion mutants were constructed by two-step allelic exchange with pEX18Gm as previously 

described (323, 324). Escherichia coli strains were grown in LB broth at 37°C, and P. 

aeruginosa strains were grown at 37°C in LB broth or M63 minimal medium supplemented with 

0.4% L-arginine and 1 mM MgSO4. When antibiotic selection for plasmids was required, E. 

coli was grown in the presence of 25 μg/ml kanamycin, 20 μg/ml gentamicin, or 10 μg/ml 

tetracycline, and P. aeruginosa was cultured with 80 to 100 μg/ml gentamicin or 100 μg/ml 

tetracycline. Oligonucleotides are listed in Table 2-2. Most plasmids were constructed using 

standard molecular cloning techniques. The pMQ72::6×His-PA3225 plasmid, which expresses the 
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6×His-PA3225 allele under the control of the arabinose-inducible PBAD promoter, was constructed 

by yeast homologous gap repair exactly as previously described (325). 

 

Table 2-1. Microbial strains and plasmids used in this study 

Strain or plasmid Genotype or description Source 

Escherichia coli 

DH5α F– Φ80lacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF) 

U169 recA1 endA1 hsdR17 (rK
– mK

+) phoA supE44 λ– thi-

1 gyrA96 relA1 

Invitrogen 

BL21(DE3) F– ompT hsdSB (rB
- mB

-) gal dcm (DE3)  Invitrogen 

S17-1 recA pro hsdR RP42Tc::MuKm::Tn7 (326) 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

TFM227 UCBPP-PA14 (wildtype) (327) 

TFM297 PA14 ΔPA3225 This study 

TFM206 PA14 ΔretS (152) 

TFM301 PA14 ΔretS ΔPA3225 This study 

TFM434 PA14 ΔPA1210 This study 

TFM431 PA14 ΔPA1210 ΔPA3225 This study 

TFM436 PA14 ΔPA2864 This study 

TFM433 PA14 ΔPA2864 ΔPA3225 This study 

TFM59 PA14 ΔPA3228 This study 

TFM409 PA14 ΔPA3225 ΔPA3228 This study 

TFM435 PA14 ΔPA3229 This study 

TFM432 PA14 ΔPA3225 ΔPA3229 This study 

TFM504 PA14 ΔmexAB-oprM This study 

TFM505 PA14 ΔPA3225 ΔmexAB-oprM This study 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

YPH500 MATα ura3-52 lys2-801amber ade2-101ochre trp1-Δ63 his1-

Δ200 leu2Δ1 

(328) 
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Plasmids 

pEX18Gm Gene replacement vector, sacB, Gmr (323) 

pEX18Gm::ΔPA3225 Deletion of PA3225, Gmr This study 

pEX18Gm::ΔPA1210 Deletion of PA1210, Gmr This study 

pEX18Gm::ΔPA2864 Deletion of PA2864, Gmr This study 

pEX18Gm::ΔPA3228 Deletion of PA3228, Gmr This study 

pEX18Gm::ΔPA3229 Deletion of PA3229, Gmr This study 

pEX18Gm::ΔmexAB-

oprM 

Deletion of mexAB-oprM This study 

pET30a His-tagged protein expression vector with IPTG inducible 

T7/lacO promoter, Kanr 

Novagen 

pET30a-PA3225 Expression of 6xHis-PA3225, Kanr This study 

pJB866 Expression vector with m-toluic acid inducible Pm promoter, 

Tcr 

(329) 

pJB866-PA3225 Overexpression of PA3225, Tcr This study 

pJB866-PA1210 Overexpression of PA1210, Tcr This study 

pJB866-PA2864 Overexpression of PA2864, Tcr This study 

pJB866-PA3228 Overexpression of PA3228, Tcr This study 

pMQ72 Yeast-Pseudomonas shuttle vector with arabinose inducible 

PBAD promoter, Gmr 

(325) 

pMQ72::6xHis-

PA3225 

6xHis-PA3225 allele from pCH02 cloned into pMQ72, Gmr This study 
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Table 2-2. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Name Sequence (5’ to 3’) Purpose 

Pulldown experiments 

CH3 Biotin-TCAGCTTGTGGTAGCTGGTG tssABC1 promoter bait 

CH4 AAAACGGGTACATCCAGCAC tssABC1 promoter bait 

CH7 Biotin-CAGAGCTCGATGCAACTCATC rpoD promoter bait 

CH8 TGTTGCGCTTTTCCGGACAT rpoD promoter bait 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) 

CH16 TCAGCTTGTGGTAGCTGGTG tssABC1 EMSA probe 

CH17 Cy5-AAAACGGGTACATCCAGCAC tssABC1 EMSA probe 

CH20 CAGAGCTCGATGCAACTCATC rpoD EMSA probe 

CH21 Cy5-TGTTGCGCTTTTCCGGACAT rpoD EMSA probe 

CH26 AGGTTGGTGAGGAGGATGG PA3225-PA3228 EMSA probe 

CH27 Cy5-GTTACGCGTGGCGCTTTCAT PA3225-PA3228 EMSA probe 

CH29 AATCGAGCTCGCTCTGGATG mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #1 

CH30 Cy5-ATGGCTGGCGTTCGTTGCAT mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #1 

mex2F Cy5-AATCGAGCTCGCTCTGGATG mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #2 

mex2R TAGTTGACTGGATCAACCAC mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #2 

mex3F Cy5-ATGTGGTTGATCCAGTCAAC mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #3 

mex3R TGTAAACGTCCGAAAGCCTC mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #3 

mex4F Cy5-GCTTTCGGACGTTTACAAAC mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #4 
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mex4R ATGGCTGGCGTTCGTTGCAT mexAB-oprM EMSA probe #4 

Cloning (restriction sites underlined and bolded) 

CH9 TTTTGGATCCATGAAAGCGCCACGCGTAAC Cloning of PA3225 into pET30a 

CH10 TTTTAAGCTTTTATCACTCGGCGGCCGGTTCG Cloning of PA3225 into pET30a and pJB866 

CH37 TAATGGTACCATGAAAGCGCCACGCGTAAC Cloning of PA3225 into pJB866 

PA3225f1 AATTGAGCTCGGTCAGGCGATTGGAACG Deletion of PA3225 

PA3225r2 AATAGGATCCATGAAGGCGGACAGCGAGC Deletion of PA3225 

PA3225f3 AATAGGATCCGAGCCGCTTCTACCTCTACA Deletion of PA3225 

PA3225r4 TAGGAAGCTTGTAGCCGCTGTCGACGTACT Deletion of PA3225 

PA3225f5 TCGCAATCGTCGATCAGCTA Confirm ΔPA3225 

PA3225r6 GCCAACTGGAAGCCGATCAT Confirm ΔPA3225 

PA1210f5 ACTAGAATTCGATGCTCGGCATGCTGCTCA Deletion of PA1210 

PA1210r6 ACATGGATCCGGCGATCTCGTCATCGTTCC Deletion of PA1210 

PA1210f7 ACATGGATCCGGCAGCATCGAGGTCAACG Deletion of PA1210 

PA1210r8 TATCAAGCTTCGAGGACGGCTACCTGGTGT Deletion of PA1210 

PA1210f9 CCGTCGCTGCAACGTTCCTT Confirm ΔPA1210 

PA1210f10 ATAACGCCGCTGCGTCGAGA Confirm ΔPA1210 

PA2864f3 ATTAGAATTCGATGTGCCGCTGGTGCTGGT Deletion of PA2864 

PA2864r4 ACATGGATCCGGTGACGATACGCAGGAT Deletion of PA2864 

PA2864f5 ATAAGGATCCATCACCGACAACGGCTATG Deletion of PA2864 
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PA2864r6 TATCAAGCTTAGAACGCCAGCCTGTAGGAC Deletion of PA2864 

PA2864f7 GTGGCTGCGGAAGAGATAGG Confirm ΔPA2864 

PA2864r8 AAGCCATCCGCCAGATGCGT Confirm ΔPA2864 

PA3228F2 GTCTGAATTCTACACCTGGTCGGCATCAGC Deletion of PA3228 

PA3228R2 ATCAGGATCCCGAACAGCGCCACCTCGAT Deletion of PA3228 

PA3228F3 ATCAGGATCCAGAAGATCGGCCTGGTCG Deletion of PA3228 

PA3228R3 GTGTAAGCTTGTGCAGCTCGCCGCTATG Deletion of PA3228 

PA3228F1 CTACTTCCTGCGCCAGGTCT Confirm ΔPA3228 

PA3228R1 CGAAGCGCGTGTTAGTCGAG Confirm ΔPA3228 

PA3229f1 ATCTGAATTCTGTCCGGCTGGATCATGTGG Deletion of PA3229 

PA3229r2 ACTAGGATCCATGACGGCGGACACGACAGA Deletion of PA3229 

PA3229f3 ACATGGATCCCGGCGAGCTGCACAAGATCC Deletion of PA3229 

PA3229r4 TATCAAGCTTCTTGCGTCTCGCGCCAGACT Deletion of PA3229 

PA3229f5 GCTTCGTCGGCGTCGACTGA Confirm ΔPA3229 

PA3229r6 CCTACCTGAGCCGCGAGTTC Confirm ΔPA3229 

mexAfSacI GCAATCGAGCTCGCTCTGGATGC Deletion of mexAB-oprM 

mexBrBamHI ACGTGGATCCTGCGCGTGAACGAACATGC Deletion of mexAB-oprM 

oprMfBamHI ACGTGGATCCGACCGCCTACCTGACGCTG Deletion of mexAB-oprM 

oprMrHindIII ACGTAAGCTTCGACCTGGTGCGCATGGAT Deletion of mexAB-oprM 

mexAfDiag1 GACAACGCTGCGAAGGTCTC Confirm ΔmexAB-oprM 

oprMrDiag2 CAGCAGGACCAGTGCATTCT Confirm ΔmexAB-oprM 
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PA1210compF TCGGAAGCTTATGATCGAACGTCGTCCCTT Cloning of PA1210 into pJB866 

PA1210compR ACTTGAATTCTCAGGCCACTTCCACCAGCA Cloning of PA1210 into pJB866 

PA2864compF CCGGAAGCTTATGAATCCACTGATCAAGAC Cloning of PA2864 into pJB866 

PA2864compR AATTGAATTCTCAGCGGGACAGCTTGCCGT Cloning of PA2864 into pJB866 

PA3228compF TCGGAAGCTTATGCTTTATCGTCGTTTCGA Cloning of PA3228 into pJB866 

PA3228compR AATTGAATTCTCAGTCGACGCCGACGAAGC Cloning of PA3228 into pJB866 

pMQ72::6xHis-

PA3225 F 

ACCCGTTTTTTTGGGCTAGCGAATTCGAGCTCGG

TACCCGGGGAAGGAGATATACATATGCAC 

Cloning of pMQ72::6xHis-PA3225 

pMQ72::6xHis-

PA3225 R 

AATCTTCTCTCATCCGCCAAAACAGCCAAGCTT

GCATGCCTGCAGAAGCTTTTATCACTCGGCGG 

Cloning of pMQ72::6xHis-PA3225 

qPCR 

rpoDF5 TCCTGGCCGACTACAATCGC rpoD qPCR 

rpoDR6 TTGACCGGCTCCACCTCTTC rpoD qPCR 

tssA1 F1 AACCTGCTGCTGCAGAGCAA tssA1 qPCR 

tssA1 R1 ATACGGAAGGTGGGGTCGTT tssA1 qPCR 

fha1 F1 AAGGTACTGGACCAGGGACA fha1 qPCR 

fha1 R1 TGGTGTCGGTGAGGTAGTAC fha1 qPCR 

PA3225f7 CGCGCATGCAGGAACAGCTC PA3225 qPCR 

PA3225r8 CCGGCCTGCTTGACCAGTTG PA3225 qPCR 

mexAf1 ACCTACGAGGCCGACTACCA mexA qPCR 

mexAr2 GCGTACTGCTGCTTGCTCAC mexA qPCR 
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mexBf1 CCAGGTCCAGGTGCAGAACA mexB qPCR 

mexBr2 ACCACACCGACCACCATGAG mexB qPCR 

PA1210Qf1 CCTTCGCCGACTACTATGA PA1210 qPCR 

PA1210Qr2 CCTTCGCGGACATAGGTAAT PA1210 qPCR 

PA2864Qf1 TGGCCATCCTGCGTATCGTC PA2864 qPCR 

PA2864Qr2 CAGGCCGATGGATTCGAACC PA2864 qPCR 

PA3228Qf1 CCGAGCATGACCAACCTGAT PA3228 qPCR 

PA3228Qr2 GAGTTGCCGGTCTGCATGAT PA3228 qPCR 

5’ RACE 

PA3225 gsp1 TGGATCAGCGCTTCCTCGAC PA3225 5’RACE 

PA3225 gsp2 CAGCCCTGTTCCATGTGGTG PA3225 5’RACE 

RT-PCR 

PA3225-6 RT F CGCGCATGCAGGAACAGCTC Operon confirmation 

PA3225-6 RT R ATGCTGATGCCGACCAGGTG Operon confirmation 

PA3226-7 RT F TCGCTGAAGCAGGCCTATTG Operon confirmation 

PA3226-7 RT R GGTCTTCTTCTCCTGCATGC Operon confirmation 

PA3227-8 RT F CGACAACGACTTCCTCAACC Operon confirmation 

PA3227-8 RT R ATCAGTTCGTTGGCGTGCAC Operon confirmation 

PA3228 RT F TGCACGCCAACGAACTGATC Operon confirmation 

PA3228 RT R GCTTCAGCGTGGTGATGTTG Operon confirmation 
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2.4.2 Protein pulldown 

The pulldown procedure was adopted from a protocol developed previously by Jutras et al 

(330). 

Colony biofilms were grown as previously described (153). Briefly, wildtype PA14 

cultures grown overnight were spotted onto M63 minimal medium plates supplemented with 

0.4% L-arginine and 1 mM MgSO4. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 h, followed by 24 h at 

room temperature. Biofilms were harvested and resuspended in BS/THES binding buffer (22 mM 

Tris-HCl [pH 7.4], 4.4 mM EDTA [pH 8.0], 8.9% [wt/vol] sucrose, 62 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES 

[pH 7.4], 5 mM CaCl2, 50 mM KCl, 12% glycerol) supplemented with cOmplete EDTA-free 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 2 (Sigma-Aldrich). The cell 

suspension was sonicated, and the cleared lysate was recovered by centrifugation at 20,000 × g for 

30 min at 4°C. The concentration of protein in the colony biofilm lysate was determined by using 

the Bradford protein assay (Bio-Rad) with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard. 

Biotinylated promoter baits containing the upstream regions of tssABC1 (positions −407 to 

+20 relative to the tssA1 translational start site) and rpoD (positions −355 to +20 relative to 

the rpoD translational start site) were amplified from PA14 genomic DNA by PCR. To perform 

DNA affinity chromatography, 10 μg of the tssABC1 or rpoD promoter bait was incubated with 

50 μl of a 4% streptavidin agarose bead slurry (Invitrogen) in coupling buffer (10 mM HEPES [pH 

7.4], 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 100 μM EDTA [pH 8.0]) for 1 h at 4°C. The beads were then 

washed three times in BS/THES binding buffer before incubation with 600 μg colony biofilm 

lysate and 50 μg/ml poly(dI-dC) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 h at 4°C. In order to limit nonspecific 

binding to the beads, the beads were then washed twice with BS/THES binding buffer containing 

5 μg/ml poly(dI-dC) before being resuspended in 15 μl 2× SDS-PAGE sample buffer and heated 
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at 95°C for 5 min. Proteins bound to the promoter baits were resolved on a denaturing 10% 

polyacrylamide gel by SDS-PAGE, and the gel was visualized by silver staining. Protein bands 

were excised from the gel and were submitted to the Ottawa Institute for Systems Biology 

Proteomics Resource Centre for identification by high-performance chromatography–electrospray 

ionization tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-ESI-MS/MS) followed by a Mascot database search 

(Matrix Science). 

2.4.3 Purification of 6×His-PA3225 

The PA3225 open reading frame was PCR amplified from PA14 genomic DNA and 

subsequently cloned into the BamHI/HindIII sites of pET30a by using standard methods so that 

the PA3225 coding sequence would have a 6×His tag at its N terminus. The pET30a-PA3225 

plasmid was sequenced at the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute's StemCore Laboratories to 

ensure that there were no PCR-induced errors in the PA3225 open reading frame. A culture of E. 

coli BL21(DE3) cells carrying pET30a-PA3225 grown overnight was diluted 1:100 into LB broth, 

and the subculture was grown to the mid-logarithmic stage (optical density at 600 nm [OD600] = 

0.5). IPTG was then added to the culture at a final concentration of 1 mM, and the culture was 

grown for an additional 3 h at 37°C. The induced cells were resuspended in binding buffer (50 

mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole [pH 8.0]) before being lysed by sonication. The 

soluble lysate was incubated with Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) agarose beads (Qiagen) in batch 

with rotation for 1.5 h at 4°C. The beads were then washed twice in wash buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 

300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole [pH 8.0]). 6×His-PA3225 was eluted from the beads in elution 

buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole [pH 8.0]). The elution buffer was 

exchanged for BS/THES buffer by several rounds of centrifugation in an Amicon Ultra-15 

centrifugal filter unit (EMD Millipore) with a 10-kDa-molecular-mass cutoff, according to the 
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manufacturer's instructions. The purity of 6×His-PA3225 was visually determined by SDS-PAGE 

(see Fig S2-1 in the supplemental material), and the concentration of the purified protein was 

determined by using the Bradford protein assay (Bio-Rad) with BSA as the standard. 
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Figure S2-1.  Purification of 6xHis-PA3225.   

Aliquots from various stages of the 6xHis-PA3225 protein purification procedure (detailed in the 

Materials and Methods section of the main article text) were separated by SDS-PAGE and stained 

with Coomassie blue.  The location of 6xHis-PA3225 is shown with an arrow.  “Vector control” 

refers to whole cell proteins isolated from IPTG-induced E. coli BL21(DE3) carrying pET30a.  

The “uninduced” and “induced” lanes contain whole cell proteins from E. coli BL21(DE3) 

pET30a-PA3225 that was either uninduced or induced with IPTG, respectively.  “Soluble lysate” 

refers to soluble proteins following sonication of IPTG-induced E. coli BL21(DE3) pET30a-

PA3225 cells.  Soluble lysate was incubated with Ni-NTA agarose beads, and a significant portion 

of 6xHis-PA3225 was captured by the beads given that the flow-through had much less 6xHis-

PA3225 than the input lysate.  Beads were washed twice followed by two elutions with imidazole-

containing buffer.  Protein from eluate 2 was used for all experiments requiring 6xHis-PA3225 

due to the high purity of recombinant protein in this eluate. 
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2.4.4 EMSAs 

Primers labeled with a 5′ Cy5 moiety (Table 2-2) were used to PCR amplify fluorescent 

probes from PA14 genomic DNA. The PtssABC1 and PrpoD probes were identical in sequence to 

the promoter baits used in the DNA affinity chromatography experiment. Binding reactions were 

performed in BS/THES binding buffer with 5 nM the Cy5-labeled probe, 10 ng/μl poly(dI-dC), 

and various concentrations of purified 6×His-PA3225 (ranging from 0 to 1,000 nM). For the 

competition EMSA, an unlabeled probe (identical in sequence to the Cy5-labeled probe but lacking 

the 5′ Cy5 modification) was included in the binding reaction mixture. Reaction mixtures were 

incubated at 4°C in the dark for 1 h. Following incubation, reaction mixtures were electrophoresed 

for approximately 2 h at 4°C on a nondenaturing 5% polyacrylamide gel in 0.5× Tris-borate-EDTA 

(TBE) buffer at 135 V. Gels were visualized by using a Typhoon Trio scanner (GE Healthcare). 

EMSA figures are representative of data from at least two independent experiments performed 

with 6×His-PA3225 that was prepared on two different occasions. 

2.4.5 qPCR analysis 

For RNA derived from planktonic cells, cultures grown overnight in LB medium were 

diluted 1:100 in M63 medium and grown for 8 h at 37°C to an OD600 of approximately 0.650. 

Colony biofilms were grown as described above. RNA was isolated from planktonic and biofilm 

cultures by using TRIzol reagent and the Purelink RNA minikit (Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer's recommendations, and the RNA was treated with Purelink DNase I (Invitrogen) as 

necessary to remove contaminating DNA. Synthesis of cDNA was performed by using 2 μg of 

RNA and the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Real-time qPCR was performed on a MyiQ 

single-color detection system (Bio-Rad) with 20-μl reaction mixtures containing 2 μl of cDNA, 

2.5 μM each gene-specific primer (Table 2-2), and iQ SYBR green Supermix (Bio-Rad). All qPCR 
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experiments were performed with at least three biological replicates, each tested in triplicate. The 

expression level of rpoD was used as the internal reference standard. Fold changes were expressed 

as 2−ΔΔCt values. Relative fold changes were graphed by using GraphPad Prism 7 software, and 

statistical significance was determined by using two-tailed Student's t tests. 

2.4.6 Antibiotic susceptibility assays 

MICs in LB and M63 media were determined by using the CLSI broth macrodilution 

method (CLSI, Wayne, PA). Visible growth inhibition was read after incubation overnight at 37°C. 

MIC determinations for the PA14 and ΔPA3225 strains were performed five times. 

To corroborate the MIC data, drug gradient plate assays were performed (331). Briefly, a 

layer of LB agar containing nalidixic acid (120 μg/ml), ciprofloxacin (0.1 μg/ml), norfloxacin (0.75 

μg/ml), or tetracycline (16 μg/ml) was poured at an angle in square petri plates and allowed to 

solidify. The plate was placed horizontally, and the antibiotic-containing agar was then overlaid 

with antibiotic-free LB agar. An inoculation loop was used to streak cultures parallel to the linear 

antibiotic concentration gradient. Plates were incubated for 24 h at 37°C. 

MBCs of tobramycin and ciprofloxacin for planktonic (MBC-P) and biofilm (MBC-B) 

cells were determined three times as previously described (332). 

2.4.7 Western blotting 

PA14, ΔPA3225, and ΔmexAB-oprM cell envelope proteins were isolated exactly as 

described previously (333). Protein concentrations were determined by using the Bradford protein 

assay (Bio-Rad) with BSA as the standard. 

Envelope proteins (15 μg) were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gels. For each experiment, 

two gels were run in parallel: one was Coomassie blue stained to visually ensure equal loading, 

while the other was used for Western blotting. Electrophoresed proteins were subsequently 
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transferred onto a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane by using the Bio-Rad Trans-Blot 

Turbo Transfer system according to the manufacturer's directions (transfer parameters of 25 V, 1.3 

Å, and 10 min). Membranes were blocked for 1 h at room temperature with agitation in a solution 

containing 1× Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) plus 5% BSA. The blocked 

membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with a 1:4,000 dilution of anti-MexB rabbit 

polyclonal antiserum (333) in 1× TBST containing 5% BSA. Following incubation with the 

primary antibody, membranes were washed four times in 1× TBST. Membranes were then 

incubated with a 1:10,000 dilution of goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidase 

(Cell Signaling Technology) in 1× TBST containing 5% BSA. After incubation with the secondary 

antibody, membranes were washed four times in 1× TBST and then exposed to the Clarity ECL 

Western blotting substrate (Bio-Rad) as recommended by the manufacturer. Imaging was 

performed by using an ImageQuant LAS 4010 imaging system (GE Healthcare). The Western 

blotting experiment was performed four times. 

2.4.8 5′ RACE 

Identification of the PA3225-PA3228 transcriptional start site was performed with a 5′ 

RACE kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions, using the gene-specific 

primers listed in Table 2-2. 

2.4.9 RNA-seq 

RNA was isolated from planktonic and biofilm cultures of the PA14 and ΔPA3225 strains 

as described above (three biological replicates under each condition for a total of 12 samples). 

RNA was submitted to the McGill University and Génome Québec Innovation Centre (MUGQIC) 

for library preparation, sequencing, and data analysis. Libraries were prepared by using the first-

strand protocol, and paired-end sequencing of rRNA-depleted libraries was performed on an 
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Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument. Reads were trimmed by using Trimmomatic (334) and 

subsequently aligned to the P. aeruginosa PA14 genome (GenBank accession 

number CP000438.1) by using TopHat (335) and Bowtie (336) software. Raw read counts from 

HTSeq (337) were input into DESeq (338) and edgeR (339) for differential gene expression 

analysis. 

2.4.10 Accession number(s) 

The raw and processed data from the RNA-seq experiment have been deposited in the 

NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (340, 341) under GEO series accession 

number GSE87213. 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/CP000438.1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE87213
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2.5 Results 

2.5.1 A 34-kDa protein binds the tssABC1 promoter 

A protein pulldown approach adapted from a method described previously by Jutras et al. 

(330) was used to discover potential transcriptional regulators of the tssABC1 operon. A 

biotinylated tssABC1 promoter bait was incubated with colony biofilm whole-cell extracts since 

the expression of tssC1 is known to be upregulated in colony biofilms (152). An unbaited bead 

control was used to rule out proteins that interacted with the beads themselves, while beads coupled 

to the promoter of rpoD were used to control for nonspecific DNA-binding proteins and general 

transcriptional machinery. Due to their different expression profiles and unrelated activities, we 

expected that transcription factors regulating rpoD would be different from those 

regulating tssABC1. 

Proteins from the colony biofilm whole-cell extract that bound to the tssABC1 promoter 

bait were separated by SDS-PAGE, and the protein bands were visualized on the gel by silver 

staining (Fig 2-1A). Interestingly, one band at approximately 34 kDa was present in the eluate 

from the tssABC1 promoter bait but not in the eluates from the rpoD or unbaited controls, 

suggesting that this protein interacted specifically with the tssABC1 promoter bait. By using mass 

spectrometry, the band was shown to correspond to PA14_22470 (PA3225), a probable LysR-type 

transcriptional regulator that, to our knowledge, has not been previously characterized (322). Gel 

samples from the equivalent areas in the unbaited and rpoD controls were also submitted for 

analysis by mass spectrometry to account for background peptide hits, and no PA3225-derived 

peptides were identified in these controls. 
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Figure 2-1. PA3225 binds to the tssABC1 upstream regulatory region in pulldown assays. 

(A) The whole-cell extract from colony biofilms was incubated with streptavidin-agarose beads 

coupled to either no DNA or biotinylated DNA containing the upstream regulatory regions 

of rpoD or tssABC1. Bound proteins were visualized on a silver-stained SDS-PAGE gel, and the 

34-kDa protein (shown with an arrow) that bound uniquely to the tssABC1 DNA bait was 

identified as PA3225 by mass spectrometry. (B) Recombinant 6×His-tagged PA3225 was used as 

the sole protein input instead of the colony biofilm extract for the pulldown assay to further 

demonstrate that PA3225 interacts with the tssABC1 upstream regulatory region. The protein band 

at 39 kDa, which corresponds to 6×His-PA3225, is shown with an arrow. MW, molecular weight 

(in thousands). 
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2.5.2 PA3225 directly interacts with the tssABC1 promoter 

In order to confirm that PA3225 interacts specifically with the tssABC1 promoter, 

recombinant PA3225 with an N-terminal 6×His tag (6×His-PA3225) was purified from 

an Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) strain carrying the isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-

inducible pET30a-PA3225 plasmid (see Fig S2-1 in the supplemental material). The pulldown 

experiment was repeated, this time using 2 μg of 6×His-PA3225 instead of the whole-cell colony 

biofilm extract as the input. As shown in (Fig 2-1B), recombinant PA3225 bound to 

the tssABC1 promoter bait but not to the unbaited or rpoD negative controls. 

To further demonstrate binding specificity for the tssABC1 promoter, purified 6×His-

PA3225 was used in electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) with Cy5-

labeled tssABC1 and rpoD probes (Cy5-PtssABC1 and Cy5-PrpoD, respectively) that were 

identical in sequence to the biotinylated promoter baits used in the pulldown experiment. A band 

with decreased electrophoretic mobility compared to that of the free Cy5-PtssABC1 probe 

corresponding to the 6×His-Pa3225/Cy5-PtssABC1 complex was observed at a 6×His-PA3225 

concentration of 600 nM, and the intensity of the protein-DNA complex increased with increasing 

concentrations of 6×His-PA3225 (Fig 2-2A). No significant shift was observed with the Cy5-

PrpoD negative-control probe even in the presence of 1 μM 6×His-PA3225 (Fig 2-2B). 

In addition, a competition EMSA was performed, in which the unlabeled PtssABC1 or 

PrpoD probe was added to binding reaction mixtures containing 5 nM the Cy5-labeled PtssABC1 

probe and 1 μM 6×His-PA3225 (Fig 2-2B). When in excess, the unlabeled PtssABC1 probe 

successfully outcompeted the Cy5-PtssABC1 probe for binding to 6×His-PA3225 given that the 

intensity of the protein-DNA complex decreased and the amount of the free Cy5-PtssABC1probe 

increased with increasing amounts of the unlabeled PtssABC1 probe. On the other hand, the 
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addition of the unlabeled PrpoD probe did not affect the amount of free Cy5-tssABC1 to an 

appreciable degree at any concentration of the PrpoD competitor that was tested, suggesting that 

the affinity of 6×His-PA3225 for the tssABC1 promoter is much higher than that for 

the rpoD promoter. Taken together, these EMSA results suggest that 6×His-PA3225 interacts 

specifically with the tssABC1 promoter region under the tested binding conditions. 

2.5.3 Effect of PA3225 deletion on tssABC1 expression 

Given that our pulldown assays and EMSAs demonstrated that 6×His-PA3225 physically 

interacts with the tssABC1 promoter in vitro, we next wanted to establish whether PA3225 has a 

role in regulating tssABC1 expression in vivo. Consequently, an unmarked ΔPA3225 deletion 

mutant was constructed in the PA14 strain, and the expression level of tssA1 in both planktonic 

and biofilm cultures of the PA14 and ΔPA3225 strains was determined by quantitative PCR 

(qPCR) (Fig 2-2C). As was previously reported, the tssABC1 transcript was upregulated in 

wildtype biofilms compared to wildtype planktonic cells (152). We observed an almost 2-fold 

decrease in the tssA1 expression level in ΔPA3225 planktonic cells. There was also a slight 

decrease in the tssA1 expression level in ΔPA3225 biofilms compared to that in wildtype biofilms; 

however, this difference was not statistically significant. We therefore concluded that PA3225 did 

not have a role in regulating tssABC1 expression under our experimental conditions. 

Previous studies have shown that the expression of the HSI-I T6SS locus is regulated 

posttranscriptionally by the RetS sensor kinase through a signaling cascade that converges on the 

posttranscriptional regulator RsmA (314). The deletion of retS results in a 12-fold upregulation 

of tssC1 in planktonic cells (152). Since an intact RetS signaling cascade decreases tssABC1 

transcript levels, we wondered if the repressive effect of RetS on tssABC1 expression could mask 

the regulatory role of PA3225. To test this hypothesis, a PA14 ΔretS ΔPA3225 double-deletion 
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mutant was constructed, and the planktonic expression level of tssA1 in this mutant was compared 

to that in the PA14 ΔretS mutant by qPCR. The expression of tssA1 was unaffected by the deletion 

of PA3225 in a ΔretS background (data not shown). 

2.5.4 The T6SS gene fha1 is transcriptionally upregulated in biofilms, but fha1 expression does 

not depend on PA3225 

Since the fragment upstream of the tssABC1 operon that was used in the pulldown 

experiment also corresponds to the upstream regulatory region of the HSI-I T6SS fha1-

tssJKL1 operon, the expression level of fha1 in wildtype PA14 was compared to that in the 

ΔPA3225 strain by qPCR (Fig 2-2D). While we showed that fha1 was preferentially expressed in 

biofilms compared to planktonic cells, there was no difference in fha1 expression levels in the 

ΔPA3225 strain compared to the wild type. 

Overall, we have provided evidence that PA3225 binds to the tssABC1 promoter and that 

this protein-DNA interaction is specific. While we were unable to demonstrate a change in the 

expression level of the tssABC1 locus upon the deletion of PA3225 in this study, we feel that 

characterization of PA3225 is important since it is likely that PA3225 plays some role 

in tssABC1 transcription that will be elucidated as more information about the regulation of the 

HSI-I locus becomes available. 
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Figure 2-2. PA3225 directly binds the tssABC1 upstream regulatory region but does not 

play a role in activating tssA1 expression.  

(A) EMSA showing that the tssABC1 upstream regulatory region was bound by 6×His-PA3225. 

Increasing amounts of 6×His-PA3225 were incubated with 5 nM the fluorescent Cy5-

PtssABC1 probe containing the upstream regulatory region of the tssABC1 operon, and the binding 

reaction mixtures were electrophoresed on a native polyacrylamide gel. (B) Competition EMSA 

demonstrating that 6×His-PA3225 does not bind the Cy5-PrpoD probe and that the unlabeled 

rpoD probe is not as effective as the unlabeled tssABC1 probe at outcompeting the Cy5-

PtssABC1 probe for binding with 6×His-PA3225. (C) Planktonic expression of tssA1 is decreased 

2-fold in the absence of PA3225, but there is no significant decrease in tssA1expression in 

ΔPA3225 biofilms compared to wildtype biofilms as determined by qPCR. Data are shown as 

mean tssA1expression levels relative to those of wildtype planktonic cells and standard errors of 

the means. ***, P ≤ 0.001; ns, not statistically significant (as determined by two-tailed 

Student's t tests). (D) qPCR analysis demonstrates that fha1, which is divergently transcribed from 

the tssABC1 operon, is not regulated by PA3225. However, like the tssABC1 operon, fha1 is also 

upregulated in wildtype biofilms compared to wildtype planktonic cells. Mean fha1 expression 

levels relative to those of wildtype planktonic cells and standard errors of the means are shown. 

*, P ≤ 0.05; ns, not statistically significant (as determined by two-tailed Student's t tests). 
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2.5.5 PA3225 is a negative autoregulator of the PA3225-PA3228 operon and is preferentially 

expressed in biofilms 

According to the Pseudomonas Genome Database annotation, PA3225 is a putative 

member of the LysR-type family of transcription regulators (322). PA3225 is predicted to form an 

operon with three other genes (PA3226, PA3227, and PA3228) (322), and we confirmed that these 

genes are cotranscribed in an operon with PA3225 by reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) (see 

Fig S2-2 in the supplemental material). Classically, a LysR-type transcriptional regulator binds 

directly to the promoter of the gene that encodes it, thereby repressing its own expression (71). 
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Figure S2-2.  The PA3225-PA3228 genes are co-transcribed.  

RNA from planktonic ΔPA3225 cultures was reverse transcribed to cDNA, which was 

subsequently used as a template for PCR with primer sets (see Table 2-2) that amplified various 

regions of the predicted PA3225-PA3228 operon (regions “a” to “d” shown schematically in lower 

panel).  PCR reactions performed with RNA in the absence of reverse transcriptase were included 

as controls to demonstrate the absence of contaminating genomic DNA.     
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In order to assess the regulatory effect of PA3225 on the activity of the PA3225-PA3228 

promoter as well as the expression pattern of PA3225 in wildtype planktonic and biofilm cells, we 

performed qPCR with primers that amplified a portion of the PA3225 locus that had not been 

deleted in the construction of the ΔPA3225 mutant (Fig 2-3A). The expression level of the PA3225 

transcript in planktonic cultures increased more than 20-fold in the ΔPA3225 mutant relative to 

the wildtype, which suggested that PA3225 is a negative autoregulator of the PA3225-PA3228 

operon, as predicted. Since PA3225 was originally identified in biofilm whole-cell extracts, we 

next determined whether there was a difference in wildtype expression levels of PA3225 between 

planktonic and biofilm cells. The expression level of PA3225 was approximately five times higher 

in wildtype biofilms than in wildtype planktonic cells (Fig S2-3). The PA3225 transcript was 

upregulated around 10-fold in ΔPA3225 biofilms compared to wildtype biofilms (Fig S2-3). 

To determine if PA3225 binds to its own promoter and therefore acts as a direct negative 

autoregulator, we performed EMSAs with recombinant 6×His-PA3225 and a fluorescently labeled 

DNA probe containing the sequence between positions −351 and +20 relative to the PA3225 

translational start codon. The amount of shifted probe increased with increasing amounts of 6×His-

PA3225 (Fig 2-3B), although the affinity of 6×His-PA3225 for the PA3225-PA3228 upstream 

region was lower than that for tssABC1 given that a higher concentration of 6×His-PA3225 was 

required to observe a visible shift in the Cy5-PPA3225-PA3228 probe. 

Overall, these qPCR and gel shift results are consistent with the conclusions that PA3225 

is a transcriptional regulator that is preferentially expressed in biofilms and that PA3225 likely 

represses the expression of the PA3225-PA3228 operon via direct binding to the PA3225-PA3228 

promoter. 
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Figure 2-3. PA3225 is an autorepressor of the PA3225-PA3228 operon.  

(A) Deletion of PA3225 in planktonic cells results in increased expression levels of the PA3225-

PA3228 locus as determined by qPCR using primers that amplify a portion of the PA3225 

transcript that was not deleted during the generation of the ΔPA3225 mutant. Data are shown as 

mean PA3225 expression levels relative to those of wildtype planktonic cells and standard errors 

of the means. ***, P ≤ 0.001 (as determined by two-tailed Student's t tests). (B) PA3225 directly 

binds the regulatory region upstream of the PA3225-PA3228 operon. An EMSA was performed 

by incubating increasing amounts of recombinant 6×His-PA3225 with a Cy5-labeled DNA probe 

(Cy5-PPA3225-PA3228) corresponding to the region spanning positions −351 to +20 (relative to 

the translational start site of PA3225) upstream of the PA3225-PA3228 operon. Binding of 6×His-

PA3225 to the Cy5-rpoD and Cy5-tssABC1 probes used in is included as negative and positive 

binding controls, respectively. Binding reaction mixtures were resolved on a native 

polyacrylamide gel, and the gel was visualized on a Typhoon Trio scanner. 
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Figure S2-3.  PA3225 is upregulated in biofilms.   

Deletion of PA3225 resulted in increased expression of the PA3225-PA3228 locus as determined 

by qPCR using primers that amplified a portion of the PA3225 transcript that was not deleted in 

the generation of the ΔPA3225 mutant.  Additionally, in wild-type PA14, PA3225 expression in 

biofilms was 5-fold higher than that in planktonic cells.  Data are shown as mean PA3225 

expression relative to wild-type planktonic cells + SEM.  ** p ≤ 0.01 as determined by two-tailed 

Student’s t-tests.   
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2.5.6 Deletion of PA3225 reduces susceptibility to multiple antibiotics in planktonic and biofilm 

cells 

While attempting to introduce a pUCP19 derivative (which carries a selectable marker for 

carbenicillin resistance) (342) into the ΔPA3225 mutant for other experiments, we noticed that the 

untransformed ΔPA3225 mutant was, surprisingly, able to survive when plated onto LB agar 

containing high concentrations of carbenicillin. Although wildtype PA14 cells were effectively 

killed by 300 μg/ml carbenicillin, a carbenicillin concentration as high as 1,000 μg/ml was still not 

effective at eliminating the ΔPA3225 mutant (D. Sparks and C. W. Hall, unpublished 

observations). 

In order to obtain a more complete susceptibility profile of the ΔPA3225 mutant, the MICs 

of a panel of antibiotics of different classes were determined in both LB medium and M63 minimal 

medium (Table 2-3). For each of the two types of media, the wildtype and mutant strains shared 

essentially identical growth curves (data not shown). Interestingly, the ΔPA3225 mutant displayed 

increased planktonic resistance to several antibiotics with diverse mechanisms of action. 

Compared to wildtype PA14, the MIC values of the ΔPA3225 strain in LB medium were increased 

2-fold for ciprofloxacin, norfloxacin, and nalidixic acid and 4-fold for carbenicillin, cefotaxime, 

chloramphenicol, and tetracycline. In M63 minimal medium, the MIC values were higher for the 

ΔPA3225 mutant than for the wildtype strain by 2-fold for tetracycline and 4-fold for 

ciprofloxacin, norfloxacin, nalidixic acid, carbenicillin, cefotaxime, and chloramphenicol. The 

MICs of gentamicin and tobramycin in both media were not affected by the absence of PA3225, 

suggesting that PA3225 was not important for susceptibility to these aminoglycoside antibiotics. 

To confirm that the phenotype of decreased multidrug susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 mutant was 

truly due to the absence of PA3225 and not due to polar effects of the deletion on adjacent genes, 
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we introduced the pJB866 vector carrying the PA3225 open reading frame into the PA14 and 

ΔPA3225 strains. Compared to the PA14 or ΔPA3225 strain carrying the pJB866 plasmid, strains 

with pJB866::PA3225 generally had lower MICs for most antibiotics tested, indicating that 

PA3225 overexpression restored antibiotic susceptibility (Table 2-3). 

 

 

Table 2-3.  Impact of PA3225 deletion and overexpression on antibiotic susceptibility of P. 

aeruginosa in LB and M63a 

 

Strain 

MIC (μg/ml) ofb 

TOB GEN CIP NOR NAL CAR CTX CHL TET 

PA14 4 (1) 8 (2) 1 

(0.0625) 

2 

(0.5) 

64 

(32) 

256 

(128) 

32 

(32) 

128 

(16) 

16 

(4) 

ΔPA3225 4 (1) 8 (2) 2 (0.25) 4 (2) 128 

(128) 

1024 

(512) 

128 

(128) 

512 

(64) 

64 

(8) 

PA14 pJB866 4 (1) 8 (2) 0.5 (0.5) 2 (2) 128 

(128) 

512 

(128) 

32 

(32) 

256 

(16) 

ND 

PA14 

pJB866::PA3225 

4 (1) 8 (2) 0.25 

(0.0625) 

1 

(0.25) 

64 

(16) 

256 

(64) 

64 (8) 256 

(16) 

ND 

ΔPA3225 

pJB866 

4 (1) 8 (2) 1 (0.25) 4 (2) 256 

(128) 

512 

(512) 

128 

(32) 

512 

(32) 

ND 

ΔPA3225 

pJB866::PA3225 

4 (1) 8 (2) 1 (0.125) 2 

(0.5) 

64 

(32) 

512 

(256) 

128 

(32) 

256 

(32) 

ND 

a MIC values in M63 are reported in parentheses. 

b TOB, tobramycin; GEN, gentamicin; CIP, ciprofloxacin; NOR, norfloxacin; NAL, nalidixic 

acid; CAR, carbenicillin; CTX, cefotaxime; CHL, chloramphenicol; TET, tetracycline; ND, not 

determined
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To confirm our findings that the ΔPA3225 mutant was less susceptible to various 

antibiotics than the wildtype, we performed a drug gradient plate assay (331). In this assay, strains 

are streaked parallel to a linear antibiotic concentration gradient on an agar plate. Visible growth 

of PA14 was inhibited at lower concentrations of nalidixic acid (see Fig S2-4A in the supplemental 

material), ciprofloxacin (Fig S2-4B), norfloxacin (Fig S2-4C), and tetracycline (Fig S2-4D) than 

in the ΔPA3225 mutant, confirming that the ΔPA3225 strain was indeed less susceptible than the 

wild type to multiple antibiotics. 

The minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC) is another metric of antibiotic susceptibility 

in planktonic and biofilm cells (147, 332). The MBC in planktonic cells (MBC-P) and the MBC 

in biofilm cells (MBC-B) of ciprofloxacin and tobramycin, two clinically important antibiotics 

that are used to treat P. aeruginosa infections, were determined for the wildtype and ΔPA3225 

strains (Table S2-1). In the case of ciprofloxacin, the MBC-P for the wildtype PA14 strain was 4 

μg/ml, while the MBC-P for the ΔPA3225 mutant was 8 μg/ml. Since PA3225 was preferentially 

expressed in biofilms, we sought to determine if the lack of PA3225 also rendered biofilms less 

susceptible to ciprofloxacin. The deletion of PA3225 resulted in a 2-fold decrease in biofilm 

susceptibility to ciprofloxacin, as the MBC-B of ciprofloxacin for wildtype PA14 was 40 μg/ml, 

while that for the ΔPA3225 mutant was 80 μg/ml. Consistent with the MIC results, the absence of 

PA3225 did not affect either the MBC-P or the MBC-B of tobramycin. It is worthwhile to note 

that biofilm formation of the ΔPA3225 mutant was essentially equivalent to that of the wildtype 

strain as determined by quantification of crystal violet staining of biofilms formed in 96-well 

microtiter plates (data not shown) (343). 
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Figure S2-4. Drug gradient plate assays demonstrate that the ΔPA3225 mutant has decreased 

antibiotic susceptibility compared to wildtype.  

PA14 and ΔPA3225 were struck on LB agar plates containing a concentration gradient of (A) 

nalidixic acid (0 to 120 μg/mL), (B) ciprofloxacin (0 to 0.1 μg/mL), (C) norfloxacin (0 to 0.75 

μg/mL), and (D) tetracycline (0 to 16 μg/mL).  In all cases, the ΔPA3225 mutant had visible growth 

at a higher antibiotic concentration than the wildtype PA14 strain.  
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Table S2-1.  Minimum bactericidal concentrations for planktonic (MBC-P) and biofilm 

(MBC-B) wildtype and ΔPA3225 cells. 

 

Strain 

Tobramycin (µg/ml)  Ciprofloxacin (µg/ml) 

MBC-P MBC-B  MBC-P MBC-B 

PA14 32 100  4 40 

ΔPA3225 32 100  8 80 
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Overall, the antibiotic susceptibility assays showed that the ΔPA3225 mutant had reduced 

susceptibility to multiple antibiotics when grown planktonically and that biofilms formed by the 

ΔPA3225 mutant had increased recalcitrance to ciprofloxacin compared to PA14 biofilms. 

2.5.7 PA3225 is a novel transcriptional repressor of mexAB-oprM 

Given that the ΔPA3225 mutant was less susceptible to a variety of structurally and 

functionally unrelated antibiotics when grown planktonically, we next used qPCR to assess the 

expression levels of some of the P. aeruginosa RND multidrug efflux pump genes (mexAB-

oprM, mexCD-oprJ, mexEF-oprN, and mexXY) in the ΔPA3225 deletion mutant. We reasoned that 

the decreased susceptibility of the mutant could be potentially due to a loss of the PA3225-

mediated transcriptional repression of multidrug efflux pumps. Interestingly, there was an almost 

3-fold increase in the expression levels of mexA (Figure 2-4A) and mexB (Figure 2-4B) in 

ΔPA3225 planktonic cells compared to the wildtype, suggesting that PA3225 may play a role in 

downregulating the expression of the MexAB-OprM efflux pump. The expression levels of the 

other RND multidrug efflux pumps were not affected by the deletion of PA3225 (data not shown). 

Protein levels of MexB in the ΔPA3225 strain were assessed by immunoblotting to 

determine if the transcriptional upregulation of mexAB-oprM translated to an increase in MexB 

production. Western blotting with anti-MexB antiserum revealed an increase in the MexB 

abundance in the ΔPA3225 deletion mutant compared to the wildtype (Figure 2-4C). As expected, 

MexB was not detected in a ΔmexAB-oprM strain (Figure 2-4C). 
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Figure 2-4. PA3225 is a novel transcriptional repressor of the MexAB-OprM multidrug 

efflux pump.  

(A and B) Expression levels of mexA (A) and of mexB (B) are approximately three times higher in 

planktonic ΔPA3225 cells than in planktonic wild-type cells as determined by qPCR. Data are 

presented as mean gene expression levels and standard errors of the means for ΔPA3225 planktonic 

cells relative to wild-type planktonic cells. *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01 (as determined by two-tailed 

Student's t test). (C, top) Detection of the MexB protein in cell envelopes of the PA14, ΔPA3225, 

and ΔmexAB-oprM strains by Western blotting using anti-MexB antiserum. The blot is 

representative of data from four experiments. (Bottom) For each Western blot, another gel was run 

in parallel and Coomassie blue stained to demonstrate equal loading of the gel lanes. 
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To determine if PA3225 binds to the promoter of the mexAB-oprM operon, EMSAs were 

performed with the recombinant 6×His-PA3225 protein and fluorescently labeled DNA probes 

corresponding to various regions upstream of the mexAB-oprM locus (shown schematically in Fig 

2-5A). There was decreased mobility of Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 1 with increasing 

concentrations of 6×His-PA3225 Fig 2-5B), indicating that the 6×His-PA3225 protein potentially 

interacted with the promoter region of the mexAB-oprM operon. To further define where 6×His-

PA3225 bound to the mexAB-oprM promoter region, Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 1 was subdivided 

into three smaller, slightly overlapping Cy5-labeled probes (Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probes 2, 3, and 

4). While Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probes 2 and 4 did not bind to 6×His-PA3225 under our conditions 

(Fig 2-5C), a shift was observed for Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 3 with increasing amounts of the 

recombinant 6×His-PA3225 protein (Fig 2-5D). This interaction could be competed with 

unlabeled PmexAB-oprM probe 3 but not with unlabeled PmexAB-oprM probe 2 or 4, suggesting 

that the interaction between 6×His-PA3225 and PmexAB-oprM probe 3 is specific (Fig 2-5E). 

Interestingly, Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 3 contains the −35 and −10 elements of the previously 

defined distal PI promoter of the mexAB-oprM operon (344), suggesting that PA3225 might act at 

this site to repress mexAB-oprM expression. Future mutational studies of this promoter region will 

allow confirmation of this hypothesis. 
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Figure 2-5. PA3225 binds to the promoter region of the mexAB-oprM operon. 

(A) Schematic showing the region upstream of mexAB-oprM along with the approximate locations 

of the EMSA probes (labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4). The locations of two previously reported mexAB-

oprM promoters (PI and PII) are shown with arrows. The PI promoter is located on fragment 3. (B) 

EMSA of Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 1 with increasing amounts of 6×His-PA3225. Binding of 

6×His-PA3225 to the Cy5-rpoD and Cy5-tssABC1 probes used in is included as negative and 

positive binding controls, respectively. (C) EMSA of Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probes 2 and 4 

demonstrating that these regions are not responsible for the observed binding of 6×His-PA3225 to 

the region upstream of mexAB-oprM. (D) EMSA showing that 6×His-PA3225 interacts with Cy5-

PmexAB-oprM probe 3, which contains the PI promoter of the mexAB-oprM operon. (E) The 

specificity of binding of 6×His-PA3225 to Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 3 was assessed by using a 

competition EMSA. Unlabeled PmexAB-oprM probe 3 (specific competitor) or unlabeled 

PmexAB-oprM probes 2 and 4 (nonspecific competitors) were incubated with reaction mixtures 

containing constant amounts of 6×His-PA3225 and Cy5-PmexAB-oprM probe 3.  
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To assess whether the decreased susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 strain was dependent on 

MexAB-OprM, we deleted the mexAB-oprM locus in the PA14 and ΔPA3225 backgrounds and 

measured the susceptibility of these strains using MIC tests (Table 2-4). Consistent with data from 

previous reports, the ΔmexAB-oprM strain was significantly more susceptible than wildtype strain 

PA14 to quinolones, β-lactams, chloramphenicol, and tetracycline. The ΔPA3225 ΔmexAB-

oprM double-deletion mutant had essentially the same MICs as the ΔmexAB-oprM strain for most 

of the antibiotics tested. In other words, in the absence of the mexAB-oprM operon, the deletion of 

PA3225 did not reduce P. aeruginosa susceptibility, suggesting that the reduction in the antibiotic 

susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 mutant involves the MexAB-OprM efflux pump. 

Therefore, based upon the qPCR, immunoblot, gel shift, and drug susceptibility data, 

PA3225 is likely a novel transcriptional repressor of mexAB-oprM, and the upregulation of this 

efflux pump could be a factor contributing to the decreased antibiotic susceptibility of the 

ΔPA3225 mutant.
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Table 2-4.  Contribution of mexAB-oprM to the decreased susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 mutant 

 

Strain 

MIC (μg/mL) ofa 

TOB CIP NOR NAL LVX CAR CTX CHL TET 

PA14 2 0.25 0.5 64 0.25 64 16 128 16 

ΔPA3225 2 0.5 2 512 1 256 64 256 64 

ΔmexAB-oprM 4 0.03 0.125 16 0.06 1 4 32 1 

ΔPA3225 ΔmexAB-oprM 2 0.03 0.25 16 0.06 1-2 4 32 1 

a TOB, tobramycin; CIP, ciprofloxacin; NOR, norfloxacin; NAL, nalidixic acid; LVX, levofloxacin; CAR, carbenicillin; CTX, 

cefotaxime; CHL, chloramphenicol; TET, tetracycline 
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2.5.8 The regulon of PA3225 reveals that PA3225 typically acts as a transcriptional repressor 

Since PA3225 is a predicted transcriptional regulator, the decrease in antibiotic 

susceptibility when PA3225 is absent suggests that PA3225 is a repressor of one or more genes 

whose products may be involved in antibiotic resistance. While we already demonstrated that the 

regulatory targets of PA3225 include the PA3225-PA3228 and mexAB-oprM operons, differential 

expression analysis of the ΔPA3225 mutant compared to the wildtype was performed by using 

transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) in order to elucidate the other members of the PA3225 

regulon in both planktonic and biofilm cells. Genes that were found to be significantly (log2-fold 

change of >2 or <−2) up- or downregulated in planktonic or biofilm cells of the ΔPA3225 mutant 

compared to planktonic or biofilm cells of wildtype strain PA14 are presented in Table 2-5 and 

Table S2-2 in the supplemental material, respectively. The PA3225, PA3226, PA3227, and 

PA3228 genes were significantly upregulated in both planktonic and biofilm cells of the ΔPA3225 

strain. This finding is in agreement with our qPCR and EMSA findings that PA3225 is an 

autorepressor of the putative PA3225-PA3228 operon. According to the Pseudomonas Genome 

Database (322), PA3226 encodes a probable hydrolase, PA3227 (ppiA) is a peptidyl-prolyl cis-

trans isomerase that is likely involved in the folding of periplasmic proteins (345, 346), and 

PA3228 encodes a putative ATP-binding/permease fusion ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 

transporter that may function as a multidrug transporter based upon the NCBI Conserved Domain 

Database prediction (83). Three other genes (PA1210, PA2864, and PA3229) were also 

significantly upregulated in planktonic and biofilm cells of the ΔPA3225 mutant compared to 

wildtype cells. PA1210 encodes a putative pirin protein, while PA2864 and PA3229 are 

hypothetical proteins with unknown functions (322). The PA1863 and PA1864 loci, which encode 

the ModA ABC permease involved in molybdate uptake (347) and a TetR family transcriptional 
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regulator (322), respectively, were downregulated in ΔPA3225 planktonic cells; however, the 

expression levels of PA1863 and PA1864 were not significantly different between PA14 biofilms 

and ΔPA3225 biofilms. 

To confirm the validity of the RNA-seq data, we performed qPCR to assess the expression 

levels of select PA3225-regulated loci in wildtype and ΔPA3225 planktonic cultures. The 

expression level of PA1210 was 38 times higher in ΔPA3225 cultures than in wildtype cultures 

(Fig 2-6A). Similarly, PA2864 and PA3228 were 15- and 13-fold more highly expressed, 

respectively, in ΔPA3225 planktonic cells than in wildtype cells (Fig 2-6B and  Fig 2-6C). 

PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 are therefore transcriptionally repressed by PA3225. While it is 

likely that PA3228 is directly repressed by PA3225 given that PA3228 belongs to the same operon 

as PA3225, we did not test whether the PA3225-mediated regulation of PA1210 and PA2864 is 

direct or indirect. 
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Table 2-5.  Differentially expressed genes in planktonic ΔPA3225 compared to planktonic 

wildtype PA14 

Gene name PAO1 

ortholog 

Predicted functiona log2 fold change in 

planktonic ΔPA3225b 

PA14_48650 PA1210 Hypothetical protein + 4.158 

PA14_22460 PA3226 Alpha/beta hydrolase + 4.044 

PA14_22450 PA3227 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A + 3.982 

PA14_22470 PA3225 LysR-type transcriptional regulator +3.617 

PA14_22440 PA3228 ABC transporter ATP-binding 

protein/permease 

+ 3.418 

PA14_27070 PA2864 Hypothetical protein + 3.031 

PA14_22420 PA3229 Hypothetical protein + 2.314 

PA14_40380 PA1864 TetR family transcriptional regulator - 4.116 

PA14_40390 PA1863 Molybdate-binding periplasmic protein 

precursor 

- 2.282 

a Annotated gene functions as per the Pseudomonas Genome Database (322) 

b Relative to planktonic wildtype PA14 
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Table S2-2.  Differentially expressed genes in ΔPA3225 compared to wildtype PA14 

Gene name PAO1 

ortholog 

Predicted functiona log2 fold change 

in planktonic 

ΔPA3225b 

log2 fold change 

in ΔPA3225 

biofilmsc 

PA14_48650 PA1210 Hypothetical protein + 4.158 + 2.964 

PA14_22460 PA3226 Alpha/beta hydrolase + 4.044 + 4.345 

PA14_22450 PA3227 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 

isomerase A 

+ 3.982 + 4.151 

PA14_22470 PA3225 LysR-type 

transcriptional regulator 

+3.617 + 3.929 

PA14_22440 PA3228 ABC transporter ATP-

binding 

protein/permease 

+ 3.418 + 3.773 

PA14_27070 PA2864 Hypothetical protein + 3.031 + 3.263 

PA14_22420 PA3229 Hypothetical protein + 2.314 + 2.388 

PA14_40380 PA1864 TetR family 

transcriptional regulator 

- 4.116 No significant 

difference 

PA14_40390 PA1863 Molybdate-binding 

periplasmic protein 

precursor 

- 2.282 No significant 

difference 

 

a Annotated gene functions as per the Pseudomonas Genome Database (322) 

b Relative to planktonic wildtype PA14 

c Relative to wildtype PA14 biofilms 
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Figure 2.6 PA3225 is a transcriptional repressor of the PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 genes. 

Deletion of PA3225 results in the upregulation of PA1210 (A), PA2864 (B), and PA3228 (C) in 

planktonic P. aeruginosa cells. The expression levels of the PA3225-regulated genes in wildtype 

and ΔPA3225 planktonic cultures were determined by qPCR. Mean fold changes in gene 

expression levels and standard errors of the means relative to the wildtype are shown. *, P ≤ 0.05; 

***, P ≤ 0.001; ****, P ≤ 0.0001 (as determined by two-tailed Student's t tests). 
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Since PA3228 is located in an operon with PA3225, we were concerned that the change in 

the expression level of PA3228 might be due to polar effects caused by the ΔPA3225 mutation. In 

order to address this concern, the 6×His-PA3225 allele was cloned downstream of the arabinose-

inducible PBAD promoter in pMQ72 (325). The resulting plasmid, pMQ72::6×His-PA3225, was 

transformed into the ΔPA3225 strain, and PA3228 expression was measured by qPCR. The 

PA3228 expression level in the ΔPA3225 strain carrying pMQ72::6×His-PA3225 was 

significantly lower than that in the ΔPA3225/pMQ72 strain (see Fig S2-5 in the supplemental 

material), suggesting that the increased expression level of PA3228 in the ΔPA3225 mutant is due 

to a loss of PA3225 repression and not due to a polar effect from the PA3225 deletion. Moreover, 

this experiment confirmed that the 6×His-PA3225 protein is functional in vivo. 

In a preliminary attempt to identify a candidate PA3225-binding site, the upstream 

intergenic regions of the PA3225-PA3228, tssABC1, mexAB-oprM, PA1210, and PA2864 loci 

were submitted to the MEME suite program (348) for de novo motif identification. LysR-type 

transcriptional regulator boxes have the general sequence TN11A and typically display imperfect 

dyadic symmetry (71). While MEME identified several motifs in common that are found in the 

upstream regulatory regions of these genes (data not shown), none were especially obvious or 

compelling candidates for a putative PA3225-binding site. We also identified the location of the 

transcriptional start site of PA3225 by 5′ rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) (Fig S2-6); 

however, visual inspection of the region upstream of the transcriptional start site and around a 

predicted PvdS sigma factor-binding site (22) also did not reveal an obviously plausible PA3225-

binding site. An unbiased approach for the identification of the PA3225-binding site via chromatin 

immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) will therefore be pursued in a future study. 
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Figure S2-5.  Overexpression of 6xHis-PA3225 reduces PA3228 expression. 

PA14 and ΔPA3225 strains carrying pMQ72 and pMQ72::6xHis-PA3225 were grown to mid-

exponential phase and then induced for two hours with 1% (w/v) arabinose.  Expression of PA3228 

was measured by qPCR relative to PA14/pMQ72.  Shown is the mean relative expression + SEM 

from two biological replicates, each tested in triplicate.  * p ≤ 0.05, ns = not statistically significant 

as determined by two-tailed Students t-tests. 
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Figure S2-6.  The PA3224-PA3225 intergenic region. 

5’ RACE was used to identify the transcriptional start site of PA3225 (shown bolded with a bent 

arrow in the sequence on the left).  A putative bipartite PvdS sigma factor binding site is underlined 

in the sequence.  Translational start codons of PA3224 and PA3225 are bolded.  In the right panel, 

the 5’ RACE product is shown in lane P and a size marker is shown in lane L.   
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2.5.9 PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 are putative antibiotic resistance genes 

While we had already established that the upregulation of mexAB-oprM underlies, at least 

in part, the decreased multidrug susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 mutant, we wondered if the 

derepression of other members of the PA3225 regulon may also affect the antibiotic susceptibility 

phenotype of the ΔPA3225 strain. We therefore constructed deletion mutants of the PA1210, 

PA2864, PA3228, and PA3229 loci in both the wildtype and ΔPA3225 backgrounds, and we 

determined the MICs of several antibiotics for these mutants in LB medium (Table 2-6). The 

deletion of PA1210 and PA2864 in the wildtype PA14 background led to increased ciprofloxacin 

susceptibility. Additionally, the ΔPA1210, ΔPA2864, and ΔPA3228 mutants were more 

susceptible to levofloxacin. The ΔPA1210 and ΔPA3228 strains were also less resistant to 

norfloxacin and carbenicillin than the wildtype. Although the deletion of PA3229 led to increased 

susceptibility to norfloxacin, the ΔPA3229 mutant had the same or, for some antibiotics, increased 

MIC values compared to those of wildtype strain PA14. MICs of strains complemented with 

PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 are presented in (Table 2-7). Complementation experiments 

showed that the expression of the cloned genes in the pJB866 vector could, for some antibiotics, 

increase the MIC. 

Since PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 were upregulated in the ΔPA3225 strain, we 

hypothesized that the deletion of these genes in a ΔPA3225 background would further reveal any 

role that these genes might play as candidate antibiotic resistance determinants. As expected, the 

ΔPA1210 ΔPA3225, ΔPA2864 ΔPA3225, and ΔPA3225 ΔPA3228 double-deletion mutants were 

more susceptible than the parental ΔPA3225 strain to most of the antibiotics that we tested (Table 

2-6). The upregulation of PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 might therefore be partially responsible 

for the reduction in antibiotic susceptibility that we observed for the ΔPA3225 mutant, and this 
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possibility will be explored further in future studies. PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 also appeared 

to affect susceptibilities to different subsets of antibiotics. PA1210 and PA2864 were mainly 

involved in fluoroquinolone resistance. In contrast, PA3228 was important for resistance to a 

broader range of antibiotics, including β-lactams, fluoroquinolones, chloramphenicol, and 

tetracycline. Therefore, PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 potentially represent novel, PA3225-

regulated antibiotic resistance genes in P. aeruginosa. 
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Table 2-6. Contribution of PA3225-regulated genes to susceptibility of P. aeruginosaa.      

 

Strain 

MIC (μg/ml) ofb 

TOB CIP LVX NOR NAL CAR CTX CHL TET 

PA14 4 0.25  1 2 64 256 32 128 16 

ΔPA1210 4  0.125 0.25 0.5 64 128 32 128 16 

ΔPA2864  4 0.125 0.5 2 64 256 64 128 16 

ΔPA3228 4 0.25 0.25 1 64 128 32 128 16 

ΔPA3229 4 0.5 1 1 128 512 64 256 32 

ΔPA3225 4 0.5  2 4 256 512 128 256 64 

ΔPA1210 ΔPA3225 4 0.25 1 2 256 256 128 512 64 

ΔPA2864 ΔPA3225 2 0.25 1 1 256 256 128 512 64 

ΔPA3225 ΔPA3228 4 0.25 0.25 1 64 128 64 128 16 

ΔPA3225 ΔPA3229 4 0.5  2 4 256 512 128 512 64 

a MIC values were determined in LB 

b TOB, tobramycin; CIP, ciprofloxacin; LVX, levofloxacin; NOR, norfloxacin; NAL, nalidixic acid; CAR, carbenicillin; CTX, 

cefotaxime; CHL, chloramphenicol; TET, tetracycline 
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Table 2-7.  Antibiotic susceptibilities of P. aeruginosa strains complemented with PA3225-regulated genesa. 

 

Strain 

MIC (μg/ml) ofb 

CIP LVX NOR NAL CAR CTX 

PA14 pJB866 0.25 1 1 128 64 32 

PA14 pJB866::PA1210 0.25 1 2 128 256 64 

PA14 pJB866::PA2864 0.25 1 1 128 256 128 

PA14 pJB866::PA3228 0.25 1 1 64 256 64 

ΔPA1210 pJB866 0.25 1 1 64 128 16 

ΔPA1210 pJB866::PA1210 0.25 2 1 64 256 32 

ΔPA2864 pJB866 0.25 1 1 64 128 64 

ΔPA2864 pJB866::PA2864 0.5 1 2 256 256 64 

ΔPA3228 pJB866 0.25 0.5 0.5 64 128 32 

ΔPA3228 pJB866::PA3228 0.5 1 1 128 128 64 

a MIC values were determined in LB 

b CIP, ciprofloxacin; LVX, levofloxacin; NOR, norfloxacin; NAL, nalidixic acid; CAR, carbenicillin; CTX, cefotaxime.
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2.6 Discussion 

The major findings of this study are presented schematically in Fig 2-7. This study initially 

sought to identify a novel transcription regulator of the tssABC1 operon, which was previously 

shown to be involved in P. aeruginosa biofilm recalcitrance (152). Using a pulldown approach, 

we identified an uncharacterized LysR-type transcription factor, PA3225, which interacted with 

the promoter region of tssABC1. While PA3225 appeared to bind specifically to the region 

upstream of the tssABC1 locus, the deletion of PA3225 resulted in only a minor decrease in 

the tssA1 expression level in planktonic cells. The regulation of HSI-I T6SS expression is 

controlled by multiple regulatory mechanisms, such as the RetS signaling cascade (152, 314, 317) 

and the LasR and PqsR (MvfR) quorum-sensing systems (321). It is possible, therefore, that we 

did not observe a large change in the tssA1 gene expression level in the ΔPA3225 mutant due to 

potential redundancy in the regulatory networks controlling the expression of the tssABC1 operon. 

Further work will be required in order to better dissect the role of PA3225 in 

regulating tssABC1 transcription in the context of other known regulators of the HSI-I T6SS locus. 

During our characterization of PA3225, we observed that, compared to the wildtype strain, 

the ΔPA3225 mutant had reduced susceptibility to multiple antibiotics, including β-lactams, 

quinolones, chloramphenicol, and tetracycline. ΔPA3225 biofilms were additionally more resistant 

to ciprofloxacin than were wildtype biofilms. We found that the decreased multidrug susceptibility 

of the ΔPA3225 mutant could be explained, at least partially, by the transcriptional derepression 

of the genes encoding the MexAB-OprM multidrug efflux pump. The typical substrates extruded 

by the MexAB-OprM efflux pump include β-lactams, quinolones, chloramphenicol, and 

tetracycline but not aminoglycosides such as gentamicin (349, 350). In fact, the substrate 

specificities of the MexAB-OprM efflux pump mirror the susceptibility profile of the ΔPA3225 
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mutant. Our results from both gene and protein expression experiments strongly support a role for 

PA3225 in regulating the transcription of mexAB-oprM. Hence, PA3225 is a new addition to a 

group of several transcription factors that have been shown to regulate the expression of 

the mexAB-oprM locus. The transcription of the mexAB-oprM operon is directly repressed by 

MexR, and the mexR gene is divergently transcribed from the mexAB-oprM operon (344, 351–

353). Interestingly, the mexAB-oprM operon is also directly repressed by NalD, which belongs to 

the TetR family of transcriptional regulators (354, 355). Additional regulators such as AmpR, 

BrlR, MexT (reviewed in reference (10)), and CpxR (356) also affect the expression of mexAB-

oprM. The large number of regulators that impact mexAB-oprM expression is a testament to the 

complexity of mexAB-oprM transcriptional regulation in P. aeruginosa. While we showed that the 

binding of PA3225 to the region upstream of mexAB-oprM and of mexR leads to the 

downregulation of mexAB-oprM expression, it is important to realize that we did neglected to 

determine whether PA3225 represses mexAB-oprM directly or if PA3225 represses mexAB-oprM 

by upregulating mexR expression. The interplay between previously characterized mexAB-

oprM regulators and PA3225 in regulating mexAB-oprM will be the topic of future investigations. 

Transcriptomics analysis of the ΔPA3225 mutant via RNA-seq revealed that PA3225 also 

acts as a transcriptional repressor of several genes, including PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228. 

Unmarked deletion mutants of these three genes were more susceptible to several antibiotics, 

indicating that PA1210, PA2864, and PA3228 potentially encode novel determinants of low-level 

antibiotic resistance. Intriguingly, a mutant carrying a transposon insertion in the PA2864 open 

reading frame was previously shown to be less susceptible to ciprofloxacin than the wild type 

(357). In contrast, our susceptibility data suggested that the ΔPA2864 strain is more susceptible to 
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ciprofloxacin than wildtype strain PA14. The reasoning behind this discrepancy is not yet clear to 

us. 

PA3228 was previously suggested to be important for the possible development of 

planktonic ciprofloxacin resistance (358). Here, we demonstrated that the ΔPA3228 deletion 

mutants (especially in the ΔPA3225 background) were more susceptible than the parental wildtype 

and ΔPA3225 strains to a broad range of antibiotics, thereby suggesting a role for PA3228 in 

intrinsic drug resistance. PA3228 is predicted to encode a 610-amino-acid ABC transporter with 

both ATPase and permease domains (83, 322). Based upon our susceptibility data and 

bioinformatics predictions, we hypothesize that PA3228 is an ABC multidrug efflux pump. ABC 

transporter-type antibiotic efflux pumps are relatively rare in Gram-negative bacteria (10). 

However, the contribution of ABC transporters to antibiotic resistance in Gram-negative bacteria 

may have been underestimated. Recently, the PA4456-PA4452 operon, which encodes 

components of an ABC transporter and is regulated by the PhoPQ two-component system, has 

been implicated in P. aeruginosa resistance to tetracycline, ciprofloxacin, chloramphenicol, and 

trimethoprim (359). Unlike PA3228, which encodes both the ATP-binding and permease domains, 

PA4456 contributes the ATP-binding domain, while PA4455 possesses the permease domain (322, 

359). Characterization of the putative ABC multidrug efflux pump encoded by PA3228 is under 

way in our laboratory. 
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Figure 2-7. Summary schematic of the proposed mechanisms involved in the decreased 

susceptibility of P. aeruginosa upon deletion of the PA3225 gene.  

Solid red lines indicate that our EMSA results suggested that PA3225 acts as a direct 

transcriptional repressor of the gene, while dashed red lines indicate that we did not use an EMSA 

to assess whether PA3225 is a direct or indirect transcriptional repressor of the indicated locus. 

The solid black line with a question mark indicates that PA3225 binds directly to the promoter 

of tssABC1, but the role of PA3225 in regulating tssABC1 expression is not entirely clear given 

that the tssA1 expression level is only slightly decreased in ΔPA3225 planktonic cells and is not 

significantly different in ΔPA3225 biofilms compared to the wild type. Green arrows pointing 

toward the box indicating “Antibiotic resistance” indicate that the genes in question potentially 

contribute to antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa. Based on our data, the derepression of some 

or all of these genes in the ΔPA3225 mutant leads to a decrease in antibiotic susceptibility. 
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Chapter 3: Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm antibiotic resistance 

gene expression requires the RpoS stationary-phase sigma factor 
 

3.1 Preface 

This chapter has been previously published as a research article:  

 

Hall CW, Hinz AJ, Gagnon LB, Zhang L, Nadeau JP, Copeland S, Saha B, and Mah T-F.  

2018.  Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm antibiotic resistance gene ndvB expression 

requires the RpoS stationary phase sigma factor. Applied and Environmental Microbiology 

84(7): e02762-17.  Copyright © American Society for Microbiology. 
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3.2 Abstract 

Chronic, biofilm-based bacterial infections are exceptionally difficult to eradicate due to 

the high degree of antibiotic recalcitrance exhibited by cells in biofilm communities. In the 

opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, biofilm recalcitrance is multifactorial and arises 

in part from the preferential expression of resistance genes in biofilms compared to exponential-

phase planktonic cells. One such mechanism involves ndvB, which we have previously shown to 

be expressed specifically in biofilms. In this study, we investigated the regulatory basis of this 

lifestyle-specific expression by developing an unstable green fluorescent protein (GFP) 

transcriptional reporter to observe the expression pattern of ndvB. We found that in addition to its 

expression in biofilms, ndvB was upregulated in planktonic cells as they enter stationary phase. 

The transcription of ndvB in both growth phases was shown to be dependent on the stationary-

phase sigma factor RpoS, and mutation of a putative RpoS binding site in the ndvB promoter 

abolished the activity of the promoter in stationary-phase cells. Overall, we have expanded our 

understanding of the temporal expression of ndvB in P. aeruginosa and have uncovered a 

regulatory basis for its growth phase-dependent expression. 

 

3.3 Importance 

Bacterial biofilms are more resistant to antibiotics than free-living planktonic cells, and 

understanding the mechanistic basis of this resistance can inform treatments of biofilm-based 

infections. In addition to chemical and structural barriers that can inhibit antibiotic entry, the 
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upregulation of specific genes in biofilms contributes to the resistance. We investigated this 

biofilm-specific gene induction by examining expression patterns of ndvB, a gene involved in 

biofilm resistance of the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. We 

characterized ndvB expression in planktonic and biofilm growth conditions with an unstable green 

fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter and found that the expression of ndvB in biofilms is dependent 

on the stationary-phase sigma factor RpoS. Overall, our results support the physiological similarity 

between biofilms and stationary-phase cells and suggest that the induction of some stationary-

phase genes in biofilms may contribute to their increased antibiotic resistance. 

 

3.4 Introduction 

Antibiotic resistance in bacterial pathogens is a continuing public health concern that 

severely impacts the ability to treat infections (89, 90). Increased resistance in bacterial populations 

is caused by the acquisition of resistance genes through horizontal gene transfer and by selection 

of resistance mutations (360, 361). In addition, numerous structural and functional traits contribute 

to the underlying intrinsic resistance of microbes, which can reduce the spectrum and efficiency 

of antibiotics used in treatments (88, 89). Identifying the genetic and physiological mechanisms of 

intrinsic resistance in microbes can potentially inform the therapeutic use of already proven 

antibiotics. 

Antibiotic resistance is especially problematic for cystic fibrosis patients harboring chronic 

biofilm-based Pseudomonas aeruginosa lung infections. P. aeruginosa has high intrinsic 

resistance to multiple antibiotics that, combined with its ability to readily acquire elevated 

resistance by de novo mutation, can make infections impossible to eliminate (362). The intrinsic 

resistance is mediated by drug efflux pumps, stress responses, low outer membrane permeability, 

and other poorly understood genetic functions (9, 110, 363). Resistance is additionally increased 
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in biofilms, the predominant lifestyle of P. aeruginosa in cystic fibrosis airway infections (116). 

Bacterial biofilms are a physiological state characterized by bacterial adhesion to a substrate and 

the production of an extracellular matrix composed of polysaccharides, protein, and DNA (13, 

115). Multiple physical and physiological factors contribute to the increased antibiotic resistance 

of P. aeruginosa biofilms compared to free-living planktonic cultures, including reduced 

penetration of the antibiotic through the extracellular matrix and the presence of persister cells, 

which exist in a metabolically inactive state that protects against antibiotic action (137, 169, 364, 

365). 

Biofilm resistance is also mediated by several genetic mechanisms that are specifically 

expressed in biofilms but not in exponential-phase planktonic cells (1, 147, 153, 154, 366, 367). 

One of these mechanisms requires the gene ndvB, which encodes a glucosyltransferase enzyme 

that catalyzes the synthesis of periplasmic β-(1→3)-cyclic glucans (147). The glucans are thought 

to promote aminoglycoside resistance by sequestering antibiotics in the periplasm away from their 

cellular target (147, 148). In addition, ndvB is required, via an uncharacterized mechanism, for the 

biofilm-specific expression of genes that are involved in ethanol oxidation, and these ndvB-

regulated genes may also play a role in biofilm resistance (149). The expression of ndvB is elevated 

in biofilms in comparison to that in exponentially growing planktonic cultures (147); however, the 

regulatory mechanism(s) responsible for this upregulation is unknown. Investigation of the genetic 

and physiological requirements of ndvB transcription may uncover the basis of its biofilm-specific 

expression and potentially identify conditions that diminish ndvB expression and reduce antibiotic 

resistance of biofilms. 

In the present study, we examined transcriptional activity of ndvB and investigated the 

environmental and genetic factors governing its regulation. We used an unstable green fluorescent 
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protein (GFP) variant as a reporter of ndvB promoter activity to examine the gene's temporal 

expression in live cells (368, 369). Importantly, GFP is functional in bacterial biofilms and has 

been extensively used to visualize P. aeruginosa cells in biofilms (163, 370–372). The resulting 

observations motivated genetic tests that demonstrated the requirement of the stationary-phase 

sigma factor RpoS for ndvB induction in biofilms. 

 

3.5 Materials and Methods 

3.5.1 Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

The bacterial strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are listed in Table 3-1 and 

Table 3-2. All P. aeruginosa strains were derived from the burn wound isolate UCBPP-PA14 

(PA14) (327). The unmarked P. aeruginosa ΔrpoS deletion mutant was generated by two-step 

allelic exchange with the pEX18Gm suicide vector as previously described (323, 324). Bacteria 

were grown aerobically at 37°C with LB medium or M63 medium supplemented with 0.4% 

arginine and 1 mM MgSO4 (149). Pseudomonas isolation agar (PIA; Difco) or LB with 0.1 μg/ml 

of ciprofloxacin or 20 μg/ml of nalidixic acid was used for counterselection of Escherichia coli 

following E. coli-Pseudomonas conjugation. Saccharomyces cerevisiae was grown aerobically at 

30°C in yeast extract-peptone-dextrose medium (1% Bacto yeast extract, 2% Bacto peptone, and 

2% glucose). Yeast selections were plated on synthetic, defined uracil drop-out medium, which 

contained (per liter) 6.7 g of yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (Wisent), 2 g of uracil drop-

out supplement, and 20 g of glucose. Plasmids were transformed into E. coli by the calcium 

chloride or Inoue method and into P. aeruginosa by electroporation (373), conjugation with E. 

coli S17-1, or triparental mating with the pRK2013 helper plasmid (374). Antibiotics were used at 

the following concentrations: 100 μg/ml for ampicillin (Ap), 25 μg/ml for kanamycin (Km), and 
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15 μg/ml for gentamicin (Gm) with E. coli; 250 μg/ml for carbenicillin (Cb) and 50 to 100 μg/ml 

for gentamicin (plasmids); or 20 μg/ml for gentamicin (chromosomal insertions) with P. 

aeruginosa.
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Table 3-1.  Strains and plasmids used in this study. 

Name Genotype or description Source 

Strains   

PA14 P. aeruginosa burn wound isolate (327) 

TFM15 PA14 ΔndvB; unmarked deletion of ndvB (codons 273 to 727 deleted) (147) 

TFM425 PA14 ΔrpoS; unmarked deletion of rpoS (codons 15 to 272 deleted) This study 

TFM423 PA14 attTn7::mini-Tn7T-Gm-lacZ; promoterless lacZ; GmR This study 

TFM427 PA14 attTn7::mini-Tn7T-Gm-PndvB-lacZ; PndvB-lacZ fusion; GmR This study 

TFM456 PA14 attTn7::mini-Tn7T-Gm-PndvB-mut-lacZ; PndvB-lacZ fusion with mutated RpoS binding 

site; GmR 

This study 

DH5 E. coli strain; supE44, lacU169(φ80 lacZM15), recA1, hsdR17, thi-1, relA1 (375) 

S17-1 E. coli strain; recA pro hsdR RP42Tc::MuKm::Tn7 (326) 

YPH500 S. cerevisiae uracil auxotroph; MATα, ura3-52, lys2-801amber, ade2-101ochre, trp1-Δ63, his3-

Δ200, leu2-Δ1 

(328) 

Plasmids   

pMQ80 araC-PBAD-gfpmut3 reporter on E. coli-S. cerevisiae-Pseudomonas shuttle vector; GmR (325) 

pSC01 PndvB-gfp stable gfp reporter; pMQ80 with ndvB promoter upstream of gfpmut3; GmR This study 

pAH04 araC-PBAD-gfp(ASV) reporter; pMQ80 with gfp protease tag from pJBA113; GmR This study 

pAH05 PndvB-gfp(LAA) reporter; pSC01 with gfp protease tag from pJBA110; GmR This study 

pAH06 PndvB-gfp(LVA) reporter; pSC01 with gfp protease tag from pJBA111; GmR This study 

pAH07 PndvB-gfp(AAV) reporter; pSC01 with gfp protease tag from pJBA112; GmR This study 
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pAH08 PndvB-gfp(ASV) reporter; pSC01 with gfp protease tag from pJBA113; GmR This study 

pJBA110 pUC18Not-PA1/04/03-RBSII-gfp(LAA)-T0-T1; Source of LAA protease tag; ApR (376) 

pJBA111 pUC18Not-PA1/04/03-RBSII-gfp(LVA)-T0-T1; Source of LVA protease tag; ApR (376) 

pJBA112 pUC18Not-PA1/04/03-RBSII-gfp(AAV)-T0-T1; Source of AAV protease tag; ApR (376) 

pJBA113 pUC18Not-PA1/04/03-RBSII-gfp(ASV)-T0-T1; Source of ASV protease tag; ApR (376) 

pEX18Gm Allelic exchange suicide vector; sacB, GmR (323) 

pEX18Gm::ΔrpoS pEX18Gm derivative for unmarked deletion of rpoS; GmR This study 

pUC18-mini-Tn7T-

Gm-lacZ 

Mini-Tn7T transcriptional lacZ fusion vector; ApR, GmR (377) 

pUC18-mini-Tn7T-

Gm-PndvB-lacZ 

pUC18-mini-Tn7T-Gm-lacZ carrying the sequence from -112 to -1 relative to the 

translational start site of ndvB; ApR, GmR 

This study 

pUC18-mini-Tn7T-

Gm-PndvB-mut-lacZ 

Same as pUC18-mini-Tn7T-Gm-PndvB-lacZ except that the sequence CTAGACT was 

mutated to AGAGACT; ApR, GmR 

This study 

pTNS2 Transposase helper plasmid for mini-Tn7 integration; ApR (377) 

pRK2013 Helper plasmid for triparental matings; KmR (374) 

pUC18 High-copy E. coli cloning/sequencing plasmid; ApR (378) 

pUCP19 Broad host range cloning and expression vector; CbR (342) 

pUCP19::rpoS+ pUCP19 with rpoS under the control of its native promoter and terminator; CbR This study 
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Table 3-2.  Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Name Sequence (5’ to 3’) a Function 

ndvBp-F-2 b cttctcctttactcatatgtatatctccttcAGAGATGAAACCAGGT

TCCGG 

PndvB-gfp fusion 

ndvBp-R-2 b caaaaacgcgtaacaaaagtgtctataatcaACCCGGCAGGCCG

GGTTG 

PndvB-gfp fusion 

AH-GFP-Tag-F b tcatccgccaaaacagccaagcttgcatgcctgcagactagtGGAGTCC

AAGCTCAGCTAATTAAGC 

GFP stability tag 

AH-GFP-Tag-R b acagctgctgggattacacatggcatggatgaactatacaaaAGGCCTG

CAGCAAACGACGAA 

GFP stability tag 

rpoSdel1 ATCCATGGATCCTAGTCTGATCGGCCGTTTTG rpoS deletion 

rpoSdel2 ATCATCGTGGTCAAACTCCG rpoS deletion 

rpoSdel3 CGGAGTTTGACCACGATGATGACAAGCAGCGT

GAGGTGGT 

rpoS deletion 

rpoSdel4 ATCCATCTGCAGTGCCAGAAAACCCAGCGAAG rpoS deletion 

rpoScompF AATAATGGTACCCTGCGAGCGGTAGTCTGATC rpoS 

complementation 

rpoScompR CATCATAAGCTTATCTACTTAGGCTCACACGC rpoS 

complementation 

ndvBp-lacZ for ATCCATCTGCAGGGACTAGACTTGCAACAGAC PndvB-lacZ fusion 

ndvBp-mut-lacZ for c ATCCATCTGCAGGGAAGAGACTTGCAACAGAC Mutant PndvB-lacZ 

fusion 

ndvBp-lacZ rev ATCCATAAGCTTAGAGATGAAACCAGGTTCCG PndvB-lacZ fusion 

Tn7R CACAGCATAACTGGACTGATTTC Tn7 insertion 

verification 

glmS-down GCACATCGGCGACGTGCTCTC Tn7 insertion 

verification 

ndvB-F ACAAGGGCTTCTTCCACATC ndvB qPCR 

ndvB-R TCTTCGGTGATGCACCATTC ndvB qPCR 

rpoD-F TCCATCGCCAAGAAGTACAC rpoD qPCR 

rpoD-R TTGTAGCCACGACGGTATTC rpoD qPCR 

rpoS-F CGAACCTTCACCCGAAGAAA rpoS qPCR 
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rpoS-R AAGAGAGACGTCTACCGAAGT rpoS qPCR 

gfp-gsp1 AGCACGTGTCTTGTAGTTCC 5’ RACE 

gfp-gsp2 ATCTGGGTATCTCGCAAAGC 5’ RACE 

gfp-gsp3 CTACAGGATCCGAAAGTAGTGACAAGTGTTGG 5’ RACE 

3’ RACE adapter primer GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTAC(T)17 5’ RACE 

AUAP GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTAC 5’ RACE 

M13R TCACACAGGAAACAGCTATGAC Sequencing 

a Restriction sites are indicated in bold. 

b Primer used for yeast-recombination cloning. Upper-case indicates sequences targeted for PCR 

amplification. Lower-case indicates sequences homologous to the vector used for recombination. 

c Primer contains two changes (underlined) to the predicted ndvB promoter element. 
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3.5.2 Construction of gfp reporter vectors by yeast recombination 

A yeast recombination gap repair method was used to generate the gfp reporter vectors as 

described by Shanks et al. (325). In brief, a yeast-bacterium shuttle vector was digested with a 

restriction enzyme, creating a gap. A PCR amplicon with ends homologous to vector sequences 

on both sides of the gap was cotransformed with the linearized vector into yeast cells. 

Recombination between the vector and amplicon by endogenous yeast functions generated 

recircularized vectors containing the inserted sequences. Yeast cells carrying circularized vectors 

were selected using a vector-encoded marker. 

The base vector of the gfp reporters was the yeast-E. coli-Pseudomonas shuttle vector 

pMQ80 (325), which carries the bright gfp variant (gfpmut3) downstream of the arabinose-

inducible promoter system (araC-PBAD). Selectable markers on the vector backbone include 

the aacC1gentamicin resistance gene (bacteria) and the URA3 gene, which complements uracil 

auxotrophy (yeast) (325). To generate the PndvB-gfp reporter (pSC01), the 500-bp region 

upstream of the ndvB start codon was PCR amplified from PA14 chromosomal DNA with 

primers ndvBp-F-2 and ndvBp-R-2 (Table 3-2). The primers included 31-bp tails homologous to 

pMQ80 vector sequences, which targeted the amplicon for recombination upstream of the Shine-

Dalgarno sequence of gfpmut3, effectively replacing the araC-PBAD sequences with 

the ndvB promoter. The purified PCR product was cotransformed with BamHI-digested pMQ80 

into yeast cells auxotrophic for uracil, using the “Lazy Bones” protocol (379). Transformants were 

selected on uracil drop-out medium and streaked for isolation. Plasmids were isolated from yeast 

cultures (380) and PCR screened for presence of the insert. 
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The reporters with unstable gfp variants were similarly generated using pSC01 as the base 

vector. The variants were amplified from four vectors (pJBA110 to pJBA113 (Table 3-1)) that 

carry gfp with 11-amino-acid C-terminal protease tags (AANDENYALAA), with each vector 

encoding a different final triplet (underlined) (376). The primers AH-GFP-Tag-F and AH-GFP-

Tag-R (Table 3-2) were used to amplify 150-bp fragments that included the final 81 nucleotides 

of the tagged gfp genes. The inserts were recombined in yeast with pSC01 digested with SpeI, 

which cleaved close to the gfp stop codon. The resulting PndvB-gfp reporters differed in the final 

three amino acids of the protease tag as follows: pAH05, LAA; pAH06, LVA; pAH07, AAV; and 

pAH08, ASV. An arabinose-inducible gfp reporter encoding the ASV tag (pAH04) was 

constructed in the same manner using the pMQ80 base vector. The yeast-derived vectors were 

transformed into E. coli DH5α, verified by Sanger sequencing (StemCore Laboratories, Ottawa 

Hospital Research Institute), and mobilized into P. aeruginosa by triparental mating with selection 

on PIA containing 100 μg/ml of gentamicin. 

3.5.3 Biofilm and planktonic growth assays and microscopy 

Biofilms were grown in M63-arginine by two methods: the air-liquid interface coverslip 

assay and the colony biofilm assay (381). For the air-liquid interface coverslip assay, exponential-

phase LB cultures of PA14 carrying the reporter plasmids were diluted 1:100 in 4 ml of M63-

arginine with 30 μg/ml of gentamicin in flat-bottom six-well plates. A flame-sterilized glass 

coverslip was half-submerged in each well, and plates were incubated for 19 h at 37°C to allow 

biofilms to form on the coverslip. The coverslips were gently rinsed with saline to remove 

nonadherent cells, and the biofilms that formed at the air-liquid interface of the coverslip were 

observed by phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy. The colony biofilms were prepared by 

diluting exponential-phase LB cultures to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.05 in M63-
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arginine and spotting 5 μl on semipermeable membranes (0.22-μm pore size) on M63-arginine 

agar plates containing 30 μg/ml of gentamicin. Following 20 h of incubation at 37°C, the 

membranes were removed, and the cells were gently stamped on glass slides and examined by 

fluorescence microscopy. 

Planktonic growth curves were inoculated by washing 19-h LB cultures in M63-arginine 

and diluting them in 500 ml M63-arginine containing 30 μg/ml of gentamicin. For LB growth 

curves, 19-h LB cultures were diluted (1:100) in 50 ml of LB containing 30 μg/ml of gentamicin. 

Cultures were incubated at 37°C in Erlenmeyer flasks with agitation at 250 rpm, and samples were 

removed periodically for OD600 measurements, RNA isolation, and microscopy. 

Images of planktonic and biofilm cultures were taken at a magnification of ×630 using a 

Leica AF6000 microscope with a Leica DFC350 FX camera. Fluorescence images were obtained 

using the BrightLine GFP-3035B filter set (Semrock) and Leica application suite advanced 

fluorescence software. Exposure times for phase-contrast and fluorescence images were 1.5 s and 

8 s, respectively. 

3.5.4 Quantification of GFP stability 

Green fluorescence was quantified in PA14 cells expressing arabinose-inducible stable and 

ASV-tagged GFP from vectors pMQ80 and pAH04 (Table 3-1). Exponential cultures were grown 

in LB broth supplemented with gentamicin, and GFP expression was induced by adding arabinose 

at 10 mM (pMQ80) or 100 mM (pAH04). After 4 h of induction, the cells were pelleted, washed, 

and resuspended in M63-arginine lacking arabinose to stop GFP induction. The cultures were 

transferred to a black 96-well clear-bottom plate (Corning) and incubated at 37°C in a plate reader 

(Tecan Infinite F200 PRO) that measured cell density (OD595) and green fluorescence (excitation 

wavelength, 500 nm; emission wavelength, 535 nm) at 15-min intervals. The fluorescent signal 
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specific to GFP was determined by subtracting the background signal of PA14 cells not expressing 

GFP from the total signal. The GFP-specific fluorescence measured immediately after the shift 

was set at 100%, and fluorescence measured over time was plotted as the percentage of this initial 

measurement. The data were fitted with exponential regression lines to estimate the decay 

constants (λ) of the equation N(t) = N(i)eλt, where N(i) is the initial percent fluorescence and N(t) 

is the percent fluorescence at time t. The GFP half-lives (t1/2) were then determined by the 

equation t1/2 = −ln(2)/λ. 

 

3.5.5 RNA extraction and qPCR 

Overnight cultures of wildtype PA14 and the ΔrpoS mutant were diluted 1:1,000 into LB 

and grown on a culture roller at 37°C to exponential phase (OD600 = 0.5) or stationary phase 

(OD600 = 2). Biofilms were grown as colony biofilms as described above. Cultures were pelleted, 

and RNA was extracted from the cells using TRIzol reagent and the PureLink RNA minikit 

(Ambion). RNA was digested with DNase as necessary, and complete removal of genomic DNA 

from the samples was confirmed by PCR using the rpoD-F and rpoD-R primers. The iScript cDNA 

synthesis kit (Bio-Rad) was used for first-strand cDNA synthesis from 2 μg of RNA in a volume 

of 40 μl as recommended by the manufacturer. 

qPCR experiments were performed using a MyiQ single-color detection system (Bio-Rad) 

with 20-μl reaction mixtures containing SYBR green Supermix (Bio-Rad), 500 nM (each) forward 

and reverse gene-specific primers, and 2 μl of cDNA. The thermocycler program was 95°C for 90 

s followed by 45 cycles of 60 s at 95°C, 30 s at 56°C, and 30 s at 72°C. Melt curve analysis was 

performed to ensure that amplification yielded single, specific products. Relative gene expression 

was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCT method, and fold changes were expressed as 2−ΔΔCT. Expression 
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of the housekeeping gene rpoD was used for normalization. For each condition, qPCR experiments 

were performed in triplicate for at least three biological replicate samples. 

 

3.5.6 Construction of pUCP19::rpoS+ 

To enable complementation of the ΔrpoS mutant, a 1.57-kb fragment containing 

the rpoS promoter, coding, and terminator sequences (38, 52) was amplified by PCR using PA14 

genomic DNA as the template and primers rpoScompF and rpoScompR. The fragment was ligated 

into the KpnI/HindIII sites of pUCP19 to create pUCP19::rpoS+. The pUCP19 and 

pUCP19::rpoS+ plasmids were mobilized into P. aeruginosa strains by electroporation. 

 

3.5.7 Construction of PndvB-lacZ reporters and Miller assays 

A fragment encompassing part of the region immediately upstream of ndvB (−112 to −1 

relative to the ndvB translational start site) was PCR amplified from PA14 genomic DNA using 

primers ndvBp-lacZ-for/ndvBp-lacZ-rev and subsequently cloned into the PstI/HindIII sites of the 

pUC18-mini-Tn7T-Gm-lacZ vector (377). Sequence-verified plasmids (StemCore Laboratories, 

Ottawa Hospital Research Institute) were introduced into PA14 by electroporation with the pTNS2 

helper plasmid, as previously described (382). Transformants were selected on LB plates with 20 

μg/ml of gentamicin and screened for successful chromosomal insertion of the mini-Tn7 reporter 

construct by PCR using the glmS-down/Tn7R primer pair. To generate an ndvBp-lacZ fusion with 

a mutated RpoS binding site, the ndvB promoter was amplified using the primer pair ndvBp-mut-

lacZ for/ndvBp-lacZ rev, and the insert was cloned into the PstI/HindIII restriction sites of pUC18-

mini-Tn7T-Gm-lacZ as described above. This promoter fusion mutated the putative −10 RpoS 

binding site in the ndvB promoter from CTAGACT to AGAGACT (mutated nucleotides are 
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underlined). Miller assays were performed with stationary-phase cells carrying the lacZ reporters 

as described previously (383). 

 

3.5.8 TSS mapping 

The 5′ RACE system for rapid amplification of cDNA ends (version 2.0; Invitrogen) was 

used per the manufacturer's recommendations for templates with high GC content. Briefly, RNA 

was isolated from PA14 or PA14/pSC01 stationary-phase cells as described above. Reverse 

transcription was performed using the gfp-gsp1 primer at 50°C for 50 min. Column-purified first-

strand cDNA was incubated with dATP in the presence or absence of TdT (+TdT or −TdT, 

respectively). The resulting dA-tailed cDNA was subjected to PCR with gfp-gsp2 and the 3′ RACE 

adapter primer followed by nested PCR with gfp-gsp3 and AUAP. 5′ RACE products were run on 

a 1% agarose gel and visualized with ethidium bromide staining. The major and minor 5′ RACE 

products from PA14/pSC01 +TdT were gel purified and ligated into the SalI/BamHI sites of 

pUC18. Plasmids were sequenced, and the ndvB transcriptional start site (TSS) was localized by 

alignment of the plasmid sequencing results with the ndvBpromoter region. 

 

3.5.9 Stationary-phase susceptibility assays 

The stationary-phase assay was adapted from previous studies, with some modifications 

(43, 61, 384). Overnight (18-h) stationary-phase cultures of each strain were grown in LB at 37°C. 

For strains carrying pUCP19 or pUCP19::rpoS+, the overnight cultures were grown in the presence 

of 250 μg/ml of carbenicillin to maintain plasmid selection. The stationary-phase cultures were 

washed twice in fresh LB, after which the washed cells were resuspended at the original 

concentration in LB medium. One-milliliter aliquots of the washed stationary-phase cells were 

dispensed into 1.5-ml Eppendorf tubes, and various concentrations of tobramycin in water were 
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added in a fixed volume of 50 μl to obtain final tobramycin concentrations of 0, 50, 100, 200, 300, 

400, and 500 μg/ml. Cells were incubated for 8 h at 37°C with rotation on a tube revolver/rotator 

(Thermo Scientific; speed, 40 rpm). Following antibiotic treatment, 200-μl aliquots of treated cells 

were washed twice in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and resuspended at the original 

concentration in PBS. Washed cells were 10-fold serially diluted in PBS, and survival was assessed 

by colony counting using the drop plate method. Survival was expressed as log10CFU per milliliter. 

Log10 reductions were calculated as the difference between survival at 0 μg/ml of tobramycin and 

the survival at 200 μg/ml. 

 

3.5.10 Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 7 software. The statistical tests 

that were used are specified in the figure legends when appropriate. Statistical significance is 

indicated as follows: ns, not significant (P > 0.05); *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ***, P ≤ 0.001; and 

****, P ≤ 0.0001. 
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3.6 Results 

3.6.1 ndvB transcriptional fusions to unstable gfp variants 

We constructed a gfp transcriptional reporter to visualize the expression of ndvB in P. 

aeruginosa cells. The 500-bp sequence located immediately upstream of the ndvB translational 

start site was inserted upstream of the gfp gene in the shuttle vector pMQ80 using a yeast 

recombination-based cloning method (see Materials and Methods) (325, 385). The transcriptional 

fusion was constructed such that the gfp reporter retained its own Shine-Dalgarno sequence that 

was present in pMQ80. The resulting vector (pSC01) was transformed into P. aeruginosa (PA14), 

and GFP expression in cell cultures was examined by fluorescence microscopy. Reverse 

transcriptase PCR experiments have shown that ndvB transcription is preferentially expressed in 

PA14 biofilms compared to exponential-phase planktonic cultures, which exhibit 

negligible ndvB expression (147). However, we observed constitutive fluorescence in exponential-

phase planktonic cells carrying the pSC01 reporter (Fig 3-1). Thus, while the PndvB-gfp reporter 

was clearly functional (i.e., GFP was actively expressed), its fluorescence poorly corresponded to 

established ndvB expression patterns. 

We suspected that the constitutive fluorescence of the pSC01 reporter was due to the long 

half-life of GFP, which has been estimated to be greater than 24 h in E. coli and Pseudomonas 

fluorescens (376). High GFP stability in the ndvB reporter could cause steady-state fluorescence 

even in the absence of ndvB transcription. To address this possibility, we utilized unstable GFP 

variants which contain 11-amino-acid tags fused to the C terminus of GFP. These tags target 

proteins for degradation by tail-specific proteases (376, 386), and the rate of proteolysis is 

dependent on the sequences of the final three amino acids. Thus, by altering these sequences, GFP 

variants with a range of stabilities can be generated (376). 
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We fused four variants of the protease tag to the C terminus of GFP in the ndvB reporter 

vector (pSC01) by yeast recombination cloning (pAH05 to pAH08 (Table 3-1)). We transformed 

the four unstable GFP reporter plasmids (which differed only in the final three amino acids of the 

protease tag) into PA14 and examined fluorescence during planktonic growth. For each of the 

reporters, fluorescence was absent in exponential cultures, suggesting that the tags effectively 

reduced the half-life of GFP (Fig 3-1 and data not shown). However, three of the variants (pAH05 

to pAH07) failed to fluoresce under any growth conditions tested, including biofilms (a known 

inducing condition for ndvB expression), indicating that they were too unstable to visualize ndvB 

transcription. The fluorescence of the ASV-tagged GFP variant (pAH08) was not completely 

abolished, as evidenced by faint, but reproducible, fluorescence observed in stationary-phase 

cultures (Fig 3-1). Although ndvB expression was not expected in this growth phase, the ASV-

tagged variant was a more promising ndvB reporter candidate and was characterized further. 
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Figure 3-1. Expression of PndvB-gfp reporters in planktonic cultures.  

Cultures of the stable ndvB-gfp reporter (PA14/pSC01), the ASV-tagged reporter (PA14/pAH08), 

and a negative control (PA14) were diluted (OD600 = 0.05) in M63-arginine medium and incubated 

at 37°C with shaking. Samples were removed after 6 h (exponential phase) and 12 h (stationary 

phase) for phase-contrast (left panels) and fluorescence (right panels) microscopy at a 

magnification of ×630. The brightness was increased in each of the fluorescent panels for image 

clarity. The images are representative of at least three replicate cultures. 
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3.6.2 Stability of ASV-tagged GFP in PA14 

To directly measure the impact of the ASV tag on GFP stability, we examined the kinetics 

of GFP decay in PA14 using arabinose-inducible GFP constructs (pMQ80 and pAH04 (Table 3-

1)). Exponential-phase planktonic cultures were grown in arabinose-containing rich medium to 

induce GFP expression and then shifted to arabinose-free minimal medium to block further 

expression. GFP stabilities were determined by quantifying the reduction in fluorescence over time 

with a plate reader. As shown in Fig 3-2, cultures expressing the ASV-tagged GFP construct 

(pAH04) exhibited a pronounced decline in fluorescence in comparison to cultures with the 

untagged construct (pMQ80). We calculated the GFP half-lives from decay constants (λ) estimated 

during intervals in which the decline in fluorescence was exponential. The half-life of ASV-tagged 

GFP was approximately 1.9 h for the first 5 h after the downshift (λ = −0.386; R2 = 0.99) and 

increased to approximately 6.5 h for the next 5 h (time [T] = 5 h to 10 h; λ = −0.107; R2 = 0.96). 

In contrast, following a small reduction immediately after the downshift, untagged GFP was 

extremely stable over the course of the experiment, with an estimated half-life of 53 h (T = 1 h to 

10 h; λ = −0.013; R2 = 0.97). These results confirmed that the introduction of the ASV tag 

substantially reduces the fluorescent half-life of GFP in PA14 planktonic cultures. Notably, the 

decay slowed at the later time points, suggesting that the nutrient availability and/or physiological 

state of the cultures can influence the proteolysis rate. 
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Figure 3-2. Stability of unmodified and ASV-tagged GFP in P. aeruginosa. 

Exponential cultures of PA14 harboring arabinose-inducible unmodified GFP (pMQ80) and ASV-

tagged GFP (pAH04) were treated with arabinose for 4 h to induce GFP expression. The cultures 

were washed to inhibit further induction, and GFP fluorescence was measured at intervals for 10 

h. The fluorescence is given as percentage of initial fluorescence of eight replicate cultures (mean 

± SEM; the error bars are smaller than the symbols). 
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3.6.3 Expression of the ASV-tagged ndvB-gfp reporter in biofilms 

The reduced GFP half-life caused by the ASV protease tag enabled the visualization 

of ndvB transcriptional downregulation in planktonic exponential-phase cultures (Fig 3-1). We 

next characterized the fluorescence of the ndvB reporters in biofilms, in which upregulation 

of ndvB transcription has been well documented (147, 149). Biofilms were grown on the air-liquid 

interface of glass coverslips submerged in growth medium or as colony biofilms on agar plates 

(381) (see Materials and Methods). Biofilms of the reporter strains were visually indistinguishable 

from wildtype biofilms, indicating that the vectors did not influence biofilm formation (Fig 3-3; 

phase panels). Biofilm cells carrying the stable GFP reporter (pSC01) showed robust fluorescence 

(Fig 3-3). Importantly, fluorescence was also evident for the unstable reporter (pAH08) but to a 

lesser degree, which was consistent with the reduced stability of ASV-tagged GFP (Fig 3-3). Thus, 

based on the increased fluorescence of biofilms compared to exponential-phase planktonic cultures 

(Fig 3-1), we concluded that the fluorescence of the ASV-tagged reporter conformed to previously 

established ndvB expression patterns. 
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Figure 3-3. Expression of PndvB-gfp reporters in biofilms. 

Biofilms were grown at the air-liquid interface of coverslips partially submerged in M63-arginine 

medium (coverslip biofilms) and on semipermeable membranes on M63-arginine agar plates 

(colony biofilms). The coverslip biofilms were rinsed and the coverslips placed on a slide for 

phase-contrast (left panels) and fluorescence (right panels) microscopy at a magnification of ×630. 

The colony biofilms were stamped onto a slide for imaging. The images are representative of those 

from at least three replicate biofilm cultures. 
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3.6.4 ndvB transcription is induced in stationary-phase planktonic cultures 

We next used the ndvB transcriptional reporter to explore the temporal regulation 

of ndvB expression. In particular, we were interested in identifying specific conditions that 

induce ndvB transcription, which might hint at the mechanism(s) underlying its regulation. As 

described for the planktonic expression experiments, we observed fluorescence in overnight 

cultures of PA14 carrying the ASV-tagged PndvB-gfp reporter (pAH08), suggesting 

that ndvB might be expressed in stationary-phase planktonic cultures in addition to biofilms (Fig 

3-1). We examined planktonic expression of the PndvB-gfp reporters in more detail by observing 

the fluorescence of planktonic cells throughout a growth curve (Fig 3-4A). Subcultures of PA14 

carrying the unstable GFP reporter (pAH08) showed little or no fluorescence during the lag and 

exponential phases of growth in both LB and minimal M63 media. However, at early stationary 

phase, fluorescence was detected in both media, indicating that ndvB promoter activity is induced 

at the onset of stationary phase (Fig 3-4). This pattern was also observed with the stable GFP 

reporter (pSC01) as a transient reduction of fluorescence intensity in exponential-phase cells, 

which we interpret as dilution of existing GFP by cell division, followed by induction and 

increased fluorescence intensity at stationary phase (data not shown). The GFP induction was 

observed at the same phase of the growth curve in both LB and M63 growth media. 

Although the fluorescence profile of the pAH08 reporter agreed with ndvB transcriptional 

patterns in exponential-phase and biofilm cultures, it was possible that the stationary-phase 

fluorescence might be an artifact of the reporter system. For example, GFP proteolysis might be 

compromised during stationary phase and allow accumulation of GFP in the absence of significant 

transcriptional upregulation. Therefore, we used qPCR to validate the microscopic observation by 

comparing relative ndvB mRNA levels at time points corresponding to different planktonic growth 
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phases. The results corroborated those observed with the gfp reporter. The early stationary-phase 

cells contained greater ndvB transcript levels than exponential-phase cells in both LB and M63 

cultures, and this induction corresponded to the phase of growth at which the pAH08 gfp reporter 

fluoresced (Fig 3-4). Thus, ndvB expression was confirmed to be upregulated in stationary-phase 

planktonic cells as well as in biofilms. 
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Figure 3-4. ndvB is upregulated in stationary-phase planktonic cultures. 

(A) Growth curves of planktonic cultures of PA14 carrying the stable (pSC01) and ASV-tagged 

(pAH08) ndvB-gfp reporters grown in M63-arginine (left) or LB (right) medium. At each time 

point, samples were removed for optical density measurements and microscopy. Arrows indicate 

the earliest observation of fluorescence for the unstable reporter (pAH08), which coincides with 

the entry to stationary phase. (B) Expression of ndvB was measured by qPCR in PA14 planktonic 

cultures corresponding to the time points of the growth curves in panel A. Expression was 

quantified at four time points for the M63 cultures (6 h, 9 h, 10.5 h, and 12 h) and five time points 

for the LB cultures (3 h, 4 h, 5 h, 6 h, and 8 h). ndvB expression is given relative to the 6-h time 

point for M63 or the 4-h time point for LB. The mean and SEM are presented for the data from 

three replicate cultures assayed in triplicate qPCRs. 
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3.6.5 ndvB expression is RpoS dependent 

Given that ndvB expression coincided with entry into stationary phase, we considered the 

possibility that the stationary-phase sigma factor RpoS might regulate ndvB transcription. RpoS 

levels rise at the onset of stationary phase (33), and RpoS is known to regulate the expression of a 

number of P. aeruginosa genes in stationary phase. The RpoS sigma factor regulon, or 

“sigmulome,” has been documented by two independent groups using microarray (34) and 

transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) (22) comparisons of wildtype and rpoS mutant strains. Data 

mining of the aforementioned transcriptomic studies revealed that while ndvB was listed as a 

member of the RpoS sigmulome in the study by Schulz et al. (22), ndvB expression was not 

affected by deletion of rpoS in the work done by Schuster et al. (34). 

To clarify the role of RpoS in ndvB expression, we constructed an unmarked 

ΔrpoS deletion mutant and assayed ndvB expression of this mutant at different growth stages by 

quantitative PCR (qPCR). Consistent with our findings in Fig 3-4, ndvB was significantly 

upregulated in wildtype stationary-phase and biofilm cells compared to wildtype exponential-

phase cells (Fig 3-5). Interestingly, however, induction of ndvB expression was not observed in 

ΔrpoS stationary-phase cells or in ΔrpoS biofilms (Fig 3-5). 

Introduction of an rpoS complementation plasmid (pUCP19::rpoS+) into the ΔrpoS mutant 

restored stationary-phase rpoS expression to wildtype levels (Fig 3-6A). Importantly, stationary-

phase expression of ndvB was also restored to wildtype levels in the ΔrpoS mutant carrying 

pUCP19::rpoS+ as determined by qPCR (Fig 3-6B). Furthermore, overexpression of rpoS in 

wildtype cells led to overexpression of ndvB (Fig 3-6B). Overall, these results indicate that 

the rpoS gene is essential for the upregulation of ndvB in both stationary-phase and biofilm cells. 
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Figure 3-5. RpoS is required for the upregulation of ndvB expression observed in stationary-

phase and biofilm cells. 

The expression of ndvB (relative to that in exponential-phase wildtype cultures) was assessed by 

qPCR in wildtype (WT) PA14 and ΔrpoS strains grown planktonically to exponential (E) or 

stationary (S) phase or as biofilms (B). Data are expressed as means + SEMs for three biological 

replicates assayed in three technical replicates. Statistical significance was determined using one-

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Dunnett's test (the exponential-phase wild type was used 

as the comparison control). 
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Figure 3-6. Complementation of the ΔrpoS strain restores rpoS and ndvB expression in 

stationary phase. 

Stationary-phase expression of rpoS (A) or ndvB (B) (relative to PA14 pUCP19) was assessed by 

qPCR in PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoSstrains carrying pUCP19 or pUCP19::rpoS+. Data are presented 

as mean relative gene expression + SEMs for four biological replicates assayed in triplicate. 

Statistical significance was determined using one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple-comparison 

test. ND, not detected (the relative expression value was set to zero for statistical analyses). 
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3.6.6 RpoS regulates ndvB directly 

To determine whether the RpoS-dependent regulation of ndvBis direct, we searched for a 

sequence upstream of ndvB that matched the consensus −10 RpoS binding site. The consensus −10 

RpoS binding site was previously defined as CTATACT by Schuster et al. (34), and this consensus 

motif was recently corroborated by Schulz et al. (22). To our knowledge, a consensus −35 RpoS 

binding motif has not been described for P. aeruginosa. Interestingly, we found that 

the ndvB promoter region contains the sequence CTAGACT (−109 to −103 relative to the 

translational start site; the underlined fourth position deviates from the consensus motif described 

by Schuster et al.), which closely matches the −10 consensus motifs (Fig 3-7A). To investigate the 

importance of this motif for ndvB expression, a transcriptional reporter construct was generated in 

which part of the regulatory region upstream of the ndvB gene (from −112 to −1 relative to the 

ndvB translational start site) was cloned upstream of the lacZ reporter gene. Another reporter 

construct identical to the first but with engineered mutations in the putative −10 RpoS binding site 

(agAGACT; lowercase letters indicate the mutated positions) was also produced (Fig 3-7B). The 

first and second positions were chosen for mutation because these positions are highly conserved 

in the consensus motifs and are, therefore, likely essential for RpoS binding to the ndvB promoter. 

These reporter constructs were chromosomally integrated into wildtype PA14, and β-galactosidase 

activity was measured in stationary-phase cultures. As shown in Fig 3-7C, the activity of the 

mutated reporter (PndvB-mut-lacZ) was significantly decreased compared to that of the wildtype 

reporter (PndvB-lacZ). The activity of the PndvB-mut-lacZ reporter did not differ significantly from 

that of the promoterless lacZ control (Fig 3-7C). 
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Figure 3-7. The ndvB promoter contains a sequence that matches the RpoS consensus 

binding site. 

(A) Comparison of the proposed −10 RpoS binding site in the ndvB promoter to the consensus −10 

RpoS elements independently determined by Schuster et al. () and by Schulz et al. (). Sequence 

identity is shown using asterisks. (B) Comparison of the proposed −10 RpoS binding site in 

the ndvB promoter with the mutated site in the PndvB-mut-lacZ reporter. (C) β-Galactosidase activity 

of promoterless lacZ negative control (lacZ), PndvB-lacZ, and PndvB-mut-lacZ reporter constructs that 

were chromosomally integrated into wildtype PA14 at the attTn7 site. Data are expressed as mean 

+ SEMs for three biological replicates. Statistical significance was determined using one-way 

ANOVA with Dunnett's test (promoterless lacZ was used as the comparison control). 
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If the CTAGACT sequence in the ndvB promoter serves as the −10 element for RpoS 

binding, then transcription of ndvB should be initiated approximately 10 bp downstream of this 

sequence. Wurtzel et al. (387) mapped the transcriptional start sites (TSS) for about half of all 

protein-coding genes in P. aeruginosa using RNA-seq. Unfortunately, however, their work did not 

identify the ndvB TSS in spite of the fact that RNA from early stationary-phase cells was used for 

the analysis. In order to map the TSS of ndvB, 5′ rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) was 

performed with RNA from PA14/pSC01 and gfp-specific primers (Fig 3-8A). Sequencing of the 

major 5′ RACE product revealed a TSS located 8 bp downstream of the CTAGACT sequence, 

which is consistent with this motif serving as the −10 element for RpoS binding in 

the ndvB promoter (Fig 3-8B). A smaller, minor 5′ RACE product was also obtained, and 

sequencing revealed a second potential TSS that would be located 7 bp upstream of the annotated 

translational start site of ndvB (Fig 3-8C). However, we reasoned that the promoter of this second 

TSS is not likely to play a significant role in ndvB expression under our conditions because activity 

of the ndvB promoter was insignificant when the major, RpoS-directed promoter was mutated (Fig 

3-7C). 

Together, the presence of a putative −10 RpoS binding site in the ndvB promoter, the 

necessity of this motif for ndvB promoter activity, and the presence of a TSS 8 bp downstream of 

this sequence support the hypothesis that RpoS directly regulates transcription of ndvB. The 

sequences of the RpoS regulatory motif and the transcriptional start site of ndvB within the 

upstream regulatory region of ndvB are shown in their genomic context in Fig 3-9. 
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Figure 3-8. Identification of the transcriptional start of ndvB by 5′ RACE. 

(A) RNA was extracted from PA14 or PA14/pSC01, and first-strand cDNA synthesis was 

performed with a gfp-specific primer. First-strand cDNA was incubated with dATP without or 

with TdT (−TdT and +TdT, respectively). The dA-tailed cDNA was subsequently amplified by 

two rounds of PCR as described in Materials and Methods. The 5′ RACE products were analyzed 

by electrophoresis on a 1.2% agarose gel. Two 5′ RACE products (major and minor) were 

obtained. Note that 5′ RACE products were observed only for the reaction that used RNA from 

PA14/pSC01 and that had been incubated with TdT, demonstrating the specificity of the gfp gene-

specific primers and the dependence of the obtained the products on the poly(dA) tail added by 

TdT. NTC, no-template control. (B) Three pUC18 plasmids carrying the major 5′ RACE product 

(RACE1, -2, and -3) were sequenced using the M13R primer (StemCore Laboratories, Ottawa 

Hospital Research Institute), and the obtained sequences were aligned to that of pSC01 using 

Clustal Omega (). Sequence identity is shown by asterisks. The GTCGACTAGTAC(T)17 sequence 

is derived from the 3′ RACE adapter primer. The −10 RpoS element is shown in blue, the TSS is 

shown in yellow with a +1, and the gfpcoding sequence is in green. (C) Two pUC18 plasmids 

carrying the minor 5′ RACE product (RACE4 and -5) were analyzed as described for the major 

product. 
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Figure 3-9. The ndvB promoter region. 

The divergently transcribed PA14_49350 and ndvB genes are shown schematically. The sequence 

of the 210-bp intergenic region between PA14_49350 and ndvB is presented below the schematic. 

Relevant features are annotated on the sequence. 
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3.6.7 ndvB does not appear to contribute to stationary-phase tolerance to tobramycin 

Previous data from our group and others have implicated ndvB in biofilm resistance to 

tobramycin (147–149). Since we discovered in the current study that ndvB is additionally 

expressed in stationary-phase cells, we hypothesized that the ΔndvB mutant would be more 

susceptible to tobramycin than wildtype PA14 in stationary phase. To address this hypothesis, 

overnight stationary-phase cultures of the wild type and the ΔndvB mutant were washed and 

subsequently exposed to various concentrations of tobramycin for 8 h at 37°C (see Materials and 

Methods). Survival posttreatment was assessed by colony counts. To our surprise, the 

susceptibility of the ΔndvB mutant did not differ from that of wildtype PA14 for any concentration 

of tobramycin tested (Fig 3-10A). 

While NdvB-derived cyclic glucans have traditionally been thought to be located in the 

periplasm (147), it has been demonstrated that the cyclic glucans produced by NdvB can be 

released into the growth medium and are a major carbohydrate component of the extracellular 

matrix in PA14 biofilms (148, 388). The relative contributions of periplasmic and extracellular 

glucan to tobramycin resistance have not been determined. We hypothesized that a phenotype for 

the ΔndvB mutant was not observed in our stationary-phase susceptibility assay because 

extracellular glucan that can interact with tobramycin was being removed during washing of the 

stationary-phase cells. To address this methodological concern, unwashed overnight, stationary-

phase cells were used for the tobramycin susceptibility assay instead of washed cells. Since cyclic 

glucans can sequester aminoglycosides (147, 148), it was expected that unwashed PA14 would be 

less susceptible to tobramycin than the unwashed ΔndvB strain. However, no statistically 

significant difference in susceptibility was observed between wildtype PA14 and the ΔndvB strain 

under these conditions (data not shown). 
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3.6.8 RpoS contributes to stationary-phase tolerance to tobramycin 

P. aeruginosa rpoS contributes to stationary-phase tolerance to carbapenems and 

fluoroquinolones (43). To our knowledge, rpoS has not been previously implicated in stationary-

phase tobramycin tolerance. In fact, work by another group suggests that deletion of rpoS in the 

wildtype PAO1 background does not impact stationary-phase tobramycin tolerance in P. 

aeruginosa (61). To address the role of RpoS in stationary-phase tobramycin tolerance under our 

conditions, washed overnight cultures of the ΔrpoS mutant were exposed to increasing 

concentrations of tobramycin as described above. Surprisingly, the ΔrpoS mutant was found to be 

more susceptible to tobramycin than the wildtype PA14 strain during stationary-phase (Fig 3-

10A). For instance, when treated with 200 μg/ml of tobramycin for 8 h, survival of the 

ΔrpoS mutant was approximately 2 log10 units lower than that of the wildtype strain (Fig 3-10B). 

Complementation of the ΔrpoS mutant with the pUCP19::rpoS+ plasmid restored survival of the 

mutant to wildtype levels when treated with 200 μg/ml of tobramycin (Fig 3-10C and Fig 3-10D). 
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Figure 3-10. Concentration-dependent tobramycin killing of washed stationary-phase cells. 

(A) Washed stationary-phase cultures of wildtype PA14 and ΔndvB and ΔrpoS strains were 

exposed to various tobramycin (TOB) concentrations (0 to 500 μg/ml) for 8 h at 37°C. Cell survival 

following antibiotic treatment was assessed by colony counts using the drop plate method. Data 

are presented as means ± SEMs for three independent experiments. In some cases, error bars are 

smaller than the symbols. Statistical significance was determined by two-way ANOVA with 

Dunnett's post hoc multiple-comparison test for each concentration of tobramycin (PA14 was used 

as the comparison control). (B) Log10 reduction of PA14, ΔndvB, and ΔrpoS stationary-phase cells 

exposed to 200 μg/ml of tobramycin (calculated as the difference between survival at 0 μg/ml and 

survival at 200 μg/ml from panel A). Data are means + SEMs for three experiments. Statistical 

significance was determined by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple-comparison test (PA14 

was used as the comparison control). (C) Washed stationary-phase PA14 or ΔrpoS cells carrying 

pUCP19 or pUCP19::rpoS+ were exposed to 0 or 200 μg/ml of tobramycin. Data are means + 

SEMs for four independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined by two-way 

ANOVA with Tukey's multiple-comparison test. (D) Log10 reduction of PA14 and ΔrpoS strains 

carrying pUCP19 or pUCP19::rpoS+ when exposed to 200 μg/ml of tobramycin (calculated as the 

difference between survival at 0 μg/ml and survival at 200 μg/ml from panel C). Data are means 

+ SEMs for four experiments. Statistical significance was determined by one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey's multiple-comparison test. 
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3.7 Discussion 

The ability of bacteria to survive antibiotic exposure depends, to a large extent, on their 

intrinsic resistance functions. Thus, understanding the requirements for expression of intrinsic 

resistance functions can provide insights for the development of therapies aimed at weakening 

bacterial defenses. In this study, we investigate the environmental and genetic regulation of ndvB, 

a gene that contributes to antibiotic tolerance in P. aeruginosa biofilms. We developed a 

fluorescent transcriptional reporter to examine the expression of ndvB in cells at different growth 

phases. The use of an unstable variant of GFP was necessary to accurately represent the 

downregulation of ndvB transcription that occurs during planktonic growth and upregulation in 

biofilms, described previously by our group (147, 149). 

A novel finding of this study was that ndvB is also upregulated in stationary-phase cells. 

We subsequently demonstrated that induction of ndvB in stationary-phase planktonic cells and in 

biofilms depends on the stationary-phase sigma factor RpoS. This report provides indirect, but 

compelling, evidence that RpoS binds directly to the ndvB promoter to induce ndvB transcription. 

Mature biofilms and stationary-phase planktonic cultures are thought to exhibit similar 

physiological states, characterized by high cell density, nutrient depletion, and buildup of waste 

products (389). Likewise, protein levels of RpoS have been shown to be similar between 

stationary-phase and biofilm cells (35), although the distribution of rpoS transcripts is 

heterogeneous among different biofilm subpopulations (36, 124, 128). This similarity is supported 

by global transcriptome comparisons between planktonic and biofilm cultures of P. aeruginosa, 

which indicate that gene expression profiles of stationary-phase planktonic cultures are more 

similar to those of mature biofilms than exponential-phase planktonic cultures (130–132, 178). It 

has been traditionally thought that biofilm cells existing in a stationary-phase-like state are slow 
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growing (169, 171, 174) and that the reduction in growth rate is, at least partially, responsible for 

the reduced antibiotic susceptibility of biofilm cells relative to that of rapidly growing, 

exponential-phase cells. Our data suggest that a stationary-phase-like state also contributes to 

biofilm recalcitrance through the RpoS-mediated expression of ndvB and, potentially, of other 

resistance and/or tolerance determinants. Interestingly, the psl locus, which encodes the 

biosynthetic enzymes necessary for Psl polysaccharide synthesis, has also been shown to be 

regulated by RpoS (42). Psl plays an important structural role in the biofilm matrix of some P. 

aeruginosa strains, and it has a proposed role in biofilm antibiotic resistance (390). 

The contribution of ndvB to biofilm resistance to tobramycin has been well documented 

(147–149). It was, therefore, surprising that ndvB did not contribute to tobramycin tolerance in 

stationary-phase cells given that we have demonstrated in this report that ndvB is also expressed 

in stationary phase. Differing levels of cyclic glucan in stationary-phase and biofilm cells could 

account for this result. For instance, Sadovskaya et al. (148) compared relative cyclic glucan 

contents of planktonic and biofilm PA14 cells. The biofilms were grown in M63 (with Casamino 

Acids) statically at 30°C for 64 h, while the planktonic cultures were grown under the exact same 

conditions except with shaking. Given the extended incubation time, the planktonic cultures were 

presumably in stationary phase. The glucan content per gram of cells was 50% higher in biofilms 

than in the planktonic cells. Therefore, absolute differences in cyclic glucan content between 

biofilms and stationary-phase cells may explain the importance of these molecules for biofilm, but 

not stationary-phase, resistance to tobramycin. Indeed, the enzymatic activity of some NdvB 

homologues is regulated posttranslationally in other bacterial species (155, 391), but whether or 

how NdvB protein activity is regulated in P. aeruginosa and if this regulation is different in 

stationary-phase and biofilm cells constitute an open area for investigation. Furthermore, it is 
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relevant to note that while biofilm communities are grossly stationary-phase-like, biofilms consist 

of heterogeneous subpopulations of cells that experience different environments (37, 392). In 

contrast, stationary-phase cells experience a relatively homogenous environment due to mixing of 

the liquid culture. It is possible that cyclic glucans protect a specific biofilm subpopulation that is 

not represented in stationary-phase cultures. Further work will be required to better pinpoint where 

cyclic glucans are present within biofilms and what cells are protected from antibiotic treatment 

by the glucans. 

In P. aeruginosa, RpoS has been implicated in protection against a variety of stressors, 

including hyperosmolar or acidic growth conditions, exposure to hydrogen peroxide or ethanol, 

carbon starvation when grown in minimal media with glucose, and heat shock (41, 46). 

Interestingly, a role for RpoS in mediating antibiotic tolerance of stationary-phase cells to 

ofloxacin, biapenem, and imipenem has been demonstrated using time- and concentration-

dependent killing assays (43). While a recent report indicated that deletion of rpoS in the wildtype 

PAO1 background does not impact stationary-phase tobramycin tolerance (61), our results suggest 

that rpoS does play a role in stationary-phase tolerance of PA14 to tobramycin. The discrepancy 

in results may be due to strain differences or variations in the experimental methods. Highlighting 

the potential impact of differences in experimental approach, Viducic et al. (61) observed 

significant killing of PAO1 after 8 h of incubation with 32 μg/ml of tobramycin, while we observed 

no killing of PA14 after 8 h of incubation with 50 μg/ml of tobramycin. Our stationary-phase 

cultures were also at a higher density (approximately 5 × 109 CFU/ml) than in the study by Viducic 

et al. (1 × 108 CFU/ml), which might contribute to the differences in results since stationary-phase 

cell density is known to affect antibiotic susceptibility (384). Overall, the contribution of RpoS to 
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stationary-phase tobramycin tolerance appears to be highly dependent on the experimental 

conditions. 

While not addressed in this paper due to the focus on stationary-phase cells, the 

contribution of RpoS to antimicrobial resistance or tolerance in P. aeruginosa biofilms has been 

somewhat controversial. While biofilms formed by an rpoS mutant have been described as thicker 

and more resistant to tobramycin than wildtype biofilms (129, 393), Stewart et al. (45) 

demonstrated that RpoS did not play a role in biofilm tolerance to tobramycin. RpoS did, however, 

contribute to ciprofloxacin tolerance in P. aeruginosa biofilms (45). Somewhat paradoxically, we 

have demonstrated that RpoS regulates the expression of a known mechanism of aminoglycoside 

resistance in biofilms (147). These findings can be reconciled by the fact that RpoS is a pleiotropic 

regulator with many target genes that may have opposing effects on antimicrobial susceptibility. 

ndvB was initially described as a biofilm-specific antibiotic resistance gene due to its in 

vitro phenotype when comparing exponential-phase planktonic cells and biofilms (147). By more 

precisely mapping the activity of the ndvB promoter, we have refined our understanding of the 

expression pattern of this gene. Determining that ndvB expression is induced in both stationary-

phase planktonic cultures and biofilm cells allowed us to identify RpoS as the sigma factor 

responsible for ndvB promoter activity. Thus, ndvB can be situated within a broader response to 

stresses encountered by stationary-phase and biofilm cells. 
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Chapter 4: Potentiation of aminoglycoside lethality by C4-

dicarboxylates requires RpoN in antibiotic tolerant Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 
 

4.1 Preface 
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4.2 Abstract  

Antibiotic tolerance contributes to the inability of standard antimicrobial therapies to clear 

the chronic Pseudomonas aeruginosa lung infections that often afflict patients with cystic fibrosis 

(CF).  Metabolic potentiation of bactericidal antibiotics with carbon sources has emerged as a 

promising strategy to re-sensitise tolerant bacteria to antibiotic killing.  Fumarate (FUM), a C4-

dicarboxylate, has been recently shown to re-sensitise tolerant P. aeruginosa to killing by 

tobramycin (TOB), an aminoglycoside antibiotic, when used in combination (TOB+FUM).  

Fumarate and other C4-dicarboxylates are taken up intracellularly by transporters regulated by the 

alternative sigma factor, RpoN.  Once in the cell, FUM is metabolised, leading to enhanced 

electron transport chain activity, regeneration of the proton motive force, and increased TOB 

uptake.  In this work, we demonstrate that a ΔrpoN mutant displays impaired FUM uptake and, 

consequently, non-susceptibility to TOB+FUM treatment.  RpoN was also found to be essential 

for susceptibility to other aminoglycoside and C4-dicarboxylate combinations.  Importantly, RpoN 

loss-of-function mutations have been documented to evolve in the CF lung, and these loss-of-

function alleles can also result in TOB+FUM non-susceptibility.  Our findings raise the question 

of whether TOB+FUM will be a suitable treatment option in the future for CF patients infected 

with P. aeruginosa isolates that lack RpoN function. 

 

4.3 Introduction 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an important pathogen in patients with cystic fibrosis (CF), 

and chronic P. aeruginosa lung infection is a significant contributor to morbidity and mortality 

(252, 394).  Treatment with antibiotics such as the aminoglycoside tobramycin (TOB) can control, 

but not eradicate, chronic P. aeruginosa infections (94, 276).  There is, therefore, an urgent need 
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to identify novel treatment strategies that would improve antibiotic efficacy in treating chronic P. 

aeruginosa lung infections.   

The failure of antibiotics like TOB to clear P. aeruginosa can be attributed to a combination 

of genetic determinants and environmental factors (1, 9, 92).  Environmental conditions, such as 

nutrient limitation, can trigger changes in bacterial physiology that confer phenotypic antibiotic 

tolerance, which is defined as the survival of bacteria in the presence of a concentration of 

bactericidal antibiotic that would be otherwise lethal (87).  Antibiotic tolerance is reversible once 

the environmental conditions that promoted the tolerant phenotype have changed.  For instance, 

growth arrest and metabolic dormancy triggered by high bacterial density and low nutrient 

availability (conditions experienced by cells in stationary phase cultures, biofilms, and the 

multicellular aggregates observed in the CF lung) contribute to tolerance to TOB and many other 

antibiotics (45, 140, 164, 169, 175, 176, 179, 180, 395).   

Nutrient limitation and the ensuing starvation response can promote tolerance to TOB by 

reducing TOB entry into the cell.  Aminoglycoside uptake into bacteria is energy-dependent and 

requires a threshold membrane potential (95, 186, 396).  Cells that are metabolically quiescent 

have a decreased proton motive force (PMF) compared to actively growing cells and, therefore, 

TOB entry is significantly reduced in cells that are starved (185).  Thus, nutrient supplementation 

combined with TOB is a logical strategy to regenerate PMF, promote TOB uptake, and re-sensitise 

the cells to TOB.  Indeed, the addition of various metabolites to starved, tolerant cells in order to 

promote aminoglycoside uptake and killing has been successfully employed by other groups (185, 

188, 189, 397–402).  For instance, Meylan et al showed that fumarate (FUM), a C4-dicarboxylate, 

can sensitise starved, phenotypically tolerant P. aeruginosa cells to TOB killing (185).   
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P. aeruginosa uses two transporters, DctA and DctPQM, to take up C4-dicarboxylates into 

the cell (66).  Control over dctA and dctPQM transcription involves multiple players, including the 

alternative sigma factor RpoN (66, 78).  Consequently, RpoN is required for growth on C4-

dicarboxylates (66).  Although RpoN is an important regulator of genes involved in metabolism 

and virulence (22, 24), several studies have reported the that loss of RpoN function is, somewhat 

paradoxically, a relatively common mechanism of pathoadaptation to the CF lung (288, 289, 296, 

403).  Smith et al found that almost 20% of patients in their study had isolates with non-

synonymous or frameshift mutations in rpoN (296).   

Given the critical role of RpoN in promoting expression of FUM transporters, we 

hypothesised that P. aeruginosa lacking RpoN function would be non-susceptible to TOB and 

FUM combination treatment (TOB+FUM).  We found that loss of RpoN function, either through 

gene deletion or clinically-observed loss-of-function point mutations, renders P. aeruginosa non-

susceptible to TOB+FUM due to a lack of FUM uptake.  This finding raises concerns about 

whether TOB+FUM will be effective as a future treatment modality for CF patients infected with 

P. aeruginosa RpoN loss-of-function mutants.  

 

4.4 Materials and methods 

4.4.1 Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

Bacterial strains and plasmids are listed in Table S4-1.  Primers used in this study are listed 

in Table S4-2.  Our laboratory’s wildtype UCBPP-PA14 (PA14) strain and the isogenic ΔrpoN 

mutant were routinely cultured aerobically in LB broth Miller (Bio Basic) supplemented with 2 

mM L-glutamine (Bio Basic).  M9 medium was prepared as a 5x stock (33.9 g/L Na2HPO4, 15 g/L 

KH2PO4, 2.5 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L NH4Cl).  1x M9 was sterilised by autoclaving and supplemented 

with 2 mM MgSO4 and 0.1 mM CaCl2.   When needed, media were solidified with 1.5% agar (Bio 
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Basic).  Plasmids were constructed using standard molecular cloning techniques and mobilised 

into Escherichia coli DH5α or S17-1 by CaCl2 chemical transformation.  Plasmids were introduced 

into P. aeruginosa strains by conjugation with E. coli S17-1.  When required for selection or 

plasmid maintenance, antibiotics were used at the following concentrations: 100 µg/mL ampicillin 

(AMP), 20 µg/mL gentamicin (GEN), and 20 µg/mL nalidixic acid (NAL) for E. coli; 200 µg/mL 

carbenicillin (CAR), 50 µg/mL GEN, and 100 µg/mL tetracycline (TET) for P. aeruginosa. 
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Table S4-1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 

Name Genotype or description Reference 

Strains   

PA14 Wildtype P. aeruginosa; burn wound isolate (327) 

ΔrpoN Unmarked deletion of rpoN in PA14 This study 

PA14-lacZ PA14 with chromosomal lacZ and TETR 

markers 

(404) 

DH5α E. coli strain; supE44 lacU169(φ80 

lacZM15) recA1 hsdR17 thi-1 relA1 

Invitrogen 

S17-1 E. coli strain; recA pro hsdR RP42Tc::Mu-

Km::Tn7 

(326) 

Plasmids   

pEX18Gm Allelic exchange suicide vector; sacB, 

GENR 

(323) 

pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN pEX18Gm derivative for unmarked deletion 

of rpoN; GENR 

This study 

pMQ70 Expression plasmid with arabinose-

inducible PBAD promoter; CARR 

(325) 

pMQ70::rpoN pMQ70 carrying rpoN from wildtype PA14; 

CARR  

This study 

pMQ70::rpoNL343S pMQ70 carrying PA14 rpoN with 

engineered L343S mutation; CARR 

This study 

pMQ70::rpoNL419P pMQ70 carrying PA14 rpoN with 

engineered L419P mutation; CARR 

This study 

pMQ70::rpoNA449V pMQ70 carrying PA14 rpoN with 

engineered A449V mutation; CARR 

This study 

pMQ70::dctA pMQ70 carrying dctA from wildtype PA14; 

CARR 

This study 
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Table S4-2. Oligonucleotides 

Name Sequence (5’→3’)a Purpose 

rpoNdelUF TCAGaagcttGCCGAAATTCATCCTCCTCGA pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN construction 

rpoNdelUR TCAGctgcagGGCTGAGGGCTTAGTACCTTATTCG pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN construction 

rpoNdelDF TCAGctgcagTGACTGACTGACGTTGATCCACGCCAAGGT pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN construction 

rpoNdelDR TCAGggatccTTGTTCGAGTACGCGTTTCTTGCT pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN construction 

rpoNDxF GAATTCCACATCCACCAC ΔrpoN confirmation 

rpoNDxR GGCGATGCCATTGCCGAA ΔrpoN confirmation 

pMQrpoNF CATCATgagctcgaaggagatatacatATGAAACCATCGCTAGTC 

 

pMQ70::rpoN construction 

pMQrpoNR CATCATaagcttTCACACCAGTCGCTTGCGCTC 

 

pMQ70::rpoN construction 

L343S_F CAACCAGTCGCAGGAAGC pMQ70::rpoNL343S construction 

L343S_R GCTTCCTGCGACTGGTTG pMQ70::rpoNL343S construction 

L419P_F GGCATTTTCGAGCCGAAATATTTC pMQ70::rpoNL419P construction 

L419P_R GAAATATTTCGGCTCGAAAATGCC pMQ70::rpoNL419P construction 

A449V_F CTGGTGGTCGCGGAAAATGC pMQ70::rpoNA449V construction 

A449V_R GCATTTTCCGCGACCACCAG pMQ70::rpoNA449V construction 

pMQdctAF CATCATgagctcgaaggagatatacatATGACCAAACAACCCTTC pMQ70::dctA construction 
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pMQdctAR CATCATaagcttCGAACAGGTTTGAGCTTAGAC 

 

pMQ70::dctA construction 

pMQseqF GGACCAAAGCCATGACAAAA 

 

pMQ70 derivative sequencing 

pMQseqR TTAATCTGTATCAGGCTG 

 

pMQ70 derivative sequencing 

a Restriction sites are bolded and in lowercase.  Engineered ribosomal binding sites are underlined and in lowercase.  Engineered point 

mutations are bolded and underlined.
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4.4.2 Construction of the ΔrpoN mutant  

Deletion of rpoN in PA14 was achieved using two-step allelic exchange (324).  Briefly, 

regions upstream and downstream of the rpoN coding region were amplified by PCR using the 

rpoNdelUF/rpoNdelUR and rpoNdelDF/rpoNdelDR primer pairs.  Fragments were cloned into 

pEX18Gm using standard molecular cloning techniques to create pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN.  

pEX18Gm::ΔrpoN was mobilised into P. aeruginosa by conjugation with E. coli S17-1 and plating 

onto LB agar supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 µg/mL GEN, and 20 µg/mL NAL.  GEN-

resistant colonies were counter-selected on no salt LB agar plates supplemented with 10% sucrose 

(Wisent) and 2 mM L-glutamine.  Sucrose-resistant, GEN-susceptible colonies were screened by 

PCR for the ΔrpoN allele with the rpoNDxF/rpoNDxR primer pair.  We further confirmed that our 

ΔrpoN mutant had decreased pyocyanin production compared to wildtype PA14 and was unable 

to swim and to twitch (data not shown) since loss of rpoN has been previously reported to lead to 

these phenotypes (64, 65).      

4.4.3 Construction of pMQ70 derivatives 

The coding regions of rpoN and dctA were amplified by PCR from PA14 genomic DNA 

using primers pMQrpoNF/pMQrpoNR and pMQdctAF/pMQdctAR respectively.  An engineered 

ribosomal binding site was included in the forward primers upstream of the start codon.  Point 

mutations were introduced into rpoN by splicing-by-overlap-extension PCR with complementary 

primers carrying the desired mutation.  Briefly, upstream fragments were amplified using 

pMQrpoNF with L343S_R, L419P_R, or A449V_R and downstream fragments were amplified 

using pMQrpoNR with L343S_F, L419P_F, or A449V_F.  Upstream and downstream fragments 

were then used as templates for a second PCR reaction with the pMQrpoNF/pMQrpoNR primer 

set in order to splice the fragments.  Amplified genes were cloned downstream of the arabinose-
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inducible PBAD promoter in SacI/HindIII-digested pMQ70.  Plasmids were sequenced using 

pMQseqF and pMQseqR (StemCore Laboratories, Ottawa Hospital Research Institute).  

Sequence-verified plasmids were mobilised into P. aeruginosa strains by conjugation with E. coli 

S17-1, and transconjugants were selected on LB agar supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 200 

µg/mL CAR, and 20 µg/mL NAL.      

4.4.4 Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) assays 

MIC assays were performed in LB with 2 mM L-glutamine using the macrobroth or the 

microbroth dilution methods as outlined in guideline M07-A10 from the Clinical and Laboratory 

Standards Institute (CLSI, Wayne, PA, USA).  Assays were incubated statically at 37°C for 16-18 

h.  The MIC was interpreted as the lowest concentration of antibiotic that prevented visible growth. 

4.4.5 Stationary phase killing assay 

The killing assay for stationary phase cells was adapted from previously published 

protocols (185, 189).  Briefly, 50 mL of LB supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine in a 250 mL 

Erlenmeyer flask was inoculated 1:10,000 with overnight stationary phase cultures.  150 µg/mL 

CAR was added as necessary for maintenance of pMQ70 derivatives.  Cultures were grown 

aerobically to stationary phase at 37°C and 225 rpm for 16-18 h.  If bacteria carried pMQ70 

derivatives, PBAD activity was induced in the stationary phase cultures by adding L-(+)-arabinose 

(Sigma) to a final concentration of 0.2% and incubating at 37°C and 225 rpm for an additional 2 

h.  Stationary phase cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed in 10 mL phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS) (pH 7.4), and then resuspended in one volume of M9 medium.  Cells were aliquoted 

into separate glass culture tubes.  When indicated, 50 µM carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl 

hydrazone (CCCP) (Sigma) was added to the cells 15 mins prior to addition of antibiotics and 

carbon sources.  CCCP was prepared as a 10 mM stock in DMSO.  Aminoglycoside antibiotics 
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and carbon sources (concentration normalised to 60 mM total carbon unless indicated otherwise) 

were added to the cells, and the cells were incubated at 37°C and 225 rpm.  Tobramycin sulfate 

(Research Products International), gentamicin sulfate salt (Sigma), and amikacin hydrate (Sigma) 

were prepared as 10 mg/mL stocks in sterile water.  Sodium fumarate dibasic (Sigma), sodium 

succinate dibasic (Sigma), L-arginine monohydrochloride (Sigma), and D-glucose (Fisher 

Scientific) were prepared as sterile 1 M stocks in water and used at the indicated concentrations.  

Following treatment (4 h unless otherwise indicated), aliquots of cells were washed in PBS.  Cell 

survival was assessed by serial microdilution in PBS and drop-plating onto LB agar plates 

supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine.  100 µg/mL TET and/or 40 µg/mL 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-

indolyl-β-D-galactoside (X-gal) were added to plates when necessary to differentiate PA14-lacZ 

and ΔrpoN colonies.   Plates were incubated for 18 h at 37°C prior to colony counting, and survival 

for each strain under the different treatment conditions was expressed as log10 cfu/mL.   

4.4.6 Colony biofilm killing assay 

The colony biofilm assay was performed as described previously (185, 189).  Briefly, UV-

sterilised 0.2 µm polycarbonate membrane discs (GVS Life Sciences) were placed on LB agar 

plates supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine and inoculated with 5x105 cfu from overnight PA14 

or ΔrpoN cultures.  Biofilms were incubated at 37°C for 4 h prior to being transferred to M9 plates 

with or without 16 µg/mL TOB and/or 15 mM FUM for an additional 20 h.   Biofilms were 

homogenised in PBS by vortexing.  Survival was assessed by serial microdilution and drop plating 

of the dilutions onto LB agar plates supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine.  Plates were incubated 

for 18 h at 37°C prior to colony counting, and survival for each strain under the different treatment 

conditions was expressed as log10 cfu/biofilm.   
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4.4.7 Extracellular FUM quantification 

Stationary phase cells were prepared in M9 medium as for the killing assay.  Cells were 

treated with 15 mM FUM for 0 h or 4 h, after which supernatants were collected and filter-

sterilised.  The concentration of FUM in the supernatants was determined using the colorimetric 

Fumarate Assay Kit (Sigma) exactly as described by the manufacturer. 

4.4.8 Respiration assay 

Stationary phase cells were prepared in M9 medium as for the killing assay.  Resazurin 

sodium salt (Sigma) was prepared as a sterile 1 mg/mL stock in water and was added to a final 

concentration of 0.1 mg/mL followed by 0 or 15 mM FUM.  When indicated, 0.1% sodium azide 

(NaN3) was also added.  Cells were aliquoted into a 96-well plate, and the plate was incubated 

with shaking at 37°C in a Synergy HT multi-mode plate reader (Biotek).  Resazurin reduction to 

resorufin was measured by fluorescence (Ex/Em: 550/590 nm, gain 55).   

4.4.9 TOB accumulation assay   

Intracellular TOB accumulation was indirectly assayed using a modified version of a 

previously described qualitative microbiological assay (153).  Stationary phase cells were prepared 

as for the TOB+FUM killing assay in M9 medium and subsequently treated for 1 h with 64 µg/mL 

TOB or 64 µg/mL TOB and 15 mM FUM.  After treatment, 1 mL of cells was washed once in 

PBS to remove extracellular antibiotic and cells were subsequently lysed for 1 h at room 

temperature in 100 µL of 0.1 M glycine (pH 3.0).  The lysate was dried using a nitrogen evaporator 

(Organomation).  The dried lysate was resuspended in 50 µL of sterile water.  LB agar plates were 

freshly inoculated with a lawn of E. coli DH5α, and wells were punched into the agar.  The lysate 

was added to wells.  The plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours after which the diameter of 

the zone of E. coli DH5α growth inhibition was measured.  A larger zone of growth inhibition was 
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interpreted as being due to an increased amount of tobramycin present in the P. aeruginosa cell 

lysate.      

4.4.10 Statistical analysis 

All graphs and statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 7 software.  

Unless otherwise stated, two-way ANOVA was performed with either Tukey’s or Sidak’s multiple 

comparisons test.  The level of statistical significance is presented for relevant comparisons using 

the following symbols: ns (not significant), p>0.05; *, p≤0.05; **, p≤0.01; ***, p≤0.001; ****, 

p≤0.0001.  
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4.5 Results 

4.5.1 FUM-mediated potentiation of TOB lethality is RpoN-dependent 

Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells was determined following 

incubation for 4 h with or without various concentrations of TOB and/or 15 mM FUM (Fig 4-1a), 

for 4 h with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and various concentrations of FUM (Fig 4-1b) and for 

various amounts of time with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and/or 15 mM FUM (Fig 4-1c).  In the 

TOB concentration ([TOB])-dependent, FUM concentration ([FUM])-dependent, and time-

dependent killing assays, both wildtype and ΔrpoN were tolerant to TOB in the absence of FUM.  

Moreover, FUM alone did not cause cell death or significant growth.  Wildtype cells were 

significantly more susceptible to TOB+FUM than TOB alone as previously described (185, 189); 

however, ΔrpoN cells remained tolerant to TOB even in the presence of FUM under all [TOB], 

[FUM], and incubation times tested.  Introduction of the complementation vector pMQ70::rpoN 

restored susceptibility of ΔrpoN stationary phase cells to TOB+FUM (64 µg/mL TOB, 15 mM 

FUM, 4 h) (Fig 4-1d).  RpoN was also required for stationary phase susceptibility to TOB with 

succinate (SUC) (Fig S4-1a), another C4-dicarboxylate, and to FUM combined with the 

aminoglycoside antibiotics gentamicin (GEN) (Fig S4-1b) or amikacin (AMK) (Fig S4-1c).  

Therefore, the results suggest that RpoN is generally important for potentiation of aminoglycoside 

lethality by C4-dicarboxylates in antibiotic tolerant P. aeruginosa stationary phase cells.  To ensure 

that RpoN was important for TOB+FUM susceptibility in another model of antibiotic tolerance, 

we assessed TOB+FUM susceptibility of wildtype and ΔrpoN colony biofilms.  While TOB+FUM 

killed wildtype biofilms to a much greater extent than TOB alone, there was no significant 

difference in survival of ΔrpoN biofilms following TOB monotherapy or TOB+FUM combination 

treatment (Fig S4-2).
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Figure 4-1. Stationary phase ΔrpoN cells are not susceptible to TOB+FUM treatment.   

(a) Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells that were incubated for 4 h with 

or without various concentrations of TOB and/or 15 mM FUM.  (b) Survival of PA14 wildtype 

and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells that were incubated for 4 h with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and/or 

various concentrations of FUM.  (c) Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells 

that were incubated for various periods of time with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and/or 15 mM 

FUM.  (d) Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70 or 

pMQ70::rpoN following incubation for 4 h with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and/or 15 mM FUM.  

Data in (a-d) are presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for at least three biological replicates.   
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Figure S4-1. RpoN is required for stationary phase susceptibility to aminoglycosides 

combined with C4-dicarboxylates.   

Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells that were incubated for 4 h with no 

treatment, various concentrations of aminoglycoside (tobramycin, TOB; gentamicin, GEN; 

amikacin, AMK), 15 mM C4-dicarboxylate (fumarate, FUM; succinate, SUC), or aminoglycoside 

with C4-dicarboxylate.  The tested aminoglycoside and C4-dicarboxylate combinations were (a) 

TOB+SUC, (b) GEN+FUM, and (c) AMK+FUM.  Data are presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± 

SEM for three biological replicates. 
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Figure S4-2. RpoN is required for colony biofilm susceptibility to TOB+FUM.   

Survival of 4 h-old PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN colony biofilms (pre-treatment) that were treated 

for 20 h on M9 plates containing no supplements (no treatment), 15 mM FUM, 16 µg/mL TOB, 

or TOB+FUM.  Data are presented as mean log10 cfu/biofilm ± SEM for three biological replicates.  

The dashed line indicates the limit of detection of the assay (all replicates for PA14 with 

TOB+FUM were below the limit of detection).   
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Koeva et al reported that TOB-resistant strains are not susceptible to TOB+FUM treatment 

(189).  We confirmed that the aminoglycoside minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) for the 

ΔrpoN mutant were identical to those for the wildtype (Table S4-3), indicating that increased 

resistance could not explain the non-susceptibility of the ΔrpoN mutant to TOB+FUM.  Addition 

of 2 mM L-glutamine during the killing assay with TOB+FUM also did not render the ΔrpoN 

mutant susceptible to TOB+FUM (Fig S4-3), demonstrating that the dependence of PA14 ΔrpoN 

on exogenous L-glutamine as a nitrogen source (59) did not influence the lack of ΔrpoN 

TOB+FUM susceptibility.     

Overall, the data presented above support our hypothesis that RpoN plays an important role 

in mediating TOB+FUM susceptibility in the PA14 laboratory strain.   
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Table S4-3. Antibiotic MICs (µg/mL) determined in LB with 2 mM L-glutamine for strains 

used in this study 

Strain TOB TOB+FUMa GEN GEN+FUMa AMK AMK+FUMa 

PA14 2 2 2 2 2 2 

PA14-lacZ 2 2 NDb NDb NDb NDb 

ΔrpoN 2 2 2 2 2 2 

PA14/pMQ70 4 4 4 4 4 4 

PA14/pMQ70::rpoN 4 4 4 4 4 4 

PA14/pMQ70::dctA 4 4 4 4 4 4 

ΔrpoN/pMQ70 2 2 4 4 4 4 

ΔrpoN/pMQ70::rpoN 4 4 4 4 4 4 

ΔrpoN/pMQ70::dctA 4 4 4 4 4 4 

aFUM added at a final concentration of 15 mM 
bND = not determined 
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Figure S4-3. L-glutamine supplementation does not reverse non-susceptibility of ΔrpoN to 

TOB+FUM.   

Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells that were incubated for 4 h in the 

presence of 2 mM L-glutamine with no additional treatment, 15 mM FUM, 32 µg/mL TOB, or 

TOB+FUM.  Data are presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for three biological replicates.   
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4.5.2 FUM is not taken up intracellularly and does not promote respiration or TOB uptake in the 

ΔrpoN mutant. 

 Meylan et al found that the extracellular FUM concentration decreases when stationary 

phase cells are treated with FUM (185), suggesting that FUM is taken up into the cell where it is 

subsequently metabolised.  Koeva et al made the interesting observation that strains that do not 

grow with FUM as the sole carbon source are not susceptible to TOB+FUM treatment (189).  FUM 

uptake through the DctA and DctPQM transporters is transcriptionally regulated by RpoN (66).  

Thus, ΔrpoN mutants, including our PA14 ΔrpoN strain (Fig S4-4), fail to grow in minimal media 

with FUM as the sole carbon source(66).  We therefore hypothesised that regulation of FUM 

uptake by RpoN is an essential step in FUM-mediated potentiation of TOB lethality.   
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Figure S4-4. RpoN is required for growth with FUM as the sole carbon source.   

Growth curves of indicated strains in (a) LB, (b) LB with 2 mM L-glutamine, (c and d) M9 with 

30 mM FUM and 2 mM L-glutamine.  Lines represent the mean OD600 of two biological replicates, 

each with six technical repeats.  Lighter shading represents the SEM.  
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To assess the extent of FUM uptake by PA14 and ΔrpoN, we measured the concentration 

of extracellular FUM immediately after addition of FUM to the cultures (0 h) and following a 4 h 

incubation (Fig 4-1e).  In contrast to PA14/pMQ70, the extracellular [FUM] did not appreciably 

decrease after 4 h in FUM-treated ΔrpoN/pMQ70 cells, which is consistent with the inability of 

ΔrpoN to take up FUM.  Complementation of the ΔrpoN mutant with pMQ70::rpoN led to a 

significant reduction in extracellular [FUM] after 4 h. 

FUM potentiates TOB killing by promoting electron transport chain (ETC) activity, which 

regenerates the PMF of stationary phase cells and enables subsequent TOB uptake across the 

cytoplasmic membrane (185).  We assessed the ability of FUM to promote respiration using a 

resazurin assay (Fig 4-1f).  Resazurin can be reduced to fluorescent resorufin by components of 

the ETC.  A low, basal increase in fluorescence over time was observed for all strains in the 

absence of FUM.  When PA14/pMQ70, PA14/pMQ70::rpoN, and ΔrpoN/pMQ70::rpoN were 

treated with FUM, there was a rapid increase in resazurin reduction to resorufin (Fig 4-1f), which 

is suggestive of increased ETC activity and metabolic reduction.  In contrast, the addition of FUM 

to ΔrpoN/pMQ70 did not lead to an increase in fluorescence relative to the basal fluorescence in 

the absence of FUM (Fig 4-1f), suggesting that FUM does not promote respiration in the ΔrpoN 

mutant.  To confirm that the FUM-dependent increase in resazurin reduction was due to ETC 

activity, we treated cells with the cytochrome c oxidase inhibitor NaN3 in the presence or absence 

of FUM.  NaN3 impaired FUM-dependent resazurin reduction (Fig S4-5).   

To probe the role of the PMF generated by the ETC in TOB+FUM killing, we treated cells 

with TOB+FUM in the presence of CCCP, a proton ionophore that dissipates the PMF.  CCCP 

completely abolished the ability of pMQ70::rpoN to restore ΔrpoN TOB+FUM susceptibility (Fig 

4-1g), which is consistent with a role for the PMF in TOB+FUM killing.       
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Given that FUM was unable to promote increased ETC activity in ΔrpoN (Fig 4-1f), we 

anticipated that FUM treatment would also not lead to increased TOB uptake in the ΔrpoN mutant.  

TOB accumulation was determined using a modified version of a previously described 

microbiological assay (153).  Stationary phase cells treated with TOB or TOB+FUM were lysed, 

and the lysate was added to plates that had been inoculated with a lawn of TOB-sensitive 

Escherichia coli.  Following incubation, the diameters of the zones of growth inhibition were 

measured.  Larger zones of inhibition were interpreted as being due to the presence of a relatively 

higher concentration of TOB in the lysate and, thus, a higher amount of intracellular TOB in the 

P. aeruginosa cells.  We observed a larger zone of growth inhibition with lysates from PA14 cells 

treated with TOB+FUM than from PA14 treated with TOB alone, suggesting that wildtype cells 

accumulated more TOB in the presence of FUM (Fig 4-1h).  As predicted, no difference in zone 

of inhibition diameter and, therefore, in TOB accumulation was observed in TOB versus 

TOB+FUM treated ΔrpoN (Fig 4-1h).  A picture of a representative experiment is shown in Fig 

S4-6.  Importantly, lysates from untreated cells or cells treated with FUM alone did not produce 

zones of growth inhibition on the lawn of E. coli (data not shown).  
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Figure 4-1. Stationary phase ΔrpoN cells are not susceptible to TOB+FUM treatment.  

(e) Loss of rpoN impairs FUM uptake.  Extracellular [FUM] in cultures of PA14 or ΔrpoN 

stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70 or pMQ70::rpoN was measured after 0 or 4 h.  Data are 

presented as mean extracellular [FUM] + SEM for three biological replicates.  (f) FUM promotes 

respiration in wildtype but not ΔrpoN stationary phase cells.  Reduction of resazurin to resorufin 

was measured over time in PA14 or ΔrpoN stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70 or 

pMQ70::rpoN exposed to 0 or 15 mM FUM.  Data are shown as mean fluorescence intensity ± 

SEM for two independent experiments with 3 technical replicates per experiment.  Since some 

data sets were obscured by others on the graph, Roman numerals were used to show the locations 

of the data sets.  (g) The PMF is required for TOB+FUM killing.  Survival of stationary phase 

cells following 4 h treatment with or without CCCP and/or TOB+FUM.  Data are presented as 

mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for three biological replicates.  (h) FUM increases intracellular TOB 

accumulation in wildtype but not ΔrpoN stationary phase cells.  Zones of E. coli DH5α growth 

inhibition caused by lysates of PA14 or ΔrpoN TOB or TOB+FUM were used to approximate 

relative amounts of intracellular TOB.  Data are shown as the mean diameter + SEM of the growth 

inhibition zones for two independent experiments.  The dashed line indicates the limit of detection 

(the diameter of the wells). 
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Figure S4-5. FUM-dependent increase in resazurin reduction is dependent on the ETC.  

Reduction of resazurin to resorufin was measured over time in NaN3-treated stationary phase cells 

of the indicated strains in the presence or absence of 15 mM FUM.  Data are shown as mean 

fluorescence intensity ± SEM for two independent experiments with three technical replicates per 

experiment.  Since some data sets were obscured by others on the graph, Roman numerals were 

used to indicate the locations of the data sets.   
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Figure S4-6. FUM increases TOB accumulation in wildtype but not ΔrpoN stationary phase 

cells.   

Image of a representative experiment showing zones of E. coli DH5α growth inhibition caused by 

lysates from PA14 and ΔrpoN cells treated with TOB or TOB+FUM.   
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4.5.3 RpoN-independent expression of the DctA transporter is sufficient to promote ΔrpoN 

TOB+FUM susceptibility. 

 Given that RpoN is required for expression of the dctA and dctPQM FUM transporter genes 

(66), we hypothesised that the ΔrpoN strain was not susceptible to TOB+FUM because FUM 

transporters were not expressed and FUM was not being taken up by the cell.  Thus, restoring 

FUM uptake by overexpression of a FUM transporter should restore TOB+FUM susceptibility in 

the ΔrpoN mutant.  We constructed pMQ70::dctA, which carries the dctA C4-dicarboxylate 

transporter gene under the control of PBAD, and introduced this plasmid into the wildtype and 

ΔrpoN strains.  DctA is a more efficient transporter than DctPQM at the millimolar FUM 

concentrations used in the assay (66).  The pMQ70::dctA plasmid restored FUM uptake (indirectly 

measured as extracellular FUM depletion) in the ΔrpoN strain (Fig 4-2a).  Consistent with this 

finding, pMQ70::dctA also promoted FUM-dependent respiration (Fig 4-2b).  The pMQ70::dctA 

plasmid restored susceptibility of ΔrpoN stationary phase cells to TOB+FUM (Fig 4-2c), 

suggesting that lack of FUM uptake can explain the non-susceptibility of ΔrpoN to TOB+FUM.  

CCCP treatment abolished the ability of the pMQ70::dctA plasmid to promote TOB+FUM 

susceptibility in the ΔrpoN mutant (Fig 4-2d), indicating that TOB+FUM susceptibility of the 

ΔrpoN/pMQ70::dctA strain was PMF-dependent.
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Figure 4-2. RpoN-independent DctA expression restores TOB+FUM susceptibility in ΔrpoN 

stationary phase cells.   

(a) Extracellular [FUM] in cultures of PA14 or ΔrpoN stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70 or 

pMQ70::dctA was measured after 0 or 4 h.  Data are presented as mean extracellular [FUM] + 

SEM for three biological replicates.  (b) Reduction of resazurin to resorufin was measured over 

time in PA14 or ΔrpoN stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70 or pMQ70::dctA exposed to 0 or 

15 mM FUM.  Data are shown as mean fluorescence intensity ± SEM for two independent 

experiments with 3 technical replicates per experiment.  Since some data sets were obscured by 

others on the graph, Roman numerals were used to indicate the locations of the data sets.  (c) 

Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70 or pMQ70::dctA 

following incubation for 4 h with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and/or 15 mM FUM.  Data are 

presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for three biological replicates.   
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4.5.4 RpoN alleles from clinical isolates with predicted loss-of-function mutations cannot rescue 

TOB+FUM susceptibility in the PA14 ΔrpoN mutant 

 Loss of RpoN function is a recognised means of P. aeruginosa pathoadaptation to the CF 

lung; however, only some reports have documented specific rpoN mutations that are observed 

clinically in CF isolates.  The AAJ010 isolates used by Huus et al (297) carried the rpoN non-

synonymous amino acid change L343S arising from a T1028C mutation (Alex Wong, personal 

communication).  The Danish transmissible DK2 lineage carried a T1256C missense, loss-of-

function mutation leading to a L419P amino acid change (289, 294).  Smith et al found rpoN 

missense, nonsense, and frameshift mutations in isolates from several CF patients, including a 

C1346T mutation leading to A449V that was predicted to negatively impact RpoN function (296).  

The L343S, L419P, and A449V mutations all map to the RpoN DNA binding domain (Fig 4-3a).     

We constructed pMQ70::rpoNL343S, pMQ70::rpoNL419P, and pMQ70::rpoNA449V and 

assessed the ability of these plasmids to complement the ΔrpoN mutant in TOB+FUM killing 

assays (Fig 4-3b).  The plasmids carrying the L343S and the L419P rpoN alleles were unable to 

restore TOB+FUM susceptibility to an appreciable extent in ΔrpoN stationary phase cells, 

indicating that these were loss-of-function mutations.  The A449V mutation did not lead to a loss 

of RpoN function in the killing assay given that pMQ70::rpoNA449V was able to restore TOB+FUM 

killing of the ΔrpoN strain to wildtype levels (Fig 4-3b).  This result was not entirely unexpected 

given the conservative nature of the A449V amino acid change.  Overall, these data suggest that 

some rpoN missense mutations observed in P. aeruginosa CF clinical isolates can lead to 

TOB+FUM non-susceptibility.
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Figure 4.3 Loss-of-function RpoN alleles from CF clinical isolates impair TOB+FUM killing. 

(a) Schematic representation of RpoN showing some mutations in the DNA binding domain that have been previously observed in CF 

clinical isolates.  (b) Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells carrying pMQ70, pMQ70::rpoN, or pMQ70::rpoN 

with clinically relevant point mutations following incubation for 4 h with or without 64 µg/mL TOB and/or 15 mM FUM.  Data are 

presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for three biological replicates.  
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4.5.5 TOB+FUM kills wildtype cells and spares ΔrpoN cells in mixed genotype cultures 

 P. aeruginosa within the CF lung is genetically and phenotypically heterogeneous.  It is 

likely, therefore, that bacteria retaining RpoN function (RpoN+) and bacteria with pathoadaptive 

loss of RpoN function (RpoN-) co-exist in the lungs of a given patient.  To model a heterogeneous 

population, we mixed stationary phase PA14-lacZ (RpoN+) and ΔrpoN (RpoN-) cells at various 

PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN starting ratios (1:100, 1:10, 1:1, 10:1, and 100:1) and incubated the populations 

for 4 h without treatment or with TOB+FUM treatment (64 µg/mL TOB and 15 mM FUM).  

Survival of each genotype was assessed by colony counting on plates supplemented with 40 µg/mL 

X-gal or both X-gal and 100 µg/mL tetracycline (TET).  PA14-lacZ cells were selectively killed 

while ΔrpoN cells were spared upon treatment of the mixed genotype populations with TOB+FUM 

(Fig 4-4a-e).  The colony counts of the PA14-lacZ and ΔrpoN strains were also used to calculate 

log10 PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN ratios for each condition (Fig 4-4f).  The PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN ratios of the 

inocula were similar to the PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN ratios of the untreated bacteria, indicating that the 

relative genotype proportions in the population remained stable over 4 h in the absence of 

TOB+FUM.  In the presence of TOB+FUM, however, the PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN ratios decreased.  

Overall, these data support the conclusion that, in mixed genotype stationary phase populations, 

cells with intact RpoN function are killed by TOB+FUM while cells lacking RpoN function 

survive treatment with TOB+FUM.  The consequence is enrichment of RpoN- cells within the 

population.  While the experimental system is simplistic, these data suggest that TOB+FUM 

treatment may select for RpoN- cell survival in more complex settings, such as in the CF lung 

where RpoN loss-of-function is known to evolve.  The clinical consequences of a high proportion 

of RpoN- isolates in the CF lung are not known and require further study if TOB+FUM is to be 

used as a future treatment option for chronic P. aeruginosa lung infections.  
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Figure 4-4. TOB+FUM specifically kills cells with RpoN function in mixed genotype 

populations.   

PA14-lacZ and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells were mixed at (a) 1:100, (b) 1:10, (c) 1:1, (d) 10:1, 

and (e) 100:1 ratios, and survival of individual genotypes was determined prior to treatment (0 h) 

or following 4 h incubation with either no treatment or with TOB+FUM (64 µg/mL TOB and 15 

mM FUM).  Data are presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for three biological replicates.  Data 

in (a-e) were used to calculate log10 PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN ratios.  TOB+FUM treatment consistently 

reduced the log10 PA14-lacZ:ΔrpoN ratios, indicating a decrease in PA14-lacZ cells relative to 

ΔrpoN in the population.  
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4.5.6 L-arginine or D-glucose can promote TOB killing of ΔrpoN stationary phase cells.   

Faced with the unsuitability of TOB+FUM and of other aminoglycoside with C4-

dicarboxylate combinations for killing ΔrpoN cells, we wondered if metabolites other than C4-

dicarboxylates would be able to potentiate TOB killing of the ΔrpoN mutant.  Unbuffered L-

arginine (ARG) has been previously shown to promote TOB killing of wildtype P. aeruginosa 

cells (397, 401).  We found that TOB+ARG treatment (64 µg/mL TOB and 10 mM ARG) was 

also effective at killing ΔrpoN cells (Fig 4-5).  

 Other than FUM and SUC, Meylan et al found other carbon sources, such as acetate, 

gluconate, and D-glucose (GLU), that potentiated TOB lethality (185).  We did not observe 

significant killing with 30 mM acetate and 64 µg/mL TOB in either PA14 or ΔrpoN (data not 

shown).  Moreover, we did not test the ability of gluconate to potentiate TOB killing of ΔrpoN 

because ΔrpoN mutants have been shown to accumulate gluconate, suggesting a defect in 

gluconate utilization (63).  Intriguingly, GLU was able to potentiate TOB killing in PA14 and, to 

a slightly lesser extent, in ΔrpoN (Fig 4-5).  Determining whether ARG and GLU also promote 

TOB killing by enhancing respiration and TOB uptake will be the topic of future study.  TOB 

combined with either ARG or GLU may prove to be a more attractive combination therapy than 

TOB+FUM in the setting of a high burden of RpoN loss-of-function mutants. 
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Figure 4-5. L-arginine or D-glucose can potentiate TOB killing of ΔrpoN cells.   

Survival of PA14 wildtype and ΔrpoN stationary phase cells following incubation for 4 h with or 

without 64 µg/mL TOB in the presence or absence of 10 mM L-arginine (ARG) or 10 mM D-

glucose (GLU).  Data are presented as mean log10 cfu/mL ± SEM for three biological replicates. 
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4.6 Discussion 

Chronic bacterial infections that are recalcitrant to standard antimicrobial treatment 

regimens contribute to patient morbidity and mortality, promote the emergence of antibiotic 

resistance, and pose a significant cost to the healthcare system.  It is important to acknowledge that 

chronic infections involve a complex combination of antibiotic tolerance, antibiotic resistance, and 

host factors.  Therefore, different treatment strategies, likely used in combination, will be needed 

in order to address these mechanistically different phenomena.  Novel therapeutic strategies, such 

as metabolic potentiation of existing antibiotics, have been proposed in order to specifically 

combat antibiotic tolerance (188).  TOB+FUM has been recently identified as a combination 

treatment that can kill antibiotic tolerant P. aeruginosa (185, 189), which contributes to the chronic 

lung infections that afflict patients with CF.  Genetic requirements for TOB+FUM susceptibility 

have not been previously explored.        

 In this work, we have shown that the sigma factor RpoN is required for susceptibility of P. 

aeruginosa stationary phase and biofilm cells to TOB+FUM as well as to other aminoglycoside 

and C4-dicarboxylate combinations.  RpoN is an activator of C4-dicarboxylate transporter gene 

expression (66), and we have shown that the non-susceptibility of ΔrpoN cells to TOB+FUM is 

due to a loss of FUM uptake.  The proposed mechanism is presented schematically in Fig 4-6.  

Importantly, RpoN loss-of-function mutations are often seen in P. aeruginosa strains isolated from 

the CF lung, and we observed that clinical RpoN loss-of-function mutations result in TOB+FUM 

non-susceptibility.  Moreover, TOB+FUM selectively kills cells retaining RpoN function and 

spares cells with loss of RpoN function in a heterogenous population, effectively leading to 

selection for RpoN mutant survival.  Overall, these data suggest that TOB+FUM might not be an 

effective strategy to eradicate P. aeruginosa from the lungs of CF patients with a high burden of 
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RpoN loss-of-function mutants.  However, further in vitro experiments with clinical isolates, in 

vivo experiments with animal models, and clinical data from human trials will be needed to further 

validate this concern.  In light of our work, we suggest that clinical trials assessing TOB+FUM 

effectiveness should consider stratifying patients based on the relative frequency of isolates with 

rpoN mutations to determine if this parameter influences treatment response.   

Recently, exciting strategies have been proposed to prevent the expression of RpoN-

regulated virulence factors such as flagella in an effort to impair P. aeruginosa pathogenicity (58, 

405, 406).  While these strategies are likely to be relevant in the context of acute infectious 

processes that rely on RpoN-dependent virulence factors, they are unlikely to be helpful in the 

context of chronic P. aeruginosa CF lung infections where RpoN loss-of-function seems to 

provide a fitness benefit.  Several theories have been proposed to explain why rpoN mutants evolve 

in the CF lung.  These include immune evasion (403) and improved anaerobic survival (407).  

Perhaps rpoN mutation is also beneficial because it renders bacteria relatively insensitive to 

antibiotic potentiation by certain metabolites, like C4-dicarboxylates.  Some support for this 

conjecture can be found in the recent observation that, unlike for RpoN+ strains, TOB susceptibility 

of the RpoN- DK2 strain is not increased by host-derived metabolites (402).  Indeed, nutritional 

conditions in the CF lung have been previously shown to select for antibiotic tolerant lasR mutants 

(307).  Whatever the underlying reason(s) may be for pathoadaptive loss of RpoN function in the 

context of the CF lung, what this means for patient outcomes has not been investigated and would 

be an interesting avenue for future study.  

 While our data suggest that aminoglycosides combined with C4-dicarboxylates might not 

be effective in killing P. aeruginosa isolates with RpoN loss-of-function, we have shown that two 

other carbon sources, ARG and GLU, can potentiate TOB killing of both wildtype and ΔrpoN 
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antibiotic tolerant cells.  Mechanisms of non-susceptibility to these treatments and whether these 

treatment combinations can lower bacterial burden more effectively than TOB alone in patients 

with rpoN mutants are questions that have yet to be answered.  

Metabolic potentiation of antibiotic activity has tremendous potential to help patients who 

are battling chronic bacterial infections that are tolerant to antibiotics.  Taking the case of 

TOB+FUM and P. aeruginosa as an example, we propose that, when developing antibiotic and 

metabolite combinations for a given infection, it will be important to consider whether genetic 

mutations impairing sensing, uptake and/or metabolism of the metabolite can evolve or are already 

present in the bacterial population.  Ultimately, we hope that the work presented here will help 

guide efforts to personalise TOB+FUM treatment to CF patients who will benefit most from this 

combination therapy.
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Figure 4-6.  Proposed model for RpoN-dependent susceptibility to TOB+FUM.   

In the wildtype RpoN+ strain (left panel), FUM enters the cell through C4-dicarboxylate transporters (eg. DctA), that are transcriptionally 

regulated by RpoN.  Once in the cell, FUM is metabolised in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to produce reducing equivalents that 

promote ETC activity.  Increased respiration leads to regeneration of the membrane potential, TOB uptake, and subsequent TOB-

dependent cell death.  On the other hand, in the ΔrpoN RpoN- strain, the lack of functional RpoN means that C4-dicarboxylate 

transporters are not expressed, and FUM cannot enter the cell.  As a consequence, TOB uptake is not increased and the cell remains 

tolerant to TOB.           
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Chapter 5: General discussion 
 

 In this thesis, I have presented an analysis of three different transcriptional regulators that 

contribute to antibiotic resistance and tolerance in the opportunistic bacterial pathogen, P. 

aeruginosa.     

 In Chapter 2, I attempted to identify a transcriptional regulator of the type VI secretion 

tssABC1 operon, which contributes to biofilm antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa.  While I found 

that PA3225 bound to the promoter region of this operon, deletion of PA3225 did not affect 

tssABC1 expression.  Since publishing the research article that forms Chapter 2, a transcriptional 

regulator of the tssABC1 operon (and of other type VI secretion system genes) was identified by 

another group (408).  Allsopp and colleagues found that AmrZ, which is a global regulator of genes 

involved in virulence (409), bound directly to the tssABC1 promoter region (408).  Interestingly, 

overexpression of AmrZ only led to a 1.5-fold increase in tssA1 expression; however, the impact 

of amrZ deletion was not assessed (408).  Clearly, transcriptional regulation of tssABC1 does not 

appear to be as pivotal as the post-transcriptional control exerted by RsmA (317, 320, 408).            

 The fortuitous discovery that deletion of PA3225 resulted in increased resistance to a 

variety of MexAB-OprM antibiotic substrates ultimately led to the finding that PA3225 represses 

mexAB-oprM expression.  mexAB-oprM has a number of regulators (10), suggesting that regulation 

of its expression across a variety of different conditions is important for the cell.  Interestingly, 

PA3228, which encodes an ABC transporter and is in the same operon as PA3225, also seemed to 

play a role in the reduced susceptibility of the ΔPA3225 mutant to fluoroquinolones.  

Characterisation of this putative efflux pump is underway in our lab.      
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In Chapter 3, I described the discovery that ndvB, which is involved in biofilm antibiotic 

resistance through the production of antibiotic-sequestering cyclic glucans, is regulated by RpoS 

in stationary phase cells and biofilms.  One interesting finding of this work was that ndvB has an 

unusually long 5’ untranslated region (5’UTR; the median length is 47 nucleotides in P. 

aeruginosa (387)).  Therefore, investigating how the 5’UTR influences transcription and 

translation of ndvB will be of interest for future studies.  While I primarily examined transcriptional 

expression in stationary phase cells, it will be interesting to more closely examine ndvB expression 

in biofilms.  Gene expression is well known to be heterogeneous in bacterial biofilms (37).  

Therefore, examining spatial and temporal ndvB expression in a variety of different biofilm models 

(eg. colony biofilms (410) could be done using the transcriptional GFP reporters.  It would also be 

of value to ensure that ndvB expression in biofilms colocalizes with areas of rpoS expression.  

While alginate, PEL, and PSL are the major polysaccharide components of P. aeruginosa biofilms, 

the contribution of NdvB-derived glucans to the biofilm matrix probably also warrants further 

investigation given that these glucans were a major exopolysaccharide identified in PA14 biofilms 

(388).          

Many important questions remain about NdvB and the native function(s) of the β-(1→3)-

cyclic glucans that it produces.  For instance, Sadovskaya and colleagues showed that NdvB-

derived glucans are modified with phosphoglycerol (148) – how are phosphoglycerol moieties 

added to the cyclic glucans?  In E. coli, linear periplasmic glucans are substituted with 

phosphoglycerol moieties by the phosphoglycerol transferase, MdoB (411).  I performed a quick 

BLAST search of the P. aeruginosa genome on the Pseudomonas Genome Database website (82) 

with the amino acid sequence of the MdoB polypeptide.  This search yielded two genes, PA1115 

and PA1689, that encode putative and uncharacterised cytoplasmic membrane proteins from the 
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MdoB family (COG1368) (83).  It would be interesting to determine in the future if one of these 

candidate phosphoglycerol transferases is responsible for modification of NdvB-derived glucans.  

A similar search performed with the sequence of CgmB, which adds phosphoglycerol to cyclic 

glucans in Sinorhizobium meliloti (a plant symbiont) (412), did not produce any hits in P. 

aeruginosa.  This leads to a second interesting question – what is the source of the phosphoglycerol 

that decorates NdvB-derived glucans?  In E.coli, MdoB transfers phosphoglycerol from membrane 

phosphatidylglycerol lipids onto the glucans to allow for membrane turnover (411).  Perhaps the 

phosphoglycerol moieties on NdvB-dervied glucans are also derived from phosphatidylglycerol.  

An important finding of Chapter 3 was that ndvB is regulated by RpoS (312), which is active 

during starvation and growth arrest (24).  This suggests that NdvB may somehow be important for 

adaptation to starvation conditions.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, it is interesting to note that rpoS 

transcription is induced by PsrA, which responds to fatty acids that can be used for metabolism 

through β-oxidation (48–52).  Perhaps NdvB-derived glucans may be involved in turnover of 

membrane phosphatidylglycerol that can be used for β-oxidation (413).  Maybe 

phosphatidylglycerol turnover and recycling of the phosphatidylglycerol moiety through NdvB-

derived glucans allows for remodeling of the lipid composition and biophysical properties of the 

membrane as cells enter stationary phase (413).  NdvB-derived glucans are also linked to 

metabolism through ethanol oxidation via an uncharacterized mechanism (149).  Ethanol oxidation 

genes are upregulated in biofilm cells compared to exponential phase cells (149) – are these genes 

also upregulated in stationary phase cells?  Is there a role for ethanol oxidation as a metabolic 

pathway in stationary phase cells?   

It is also interesting to note that another type of periplasmic glucan also exists in P. 

aeruginosa.  These glucans, which are synthesized by enzymes encoded by the opgGH locus, are 
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linear and succinylated (414).  It is uncommon for bacteria to have both cyclic and linear 

periplasmic glucans (415), which begs the question: why are two types of glucan produced by P. 

aeruginosa?  Do these periplasmic glucans have some functional redundancy or are they 

functionally divergent?    

 Chapter 3 also documented a role for RpoS in stationary phase tolerance to tobramycin.  

Interestingly, this tolerance did not seem to depend on ndvB.  How might RpoS contribute to 

stationary phase tolerance?  An interesting hypothesis stems from the finding by Martins and 

colleagues that the superoxide dismutase SodB is important for stationary phase tolerance to 

antibiotics (181).  Expression of sodB is dependent on both the stringent response and RpoS in P. 

aeruginosa (181).  SodB seems to be important in stationary phase cells for regulating membrane 

permeability to antibiotics, although the mechanism is not yet clear.  Membrane permeability can 

be approximated using ethidium bromide accumulation assay as was done by Martins et al (181).  

To determine if stationary phase ΔrpoS cells might have increased permeability, I performed a 

pilot experiment where I assessed steady state accumulation of ethidium bromide in the absence 

or presence of CCCP.  CCCP inhibits the activity of RND efflux pumps that can efflux ethidium 

bromide out of the cell and was used to ensure that differences in steady state accumulation 

between strains were not due to efflux.  Interestingly, the ΔrpoS mutant accumulated more 

ethidium bromide than the wildtype, suggesting that membrane permeability might be increased 

in ΔrpoS cells (Fig 5-1).  Whether this increased permeability is due to downregulation of sodB in 

the ΔrpoS mutant and whether this contributes to tobramycin tolerance are questions that should 

be explored in the future.   
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Figure 5-1.  Accumulation of ethidium bromide is increased in ΔrpoS stationary phase cells.   

Stationary phase accumulation of ethidium bromide was performed as described by Martins et al.  

Steady state fluorescence was measured in a plate reader (Ex/Em 490/585 nm).  Data are shown 

as mean + SEM for three biological replicates tested in quadruplicate technical repeats.      

  

Chapter 4 provided the first demonstration of a clinically relevant mechanism of bacterial 

non-susceptibility to potentiation of antibiotic killing by a metabolite.  I found that RpoN is 

required for potentiation of tobramycin killing by fumarate in P. aeruginosa.  Importantly, RpoN 

loss-of-function mutations are common in P. aeruginosa isolated from the CF lung (288).  The 

potential clinical impact of this finding is quite clear – if tobramycin and fumarate combination 

treatment is to be used in CF patients to treat chronic P. aeruginosa lung infections, it is possible 

that patients with a high burden of RpoN mutants will not benefit from the combination treatment.  

That being said, this is still very much a theoretical concern for a variety of reasons.  Firstly, I still 

need to show that actual CF isolates lacking RpoN function are, like the laboratory strain, non-

susceptible to the combination treatment.  Secondly, the combination of tobramycin and fumarate 

has actually not yet been shown to have any clinical benefit in CF patients.  The company Enbiotix, 
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which is developing tobramycin and fumarate as a drug called EBX-001, is purportedly beginning 

the process to test efficacy in clinical trials in CF patients.  Thirdly, the true prevalence of RpoN 

loss-of-function mutants among CF patients as well as the frequency of mutants within a given 

patient’s lung are not known.  Frequency of rpoN mutant alleles in CF sputum could be done using 

FREQ-Seq (416) as was done recently for lasR mutant alleles (310).  This relative frequency of 

mutant alleles could be used to prospectively or retrospectively stratify CF patients to determine 

if efficacy of tobramycin and fumarate combination inversely correlates with the burden of RpoN 

mutants in the lung.  If efficacy of tobramycin and fumarate is affected by RpoN mutant burden, 

then this parameter could be used in a personalized medicine approach to determine which patients 

would benefit most from the combination treatment.  Finally, the actual clinical significance of 

RpoN mutants is virtually unknown.  For instance, do patients have worse clinical prognoses if 

their lungs are dominated by bacteria lacking RpoN function?  All of these questions require 

answers before we will know if my findings in Chapter 4 are of true clinical value. 

 Antibiotics are precious healthcare resources that are the cornerstone of modern medicine.  

Understanding the mechanisms underpinning antibiotic resistance and tolerance as well how these 

mechanisms are regulated is critical in order to guide strategies that will help keep our antibiotic 

arsenal relevant.  Taking biofilms as an example, several new and exciting strategies have been 

developed to disrupt or prevent these antibiotic tolerant populations (146).  Understanding 

transcriptional regulation of antibiotic resistance and tolerance is one strategy that has been taken 

by us and others (366, 417–422) in the hopes that this understanding may unveil steps in regulatory 

networks that can be targeted therapeutically to render bacteria susceptible to antibiotics.   
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